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The present simulation study evaluated and compared the performance of piecewise 
regression to one of the more recognizable methods utilized to model nonlinear relationships 
within the confines of OLS, polynomial regression.  This investigation examined (a) the 
comparative performance of piecewise and polynomial regression under various experimental 
conditions (e.g., fitting datasets with different underlying structure, different sample sizes, and 
varying number slope change-points), and (b) their utility and ease for empirically identifying the 
point(s) where a regression line changes trajectory.  The research design, which followed a 
mixed factorial design, included four independent variables: sample size, underlying data-
generating model type, type of regression analyses (i.e., polynomial, piecewise with known 
knots, piecewise with unknown knots) and number of significant change-points.  Seven outcome 
variables were used to evaluate and compare model performance: the square root of the mean 
squared error (RMSE), RMSE omitting the 10% most extreme residuals, RMSE for only the 
10% omitted, R-squared values, estimated change-point location(s), estimated Y-hat when x was 
at the change-point, and the empirical standard error.  Findings indicated that under conditions of 
v 
 
misspecification, polynomial and piecewise were incapable of correctly estimating the location 
of the true change-points and the Y-hats when x was at the estimated change-point locations.  
Misspecified models, in general, had inferior RMSE and R2 outcomes than their correctly 
specified counterparts.  Sample size was a good discriminatory element, as larger ones helped 
better expose a misspecified model fit.   
 Keywords: Piecewise regression, polynomial regression, segmented regression, 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION & LITERATURE REVIEW 
Introduction 
At times, researchers are interested in understanding change processes that do not 
conform to a linear pattern.  In such instances, the primary focus of a research study might 
involve identifying distinct phases in the trajectory of a condition or program under observation.  
Examples of this scenario may be found in cases where the investigator needs to assess critical 
points where events or conditions that influence the outcome variable have changed and/or also 
estimate the magnitude of these changes—such as in evaluation studies focusing on process (e.g., 
quantitatively identifying patterns of meaningful changes in the delivery of service of a 
program), developmental studies, or in educational studies examining the varying effects of a 
given program/curriculum across time (e.g., growth and time series analysis) or groups (e.g., 
differential occurrence of treatment effects based on gender). 
Interest in studying the nonlinear associations and change-points1 of the variables may be 
driven by, for example, (a) theoretical considerations, (b) an examination of data that shows that 
the effects of x on y vary depending on the value of x (Pedhazur and Pedhazur Schmelkin, 1991), 
or (c) by the pursuit of a more nuanced understanding of the distinct point(s) where changes 
occur that may help with the planning and development of educational interventions or 
treatment. Whatever the reason or influence stimulating this line of inquiry, the perhaps greater 
challenge for researchers lies not in their interest in studying relationships that happen to be 
nonlinear but in locating suitable and accessible statistical regression methods that can fit the 
                                                 
1  Unless otherwise indicated, the term change point(s) refers to both a change in slope (i.e., a 
shift in the trajectory of an x-y relationship) and changes in direction of the slope (i.e., the sign of 
the slope).  
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nonlinear data points and also empirically identify the location(s) where the regression line 
changes direction. 
One such technique that is commonly used by social scientists to capture nonlinear 
associations within the framework of ordinary least square regression (OLS) is polynomial 
regression (Cohen, Cohen, West & Aiken, 2003; Curran, Obeidat, and Losardo, 2010; Pedhazur 
and Pedhazur Schmelkin, 1991).  Polynomial regression, in effect, can be used to fit data curves 
of virtually any shape (Cohen et al., 2003).  However, concerns have been raised about its 
application due to its potential to run into multicollinearity if too many power terms are added to 
the model or it not having sufficient flexibility to adjust to the varying curves in the slope when 
few power terms are in the model (Albarrán, Alonso, and Marín, 2011; Marsh and Cormier, 
2002). 
Another lesser-known technique also operating within the OLS framework that can 
likewise adapt to the twists and turns of a nonlinear relationship is piecewise regression.  Adding 
to its appeal, piecewise regression is equipped with the capability of empirically estimating the 
point(s) where the regression line switches direction.  In this regression technique, the change-
point(s) are explicit parameters in the model, which may give it an advantage over polynomial 
regression—where the maxima/minima points are merely implied by the model parameters—
when identifying statistically significant slope change(s) in the regression line. 
It should be noted that Cudeck and du Toit (2002) explored the possibility of equipping 
polynomial regression with the capability to empirically estimate meaningful bends in a 
regression line.  To this end, they proposed a reparameterized quadratic polynomial model that 
included the local maximum/minimum point of the parabola as a parameter in the model.  
However and as will be explained in more detail later, Cudeck and du Toit’s proposed model is 
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not as accessible as the better-established piecewise regression approach for locating meaningful 
points of change in the slope. 
Study objective and rationale 
The present study evaluated and compared the performance of two nonlinear regression 
techniques: piecewise and polynomial regression.  This comparative analysis was motivated by 
an interest in examining whether the lesser known piecewise regression is a useful alternative to 
the better-known polynomial regression technique for modeling nonlinear relationships, which 
was an idea proposed by Marsh and Cormier (2002) with limited evidence to support this claim.2  
To date, studies comparing the fit of these two nonlinear regression techniques under various 
conditions and their ability to empirically identify critical change-points in the data are scant. 
In addition to the above rationale for the present study, this work was prompted by a 
perceived need to draw attention to suitable and accessible statistical methods for modeling 
nonlinear relationships and identifying critical points of change in a regression line.  The 
operative word here is accessible, and on this point, this study was influenced by a recognition 
that the general level of quantitative training of doctoral students in psychology sub-disciplines 
and education programs is primarily limited to learning the basics about traditional statistical 
methods such as descriptive statistics, Chi-square test, ANOVA, and multiple linear regression 
(Henson, Hull, and Williams, 2010).  In fact, most psychology and education doctoral 
programs— with the exception of programs with concentrations in quantitative methods—place 
little emphasis on teaching graduate students statistical methods beyond what is covered in a 
one-year introductory statistics course (Aiken, West, and Millsap, 2008; Goliski and Cribbie, 
                                                 
2  Note that in their writing, Marsh and Cormier present various nonlinear models as plausible 




2009; Levine, 2007).  Therefore, the attention that was given here to statistical tools like 
piecewise and polynomial regression that, except when location of slope change-points need to 
be estimated, can operate within the data-analysis framework that doctoral graduates are 
generally taught and know how to implement in their own work (more on this later) capitalized 
on the extent of their applied capabilities in quantitative methods and indirectly touches on the 
idea of expanding the repertoire of applied statistical techniques that are regularly taught in 
education and psychology programs. 
Governing research question 
Due to the exploratory nature of this study, no hypotheses were formulated in advance.  
Instead, one overarching research question was proposed: 
Q: What is the comparative performance of piecewise and polynomial models fitted to the 
same nonlinear relationship? 
Summary of chapters 
This study comprises four chapters.  The present chapter, Chapter One, provides a 
general introduction and rationale to the study.  It also includes a review of relevant literature, 
including background information about polynomial and piecewise regression and their 
connection to multiple regression.  Chapter Two details the research design, research questions, 
and procedures used in this study.  This second chapter also includes specifics about the 
simulated data-generating process.  Chapter Three provides and overview of results and analyses.  
Chapter Four, the closing chapter, offers a summary of key findings and conclusions, as well as a 
summary of study limitations, directions for future research, and reflection on the contribution 
that the present study makes to the field of educational research. 
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Review of the Literature 
The literature review begins with a brief discussion about the ubiquitous presence of 
regression analysis in the sphere of social science and education research and in the quantitative 
training generally afforded to graduates in doctoral programs.  This provides a contextual 
framework for the two statistical models that are the focus of this research study: polynomial and 
piecewise regression.  Next, approaches for handling nonlinear relationships in OLS regression 
are discussed, and piecewise and polynomial regression modeling techniques are presented as 
two examples of these approaches.  A detailed description of the intricacies of polynomial and 
piecewise regression then follows; here, the key strengths and limitations of these nonlinear 
statistical techniques are reviewed.  Next, consideration is given to the importance of attending to 
critical change points in nonlinear relationships and to any capabilities that piecewise and 
polynomial may have for empirically tracking location of meaningful points of change.  Finally, 
in the last section of this literature review, the frequency (or lack thereof) of the use of 
polynomial and piecewise regression over time in education studies published in leading 
academic journals is explored. 
Familiarity of multiple linear regression 
Multiple linear regression modeling is a powerful statistical technique that uses the 
ordinary least squares (OLS) method to determine the best linear approximation of an outcome 
variable y using one or more predictor/explanatory variables x (Faraway, 2015; Verbeek, 2005).  
It is perhaps the most common statistical procedure used in social science research (Field, Miles, 
and Field, 2012; Newbold and Bos, 1985) and one of the most commonly used tools in 
educational research (Troncoso Skidmore and Thompson, 2010; Warne, 2011).  Its dominant 
application is not only apparent in many of the social science disciplines and education but also 
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in business, engineering, physical and earth sciences such as biology, agriculture, and geology 
(Faraway, 2015; Yan and Su, 2009).  This statistical approach is mainly used to answer research 
questions that involve establishing relationships (i.e., explanations) and predictions, such as in 
theory testing (Cohen et al., 2003; Thompson, 2008; Yan and Su, 2009). 
Although multiple regression has its share of limitations (e.g., unstable results when 
multicollinearity is present, data analyzed at one single level, sensitive to outliers, etc.) and 
growing competition from more general methods that have been introduced or promoted in the 
past 30 years, like HLM, SEM, generalized linear model, Bayesian methods, some of its 
advantages continue to sustain its popularity (Thompson, 2008).  Among its advantages, are that 
(a) results are generally easy to interpret, (b) it is a very flexible method for describing data, and 
(c) models that specifically reflect research questions can be easily written and understood 
(Barreto and Howland, 2006; Faraway, 2005; Warne, 2011). 
Multiple regression’s presence in doctoral training.  Technical advantages aside, 
perhaps, multiple regression’s common presence could simply be due to familiarity and the 
extent of the statistical literacy of researchers rather than utilization based on its appropriateness 
for answering a given research question.  On this point, Warne (2011) proposed that the 
prevalent application of multiple regression in research might be due to it being taught in 
virtually all graduate programs.  Empirical evidence appears to back Warne’s assumption.  For 
example, in a study examining the extent of quantitative and measurement training of Ph.D. 
programs in North America in various psychology disciplines and sub-disciplines, Aiken et al. 
(2008) found that multiple regression and analysis of variance were the two most regularly 
taught statistical methods; these were taught in 95% of the doctoral programs surveyed while 
advanced courses, such as SEM, HLM, categorical data analysis, meta-analysis, nonparametric, 
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and longitudinal data analysis, were offered at dramatically lower rates, with some of these 
advanced courses appearing in only 30–52% of the programs and often as a module within a 
course.  Coverage of nonlinear modeling3 was even lower: Only 21% of the 186 programs that 
completed the survey indicated teaching anything about this topic, and within this count, only 
4% offered a standalone course on this subject.  Most revealing, Aiken et al. (2008) found that 
program faculty’s judgment on whether most or all of their graduates could apply intermediate or 
advanced statistical technique to their own research was fairly low.  For example, only 7% of the 
programs indicated high confidence in their graduates’ ease with nonlinear models; likewise, 
trust in competency levels in other mid-to-advance statistical procedures were also in the single 
digits or teens.  However, confidence in their graduates’ abilities to perform multifactor ANOVA 
and OLS multiple regression was high, 80% and 85% respectively. 
Similarly, studies specifically looking at research methodology and statistics courses 
required in schools of education also found that the level of preparation afforded to doctoral 
students in this area was deficient (Levine, 2007) and seriously lacking in advanced statistical 
training.  In one study examining qualitative and quantitative course offerings in 251 doctoral 
programs across 21 universities, Capraro and Thompson (2008) found that 26% of the programs 
did not require any statistical courses at all; meanwhile, of the 74% of the programs that did, the 
median number of mandated quantitative courses was two.  In another study looking at 
quantitative requirements and offerings at doctoral programs in education, Leech and Goodwin 
(2008), reported that 63% of the programs examined required basic statistics and only 54% 
                                                 
3  Note that nonlinear modeling was the term used in the survey that the researchers sent out to 
study participants.  No distinction was made in the survey or by the authors of the published 
study on whether the term was used to refer to any or all types of data analytic tools used to 
model nonlinear relationships (the more likely scenario), or whether it was used to specifically 
refer to models that handle nonlinearity in the parameters. 
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required intermediate level statistics.  Likewise, Levine (2007) found that the quality in training 
in research and data analysis of graduates who are presumably being prepared to become 
education researchers or research consumers was limited, even in some cases where deans 
pointed to their educational psychology doctoral program as the best among their offerings. 
Gravitating towards what we know.  Applied researchers and research consumers will 
use the statistical tools that they know how to use (Troncoso Skidmore and Thompson, 2010; 
Warne, 2011), and in turn, this will have an impact on the types of research questions that are 
pursued and on the content of the research studies that are published (Levine, 2007).  A study 
conducted by Troncoso Skidmore and Thompson (2010) sheds light on this reality.  In a 
historical review of statistical techniques used in education and psychology peer-reviewed 
journals, they found that ANOVA was the most frequently employed statistical method in the 
published studies examined and multiple regression4 was the second most-popular approach; 
regression was the most prevalent when looking at psychology subfields alone. 
It should be noted that although the Troncoso Skidmore and Thompson study was 
published in 2010 and its findings are quite enlightening, they did not look at publications past 
2001 (the year span in their study ran from 1948–2001).  Hence, it is plausible that more 
advanced and complex statistical methods have begun to supplant basic descriptive statistics, 
                                                 
4  Note that the study’s authors followed a common practice of treating the family of ANOVA 
models as a separate category from linear regression; hence, it is recorded here as such to keep in 
line with how they summarized their results.  The more versed readers, particularly those 
familiar with the General Linear Model (GLM), will likely know that ANOVA is not a separate 
statistical technique from linear regression.  Rather, it represents a special case of linear 
regression modeling.  This fact often surprises many social science researchers whose training 
likely covered this topic separate from regression analysis (Field et al., 2012).  For more on 
ANOVA and multiple regression being identical systems, see Field et al. (2012) and/or Cronbach 




regression, and ANOVA as dominant techniques in published education research studies; 
however, we can only speculate at this point, as newer and more comprehensive investigations 
reporting on the latest trends in statistical methods used in peer-reviewed relevant journals or 
those suggesting improvements in the depth of quantitative training of doctoral programs have 
yet to be published.  If we go by the current information circulated on the American 
Psychological Association’s (APA) website about quantitative training, we can argue with some 
degree of confidence that all remains about the same.  As of this writing, the indication is that 
there are very few researchers with training in quantitative methods, and of those in the field, the 
count is dwindling (Retrieved December 15, 2015 from: 
http://www.apa.org/research/tools/quantitative/index.aspx). 
Building on researchers’ linear regression knowledgebase.  The above summary of 
the extent of quantitative methods training of many doctoral graduate students and report on the 
most-frequent statistical techniques found in published research is brought up in the service of 
highlighting the practicality of capitalizing on a statistical method that educational researchers 
are actually familiar with and know how to use, i.e., multiple regression, to add depth to their 
skill sets.  It is not an endorsement of current curriculum practices that offer limited training in 
quantitative methods; rather, it is about capitalizing on the commonly-known OLS framework to 
advance our knowledge of extensions on multiple regression that are capable of handling 
nonlinear associations.  Lynch (2007) calls the OLS regression model “the fundamental model of 
all social scientific research” and “the foundation of virtually all parametric models in social 
science today” (p. 165).  Thus, it provides a good starting point for introducing the more 
complex OLS-based statistical regression models that are the marquee feature of this study: 
piecewise and polynomial regression. 
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Characterizing nonlinear relationships in multiple linear regression 
To better understand the capabilities of multiple linear regression and why some x-y 
nonlinear relationships can be analyzed within its framework, let us begin by explaining the term 
linear regression from an equation-driven perspective and clarifying what the adjective linear 
means in this context.  Linear regression refers to the derivation of regression models that take 





β0 = intercept parameter 
   β1…βk = regression weight parameters 
ε = error 
 The adjective linear in the names multiple linear regression, linear model, and linear 
equation indicates that the regression equation employed is linear in the parameters, that is, the 
coefficients β0, β1…βk enter the model linearly.  Of key importance is that linear in this context 
has nothing to do with whether the model is linear in the variables (Cohen et al., 2003; Faraway, 
2015 Montgomery, Peck, and Vining, 2012; Ruppert, Wand, and Carroll, 2003; Yan and Su, 
2009).  It is strictly about the β weights being statistically linear.  Thus, a model embodying 
Equation 1.1 can be linear in the parameters but not necessarily linear in the variables, such as in 
a quadratic relationship between x and y, and still be analyzed with a multiple linear regression 
equation (Cohen et al, 2003; Yan and Su, 2009).  This is in contrast to generalized linear models, 
which are not linear in the parameters.  
In effect, multiple linear regression is not restricted to only studying relationships that can 
Multiple linear regression equation: Y = β0 + β1Χ + … + βkXk + ε (1.1) 
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be summarized with a single straight line.  It can also efficiently handle a myriad of curvilinear 
relationships between a predictor and a criterion variable.  As long as an equation is linear in the 
parameters (and can be expressed in the form of Equation 1.1), multiple linear regression is a 
viable option for modeling a nonlinear relationship (Bobko, 2001; Cohen et al., 2003).  For 
example, polynomial and piecewise regression are two basic types of extensions of multiple 
regression that are used to fit nonlinear relationships.  These two regression techniques are 
explained in greater detail in the ensuing pages. 
Polynomial regression 
Perhaps the most basic and common analytic approach used to study nonlinear 
relationships within the structure of ordinary least square regression (OLS) is polynomial 
regression (Montgomery et al., 2012; Pedhazur and Pedhazur Schmelkin, 1991).  This statistical 
technique provides a convenient means for fitting data points of virtually any shape (Cohen et 
al., 2003).  In the presence of a nonlinear relationship, the particulars of this regression technique 
involve raising an independent variable x to successive powers (e.g., x2, x3) and adding these 
power terms to the conventional linear regression function (Albarrán et al., 2011; Cohen et al., 
2003).  The power terms, which represent the variables generated from the transformation of the 
given x variable, are added to the regression equation to produce a model that can better capture 
the curvature or bends (i.e., changes in the direction of the slope) in the data and, thus, provide a 
better fit to the nonlinear relationship between x and y (Crawley, 2014).  The general equation for 
a polynomial regression with one predictor is given below. 
Polynomial of the k order: Y = β0 + β1X + β2X
2 + β3X
3 + ⋯ βkX
k + ε             (1.2) 
Basic structure of polynomial regression.  In its simplest form, the polynomial equation 
has only one independent continuous predictor variable x that is raised to a certain power.  The 
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highest power to which x can be raised defines the degree (also referred to as the order) of the 
polynomial.  For example, x raised to the second power, x2, is a second-degree or second-order 
polynomial and is called a quadratic polynomial (Cohen et al., 2003; Pedhazur and Pedhazur 
Schmelkin, 1991).  The quadratic polynomial equation produces a parabola curve with one bend 
in the slope line (Cohen et al., 2003; Freund, Wilson, and Sa, 2006).  Similarly, x3, called a cubic 
polynomial, is a third-degree polynomial and yields an s-shaped curve (Cohen et al., 2003; 
Freund et al., 2006; Pedhazur and Pedhazur Schmelkin, 1991).  Key features in the cubic 
polynomial equation include the presence of two bends in the slope and one or two inflection 
points, where the inflection point refers to the point where the graph changes concavity.  Curves 
with more bends will call for even higher power terms (Freund et al., 2006). 
The basic equations for the linear, second, and third order polynomials models with one 
independent variable are given below. 
Linear model with one predictor: Y = β0 + β1X + ε  (1.3) 
Second order polynomial (Quadratic): Y = β0 + β1X + β2X
2 + ε  (1.4) 
Third order polynomial (Cubic): Y = β0 + β1X + β2X
2 + β3X
3 + ε (1.5) 
The highest degree polynomial permitted, which determines the overall shape of the 
regression function, cannot exceed (q – 1), where q equals the number of distinct values of x 
(Cohen et al., 2003; Pedhazur and Pedhazur Schmelkin, 1991).  It should be noted that the 
relative magnitude of the coefficients of the polynomial terms also influence the actual shape of 
the polynomial curve; for example, bends can at times be very pronounced (e.g., a notable hump) 
or not so much (e.g., may look more like a shoulder) but still represent the correct number of 
inflection point(s) in the curve (Freund et al., 2006).  Figure 1.1 provides an example of a fitted 
linear, quadratic, and cubic regression model while also showcasing the respective basic shapes 
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of each of these models: a straight line, a parabola, and s-shape curve. 
 
Figure 1.1.  Sample graphs of linear, quadratic, and cubic regression 
 
 
Advantages of polynomial regression.  Perhaps the most notable advantage of 
polynomial regression is that it is linear in nature (i.e., linear in the parameters), and that it 
operates within the framework of OLS regression; therefore, it is easy to implement (Freund et 
al., 2006) and computationally accessible to the many educational researchers whose statistical 
training do not stretch far beyond multiple regression.  Another advantage of polynomial 
regression is that it has the ability to add power terms as needed, which gives it much flexibility.  
In turn, this flexibility equips this statistical approach with a convenient means for fitting x-y 
relationships that are curvilinear (Lohmann, 2014).  More specifically, it can fit data points of 
virtually any shape (Cohen et al., 2003) and a multitude of curves of increasing complexity 
(Freund et al., 2006).  Polynomials also have the advantage of being able to provide a smooth fit 
(Faraway, 2015). 
Critique of polynomial regression: The multicollinearity problem.  Although 
polynomial regression has wide recognition and appeal for fitting curvilinear relationships, 
critics raise a variety of limitations and concerns with respect to utilizing this regression 


































associations between variables is the issue of multicollinearity, which refers to excessive levels 
of correlation among predictor variables (Field 2000; Iacobucci, Schneider, Popovich, and 
Bakamitsos, 2015).  Broadly speaking, relatively small levels of multicollinearity are 
inconsequential; however, high or extreme levels of it can cause computational and statistical 
problems in the estimation of parameters (Berry, 1985; Echambadi and Hess, 2007) and wreak 
havoc on the standard errors (Field, Miles, and Field, 2012).  Specifically, as the level of 
multicollinearity in the regression model increases—often, as a result of adding another power 
term—so does the possibility of generating analysis outcomes that contain inflated standard 
errors (SEs) of the coefficient estimates (i.e., the SEs will be larger than should be); in turn, the 
high SE will tend to yield wide confidence intervals (Berry, 1985; Dalal and Zickar, 2012; Field, 
Miles, and Field, 2012).  In short, high or extreme levels of multicollinearity poses a threat to the 
regression model in that it has a tendency to lead to unstable results (Berry, 1985; Field, Miles, 
and Field, 2012). 
Adding some nuance to critics’ characterizations, Berry (1985) explains that the 
repercussions of excessive multicollinearity can either be more or less troubling depending on 
the objective of the regression analysis.  If the goal of the research analysis is primarily to 
examine the fit of the overall regression model (e.g., to predict or forecast y using two or more 
predictor variables), an elevated level of multicollinearity is less of a problem.  In this scenario, 
the independent effects of the correlated x predictor variables on y do not need to be parsed out: 
The prediction of y is based on the collective contribution of all the x variables in the model 
(Baguley, 2012; Siegel, 2012).  Meanwhile, if the main intent of the study is to explain (i.e., 
explain how y is independently impacted by each x predictor variable in the model), then the 
situation is concerning because multicollinearity, which newer research suggest cannot be 
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alleviated by mean-centering the variables (see for example: Echamdadi and Hess, 2007; Dalal 
and Zickar, 2012; Iacobucci et al., 2015), makes it statistically difficult to separate the individual 
effects of one predictor variable over another one (Berry, 1985; Hansen, 2016; Siegel, 2012).  As 
a result, accuracy of individual estimates will be diminished; this will be reflected in the large SE 
for the predictors and in the possible non-significant outcomes for predictors that may, in fact, be 
significant (Hansen, 2016). 
Other critiques of polynomial regression.  Other issues raised by the critics of 
polynomial regression include: (a) the model runs into difficulties when it needs to fit data with 
change-points that are not evenly spaced, (b) at times, it needs to include many power terms in 
order to achieve a better fit, which comes at the expense of using up more degrees of freedom 
and potentially risking multicollinearity (Marsh & Cormier, 2002), and (c) if too few power 
terms are added (e.g., polynomial with low powers), the model might still be too rigid to 
successfully capture the multiple bends in the slope (Albarrán et al., 2011).  On the point about 
the number of power terms, Faraway (2013) suggests that the polynomial fit becomes less 
appealing as additional higher-order terms are added to the model. 
Polynomial regression, a global model.  One important characteristic of polynomial 
regression is that it is a type of global regression model (Keele, 2008; Schemertmann, 1995).  
This classification warrants more detailed attention, as it highlights one important disadvantage 
of polynomial regression (Faraway, 2015) and may help explain what is at the root of the 
aforementioned limitations and problems encountered by polynomial regression.  Global 
regression models, as its name readily suggests, offer a global fit to the entire spread of data 
points; that is, they search for a pattern that extends over the whole dataset—a sort of one size 
fits all approach that operates under the assumption that the relationship between x and y is 
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identical over the entire range of x values (Keele, 2008; Schemertmann, 1995).  Thus, a single 
continuous curve is used to summarize the entire dataset.  As a result, polynomial models have 
the disadvantage that each data point within it affects the fit globally (Faraway 2015). 
Consequently, when power terms are added to a global regression, such as in a 
polynomial regression, the model is simply conforming to a global version of nonlinearity 
(Keele, 2008).  This occurrence is evident in the way that a polynomial regression handles slope 
change(s).  Here, we can see that although the polynomial equation allows for the linear function 
to pivot in a different direction at a given value of x to accommodate a shift in the direction of 
the slope, it requires that the rate of change thereafter be identical for all remaining values of x 
(Schemertmann, 1995) if no additional power term(s) are added to the equation.  That is, when 
the slope changes direction as a result of a newly added power term, it will not change direction 
again unless another power term is added to force the line to shift once again.  This brings us 
back to the issues previously raised about how adding more terms to the polynomial regression 
equation raises the possibility of running into multicollinearity problems and burns more degrees 
of freedom while not adding enough can result in a model of limited flexibility that may fail to 
efficiently capture the intricacies of the nonlinear relationship between x and y. 
Notwithstanding its shortfalls, polynomial regression continues to be of great utility and 
is an often cited approach in statistics textbooks for modeling curvilinear relationships (see for 
example, Cohen et al. 2003; Field, Miles, and Field, 2012; Ruppert et al, 2003; Crawley, 2014); 
as such, it served as a comparison in this study seeking to establish piecewise regression as an 
alternative technique in the minds of education researchers. 
Exploring an alternative to polynomial regression 
 As discussed in the previous pages, polynomial regression is a great tool for analyzing 
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curvilinear relationships.  However, its advantages and utility can be quickly undermined by its 
tendency to run into problematic levels of multicollinearity and its sensitivity to individual data 
points, particularly outliers, due to it being a type of global regression model.  Another 
polynomial regression drawback is that it does not have an automatic built-in mechanism for 
empirically identifying the location of change points in a curvilinear regression line.  
Consequently, identifying an alternative, yet accessible, regression technique that can likewise 
capture nonlinear relationships and does away with the major limitations of polynomial 
regression would be of interest to education researchers handling nonlinear data. 
 One statistical analysis technique that might be able to fill the need in many cases is the 
lesser-known regression technique called piecewise regression.  Like polynomial regression, 
piecewise regression with known knots operates within the OLS framework and is rather adept at 
modeling nonlinear relationships exhibiting one or more bends.  An explanation of what is 
piecewise regression and a more in-depth look at its strengths and limitations now follows. 
Piecewise Regression 
 Before fully immersing into the details of what is piecewise regression and summarizing 
its strengths and limitations, let us first begin by talking about its parent category and the various 
names used to refer to this statistical technique.  This initial conversation on route to explaining 
the piecewise regression approach is justified because current practice has yet to agree on or sort 
out the multiple names and descriptions associated with piecewise regression and sister 
techniques from the umbrella category of spline models.  As a result, attempts to learn about 
piecewise regression are complicated by this situation and may possibly overwhelm the 
uninitiated to the point of deterrence. 
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Piecewise regression and the family of splines.  Piecewise regression is one of the 
many variants of regression analyses that stem from the family of spline regression models 
(Marsh and Cormier, 2002).  Like polynomial regression, it is capable of handling data of the 
nonlinear nature.  Its parent category, i.e., splines, includes a sizable number of regression 
techniques, and this number continues to grow partly due to ongoing progress in research on 
splines (Keele, 2008).  Just to name a few of the many different types of regression splines, we 
have piecewise linear splines (Lohmann, 2014), quadratic splines, cubic splines, piecewise 
polynomial spline (often referred to as B-spline in some fields), natural splines, thin-plate 
splines, P-splines, natural cubic B-splines, and smoothing splines (Keele, 2008). 
This growing variety and names of spline regression models certainly adds to the 
challenge of learning about splines, but it may not necessarily pose a problem.  What is a 
problem, however, is how these names and/or types tend to appear in the literature.  To better 
explain, one of the biggest challenges first encountered by a novice (and perhaps the not so 
novice academic!) wishing to learn about piecewise regression and the concept of spline 
regression is that, for starters, authors are not always clear about the type of spline discussed in a 
given published document, or the literature at large doesn’t necessarily address the many types of 
spline in existence.  Keele (2008) best captures this reality when he comments that possibly “the 
most confusing aspect of splines is that there are so many different types” (p. 50).  Adding to the 
confusion is the fact that the names of the many types (including the generic name spline) are not 
used uniformly.  This lack of uniformity in name and definition is most certainly apparent when 
discussing piecewise regression. 
Piecewise regression: A regression technique by any other name.  The more complete 
name of piecewise regression procedure that is at the heart of this study is piecewise linear 
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regression (Marsh and Cormier, 2002).  Although it is not all that difficult to find this regression 
technique referenced in the literature by the aforementioned name or, to a lesser degree, by the 
name piecewise linear splines (Lohmann, 2014) or the even longer name piecewise linear 
regression spline (see for example, Greene, Rolfson, Garellick, Gordon, and Nemes, 2015), one 
is much more likely to find it cited without the word linear or spline in the name; hence, it is 
why this study use piecewise regression in its pages.  Among the various other names used for 
piecewise regression are the following: linear spline regression (Ertel, and Fowlkes, 1976; 
Lohmann, 2014), spline regression (Harring, 2014), piecewise constant regression (Lohmann, 
2014), broken-stick regression (Faraway, 2015), broken-line regression (Muggeo, 2008), hockey 
stick regression (Brenden and Bence, 2008), segmented regression (Bang, Mazumdar, Spence, 
2006; Muggeo, 2003), and join-point regression (Kim, Fay, Feuer, and Midthune, 2000). 
In addition to keeping tabs of the many different names for this regression technique, 
interested learners must also be careful not to confuse regression spline with smoothing splines.   
These are not the same, and it may not always be immediately obvious to those with only a basic 
statistics background when they are reading about one or the other.  Smoothing splines are a type 
of nonparametric smoothing technique that offer a similar but more advanced function to that of 
the more familiar locally weighted scatterplot smoother, i.e., Lowess technique (Keel, 2008; 
Montgomery et al., 2012).  This point, in particular, should not be taken for granted because of 
all the forms of splines known to date, smoothing splines happen to be the types most frequently 
used in statistical analyses that turn to splines (Keele, 2008) and, therefore, the ones more likely 
to appear in the literature that one is sifting through when searching for valid references about 
piecewise regression that are, for example, going by the generic spline or spline regression 
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name.  With this word of caution in mind, let us now turn back to the special type of spline that 
is at the heart of this study: piecewise regression. 
Basic structure of piecewise regression.  Piecewise linear regression represents the 
most basic form of spline regression models.  It is a type of nonlinear regression technique that 
joins together two or more straight regression lines where each one captures different rates of 
change (i.e., different slopes) for different ranges of x (Marsh & Cormier, 2002; Relethford, 
1997; Ryan & Porth, 2007; Toms and Lesperance, 2003).  More specifically, in situations where 
the relationship between an explanatory variable, x, and an outcome variable, y, presents various 
linear relationships for different ranges of x, piecewise regression is able to fit multiple linear 
regression models to the data (Ryan & Porth, 2007).  This data-analytic fitting tool does this by 
linking together neighboring linear models and imposing continuity among the linear regression 
lines.  The amalgamation of the separate linear lines results in a piecewise regression function 
that is continuous (with a common intercept) and different slopes at the joined linear segments 
(Marsh & Cormier, 2002). 
 The points where the straight regression lines are joined together represent special values 
of x (Ryan & Porth, 2007) and mark the transition of one linear regression line to the next one 
(Hurley, Hussy, Mckeown, & Addy, 2006).  Among the most common names used to refer to the 
point(s) where the regression lines are connected include joint points, knots, spline knots, 
breakpoints, kinks, thresholds, and change-points.  (For examples of the use of the varying 
terminology, see Jones & Dey, 1995; Marsh & Cormier, 2002; Muggeo, 2008; Ryan & Porth, 
2007; Smith, 1979).  In the interest of simplicity, the term knot will be employed hereafter.  The 
number and location of these knots may be known prior to the analysis; however, the more likely 
scenario is that they will not be known at that stage (Marsh, 1986; Ryan & Porth, 2007). 
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 The concept of piecewise regression is perhaps best understood with a simple illustration.  
Figure 1.2 below provides a rudimentary visual of an unrestricted version of an interrupted 
regression model, which depicts a regression line that exhibits two different linear relationships 
within the plotted data (i.e., two distinctly different linear rates of change across x values).  Now 
contrast this figure to that of Figure 1.3, where a piecewise regression model is applied to data to 
ensure line continuity and retention of the differing slopes for each line segment.  Notice that the 
piecewise model in Figure 1.3, which is a restricted version of the unrestricted interrupted model 
(Marsh and Cormier, 2002), brings the broken lines together by forcing the disparate lines to 
meet at the imposed shared join-point, the knot. 









 With the visual in sight, the reader may now be able to better capture that the logic 
behind piecewise regression is for the model to estimate two or more regression lines that are 
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joined together at the point(s) where the trajectory of the slope switches to a different one (Keele, 
2008).  In the piecewise regression example characterized in Figure 1.3, there are only two 
different regression lines to bring together and one knot; however, other situations may call for 
the joining of more than two linear regressions and, thus, have more knots to show for it.  The 
importance of this strategy of enforcing line continuity is discussed in more detail in the next 
section, but, before we do that, let us first look at the piecewise equation. 
Equation 1.6 defines the general equation for the piecewise regression model when the 
number and location of the knots are known, and it is one that can be analyzed using 
conventional OLS regression.  The equation used in situations where the location(s) of the 
knot(s) are unknown will be discussed at a later point in this chapter. 
Y= 𝑏0 + 𝑏1𝑋1 + 𝑏2𝑍1 + ⋯ + 𝑏j𝑍j + 𝑒 (1.6) 
  
Where: 
Zj = Dj (X1 – Kj) 
Kj = location of knot j along the x axis 
Dj = dummy variable that represents values before and after a corresponding knot: D = 0 
when (X ≤ Kj) and D = 1 when (X > Kj) 
As the notations above indicate, the setup for the piecewise linear equation requires that 
we create a dummy variable that, in turn, is used to create the piecewise linear adjustment 
variable, Z.  A key function of this Z variable is to join the noncontiguous regression segments 
into one continuous nonlinear regression line; it also signals the location of the significant 
change point in the data.  The needed number of dummy variables and corresponding Z 
independent variables will depend on the number of knots, K, in the model.  For example, the 
piecewise regression in Figure 1.3 calls for just one dummy variable and, thus, one Z 
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independent variable.  Continuing with this example, if we assume that the location of the knot in 
the Figure 1.3 data is at K = 6.5, we can create one dummy variable where D = 0 if X ≤ 6.5 and D 
= 1 if X > 6.5 and proceed to enter this information into the general piecewise equation given in 
equation 1.6.  Subsequently, we can rewrite the one-knot piecewise equation as two separate but 
adjoined regression lines (one line for each interval of x) as: 
Y= 𝑏0 + 𝑏1𝑋1 + 𝑒                                 if X ≤ 6.5 (1.7) 
Y= 𝑏0 + 𝑏1𝑋1 + 𝑏2(𝑋1 − 6.5) + 𝑒       if X > 6.5 (1.8) 
Notice that in Equation 1.7 the 𝑏2𝑍1 term is left out because once the multiplication by the zero 
dummy variable is factored in, it will cause it to drop out.  Also, notice that without the 
aforementioned term, Equation 1.7 is the all-familiar, bivariate linear regression equation and 
only provides us with values for the first linear fragment of the x-y relationship, whereas 
Equation 1.8 describes the second part of the x-y relationship.  In the second equation, 𝑏2 
represents the difference in slope between the ranges before and after the knot. 
The importance of line continuity.  As Figures 1.2 and 1.3 partly show, piecewise 
regression is a form of a restricted version of an interrupted regression model, where the former 
allows for abrupt, discontinuous breaks in the regression line while the latter imposes a 
continuous regression line that does not allow a break in the function.  This line continuity 
imposed by piecewise regression (and all spline models, for that matter) is a useful feature over 
the unrestricted alternative because, depending on your research question or area of inquiry, 
discontinuity at the breakpoints of the differing regression segments may not always be practical 
or make any sense (Marsh & Cormier, 2002; Suits, Mason, & Chan, 1978).  Educational research 
often provides a good example of this particular situation.  In learning studies, one needs to 
consider that developmental changes in learning are often gradual, and shifts in academic skills 
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(e.g., marked improvement or decline in abilities) are generally the result of cumulative effects 
rather than due to an abrupt alteration in student conditions.  No student starts with nothing: 
Even in the case of an educational program intervention that has a known start-point and is 
implementing dramatic changes to learning conditions, each student starts with a base level of 
skills (high or low; relevant or irrelevant to the material to be learned).  Hence, discontinuity 
would not hold true as a description of how the acquisition of new knowledge unfolds.  
Advantages of piecewise regression.  One notable advantage of piecewise regression is 
that, for the most part, it is not subject to the multicollinearity problems encountered by 
polynomial regression (Faraway, 2015; Marsh and Cormier, 2002).  Two other advantages of 
piecewise regression can be attributed to inherent features of this regression technique.  One key 
model characteristic that may give piecewise regression an edge over polynomial regression is 
that it is a type of local regression model, as oppose to polynomial regression, which, as detailed 
previously, is a type of global regression.   
 The general idea behind local regression models is that the range of values of the 
independent variable is split up into different segments where each has a different slope 
(Lohmann, 2014).  The benefit of a local regression over a global regression model is that a local 
model like piecewise can restrict the influence of each x value in the dataset to the particular 
region where it is located (Faraway, 2015; Keele, 2008; Schemertmann, 1995), that is, it 
localizes it to one of the different linear segments within the model.  As a result, it tends to be 
less susceptible to outliers or clustered data points than a global polynomial regression model.  
The other favorable feature of piecewise regression is that it is equipped with the capability of 




 At an applied level, piecewise’s capacity to localize different linear segments can be 
especially useful as a form of analysis of interrupted time-series or single-case baseline designs, 
i.e., pre and post introduction of an intervention.  In effect, piecewise can readily allow for ways 
to estimate the impact of the different intervention periods (i.e., the interruptions in the time 
series or single-case baseline designs) while maintaining line continuity (Taljaard, McKenzie, 
Ramsay, & Grimshaw, 2014; Wagner, Soumerai, Zhang & Ross‐Degnan, 2002).  
Limitations of piecewise regression.  One commonly mentioned limitation of piecewise 
regression is that it banks on the assumption that the piecewise segments tied together at the knot 
enter the model linearly (Keele, 2008), which suggests that piecewise regression does not have 
the same smoothness at the change points in the data as does polynomial regression (Faraway, 
2015).  Consequently, this technique will not provide the best estimates for nonlinear 
relationships that are curvier around the change points of the line (Faraway, 2015; Keele, 2008; 
Suits et al., 1978).  In such situations, however, a conventional polynomial regression is also not 
sufficient: Instead, a more advanced type of spline model is often recommended, namely the B-
spline, which is a combination of a polynomial and a piecewise model that allows for the model 
to be nonlinear at the knots and also provides smoother (i.e., curvier) transitions at the bends 
(Faraway, 2015; Keele, 2008; Suits et al., 1978). 
Naturally, the limitation described above is an important one but more than viewing it as 
a limitation, one should take this as a reminder that, like any other statistical technique, 
piecewise regression is most suitable for some situations but not for others.  This study does not 
lose sight of this reality or of the fact that piecewise regression is one of the most basic 
approaches for analyzing nonlinear data.  Hence, the present study strictly focused on comparing 
piecewise regression against the statistical tool (i.e., polynomial regression) that is somewhat at a 
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comparable application level.  Furthermore, the key underlying interest of this investigation was 
to broaden our understanding about the practical application of an alternative to polynomial 
regression.  More complex and advanced nonlinear data needs and analytical tools are beyond 
the scope of this comparative study. 
A second limitation is specific to piecewise regression with known knots.  This model 
assumes that you know in advance the location of the change-point.  By design, this type of 
piecewise model cannot estimate knot location(s) at all, as either explicit or implicit parameters. 
Rather, it requires that you input this information into the model in order for it to run.  
A third piecewise regression critique or word of caution is that piecewise regression 
models with unknown knot location(s) can sometimes be challenging to fit (Keele, 2008; Marsh 
and Cormier, 2002; Suits et al., 1978).  Specifically, when fitting a piecewise regression with 
unknown knots, starting parameter values for the knot(s) need to be suggested to the procedure in 
order to give the statistical program a place to start fitting the model (Brenden and Bence, 2008; 
Ryan and Porth, 2007).  In other words, reasonable starting values need to be put into the 
equation, so the statistical procedure can initiate the estimation of the location of knots.  This 
step can cause problems if one’s judgment is off, as the model is very sensitive to suggested 
starting values (Brenden and Bence, 2008) and, thus, will fail to converge if poor starting 
parameters are fed into the procedure (Ryan and Porth, 2007). 
Importance and timeliness for detecting change points 
As educational psychologists, we are not strangers to the reality that patterns of change 
are far from atypical in learning and human development; nonlinearity, in fact, is a common 
occurrence in studies of growth and development (Cudeck and Harring, 2007).  More 
specifically, an often-found trend in learning experiments points to a pattern of a learning curve 
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that undergoes a rapid improvement phase (i.e., a rapid acquisition stage); this phase is then 
followed by a leveling off period as the learner masters the task and peak performance is 
achieved (Cudeck and Klebe, 2002). 
Drawing from the research literature, one of the better-known examples of nonlinearity in 
learning is the Ebbinghaus memory retention curve that indicates that the rate of forgetting is 
very rapid at the beginning (e.g., when students stop practicing or engaging with the newly 
learned material) but after the initial steep decline phase, the decline proceeds at a much slower 
rate (Bacon and Stewart, 2006).  Another example of a learning experience exhibiting a 
nonlinear trajectory involves children’s language acquisition.  We see that at the early stages of 
language development, children make many syntactical and grammatical errors; however, at a 
certain point in age, the errors decrease precipitously and are eventually extinguished (Cudeck 
and Harring, 2007).  One last example comes from research looking into the relationship 
between workload and learning, which finds that these are nonlinearly related, where workload 
can go from having a positive impact to dramatically diminishing productivity and engagement 
once it reaches or exceeds a certain load amount (De Jonge and Kompier, 1997; Wielenga-
Meijer, Taris, Kompier, and Wigboldus, 2010). 
Estimating location of critical change-points.  The above summary is a good reminder 
that having more accurate knowledge about when distinct changes occur in learners can, at the 
very least, help us better imagine and plan curriculum and instruction.  Fortunately, there are 
statistical techniques that can allow us to locate with better precision these meaningful change-
points than the strategy of relying on arbitrary measures.  For this, we can turn to the family of 




Equation 1.9 defines the general equation for the piecewise regression model with 
unknown knot location(s).  More complex cases where both the location and number of knots are 
unknown and need to be estimated are beyond the scope of this study.  The interested reader 
wishing to learn about solving for these and more complex splines can turn to Keele (2008) or 
Ruppert et al. (2003).  Using Equation 1.9, we can proceed to estimate the location of the knot(s) 
along with the usual regression coefficients (Marsh and Cormier, 2002). 
𝑌 = 𝑏0 ∗ 𝑋 + 𝑏1 ∗ 𝐷1(𝑋 − 𝐾1) + ⋯ + 𝑏𝑗 ∗ 𝐷𝑗(𝑋 − 𝐾𝑗) + 𝑒 (1.9) 
As with the equation for piecewise regression with known knots, the Ds in the above 
equation represent dummy variables (e.g., D1 = 0 until X passes K1 and D1 = 1 after that point).  
The Ks represent the unknown location of the knots.  Unlike with the piecewise equation with 
known knots that can be analyzed using OLS because the knot locations are treated as known 
constants, the procedure used to estimate the location of knots must be carried out using 
nonlinear least squares regression (more on this below).  Consequently, Equation 1.9 can be 
rewritten as the summarized in Equation 1.10 to more appropriately capture the nonlinear 
estimation procedure (Marsh and Cormier, 2002). 
𝑌 = 𝑏0 ∗ 𝑋 + 𝑏1 ∗ 𝐷1 ∗ 𝑋 − 𝑏1 ∗ 𝐾1 ∗ 𝐷1 + 𝑏2 ∗ 𝐷2 ∗ 𝑋 − 𝑏2 ∗ 𝐾2 ∗ 𝐷2 + 𝑒 (1.10) 
Note that for the sake of simplicity and space, Equation 1.10 is written for a situation when only 
two knots need to be located.  Additional terms can be added as needed to estimate more knots.  
Also note that in this equation, the unknown knot locations represent additional parameters that 
need to be estimated jointly with the other usual regression coefficients parameters in the 
function (Lohmann, 2014; Marsh and Cormier, 2002; Ryan and Porth, 2007).  Moreover, the 
knot parameters enter the model nonlinearly (i.e., as products instead of sums); hence a 
conventional linear regression cannot be used for analyses (see page 10 for a reminder of the 
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reason for this condition).  Instead, we must rely on nonlinear least squares regression (Marsh 
and Cormier, 2002; Ryan and Porth, 2007), which is an approach that extends OLS regression 
for use with a broader and more general family of functions (National Institute of Standard & 
Technology, 2012) to fit the piecewise model.  Muggeo (2003) showed how to obtain maximum 
likelihood (ML) estimates using a linear approximation based on a Taylor expansion that he 
describes as nonlinear least squares regression.  Nonlinear least squares regression is similar to 
OLS regression in that they both seek to estimate unknown parameter values that minimize the 
sum of squared deviations between data and fit (National Institute of Standards & Technology, 
2012).  Among other things, they differ in that nonlinear least squares regression uses an iterative 
optimization technique (more on this below) to calculate parameter estimates (Brown, 2001; 
National Institute of Standard & Technology, 2012; Ryan and Porth, 2007). 
 As is illustrated and explained in more detail in the analysis chapter, the iterative 
optimization procedure is a type of cyclical process that requires the user to provide a starting 
point, i.e., initial starting estimates, for the unknown parameters values before the statistical 
procedure can begin the optimization cycle.  These starting values fed into the equation must be 
in the ballpark and as reasonably close to the not yet known parameter estimates, or the 
procedure may fail to converge (Brown, 2001; National Institute of Standard & Technology, 
2012; Ryan and Porth, 2007).  You can use experience and any knowledge about the data (e.g., 
visual inspection of the relationship between a study’s x-y variables) to make an educated guess 
about sensible starting values (Brown, 2001; Ryan and Porth, 2007). 
 Now, this study is about comparing piecewise and polynomial regression.  Therefore, one 
question that might be on the reader’s mind is: What are our options for identifying the location 
of meaningful change points using polynomial regression?  As explained as far back as the 
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introduction of this study, polynomial regression is a very powerful and useful regression 
analysis tool; however, this regression technique is not quite directly equipped for handling 
situations when we need to identify the location of a meaningful change point in the slope.  A 
workaround and common recommendation given when we need to estimate the location of 
change points in polynomials is to use the model’s local maximum/minimum point(s) to gauge 
the location of the bends (Aiken and West, 1991; Cohen et al., 2003).  Equations 1.11 and 1.12 
summarize the formula used for computing the maximum or minimum point of the bend in a 
dataset fitted with a quadratic or cubic polynomial.  One important caveat about this computation 
is that a maximum or minimum point can sometimes fall outside of the range of values in the 
data; that is, the maximum or minimum point can be a point well above or below the actual 
defined values for x (Cohen et al., 2003). 
















Aside from the aforementioned local maximum/minimum strategy (see Cohen et al., 
2003 for more details), Cudeck and du Toit (2002) have proposed a reparameterized polynomial 
regression model that can empirically identify location of the maximum/minimum point in a 
quadratic polynomial.  The key advantages of their proposed model is that the unknown location 
of the local maximum/minimum is a parameter in the model that can be estimated along with the 
other regular parameters, and it also computes the SEs.  Notwithstanding these notable 
advantages, Cudeck and du Toit’s reparameterized model may not necessarily be an accessible 
alternative to many researchers because of its complexity.  More specifically, the Cudeck and du 
Toit polynomial model follows a multistep design that is not necessarily as simple to follow as 
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the piecewise alternative that, as demonstrated in equations 1.6 – 1.10, can be summarized with 
an OLS-type equation.  The simplicity of nonlinear regression models (or lack thereof) is key 
here because, after all, this study focused on statistical models that are accessible to those with 
limited training in statistics. 
Another interesting observation about the Cudeck and du Toit (2002) reparameterized 
polynomial model is that the authors do not pursue an example using a cubic or higher order 
polynomial regression; nonetheless, they suggest that the reparameterized approach should work 
just as well with power terms of cubic of higher dimension.  As of the writing of this dissertation, 
no published examples were located showing Cudeck and du Toit’s reparameterized model 
applied to a cubic or a greater power polynomial and only one article made mention of its use at 
the quadratic level.  Consequently, one is left to wonder whether Cudeck and du Toit’s proposed 
model has yet to gain momentum possibly because (a) of its seeming complexity, which can 
deter researchers with limited statistical training from employing it, or (b) the more plausible 
scenario: interested researchers are turning to the growing field of splines, which is much more 
developed and, importantly, is known for its capacity to locate change points. 
One last point about estimating location of critical change points:  The literature and 
research on this particular subject is significant in size and in complexity and beyond the bounds 
of this dissertation.  For a succinct summary of these, see Muggeo, (2003). 
Piecewise and polynomial regression in education research 
In the interest of gaining a better understanding about the extent to which piecewise and 
polynomial regression are utilized in education research, I conducted a very basic systematic 
search of these terms in published education studies.  The search was carried out within the 
leading research database for education journals and publications, the Education Resources 
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Information Center (ERIC) in February 2016.  To ensure the broadest reach possible, both the 
Ebsco and ProQuest versions of ERIC were used.  Search limitations were placed on the source 
type (peer-reviewed studies only); however, no limitations were placed on publication year, as 
the volume of targeted studies was unknown but expected to be somewhat small.  Valid counts 
of articles (i.e., the selection criteria) was based on (a) the published article being an education-
related study and (b) an indication that polynomial or piecewise regression was used to analyze 
study data.  Below is a summary of the findings. 
Polynomial regression in published education studies.  A search for the term 
‘polynomial regression’ with no date limits in the ERIC Ebsco database generated N = 26 peer-
reviewed articles and N = 31 articles in ERIC ProQuest.  Within these articles, only, only six (n = 
6) from the ERIC Ebsco search and seven (n = 7) from the ProQuest search had actually 
employed polynomial regression as a data analysis tool in their respective studies.  The 44 
articles discarded from the combined count generally fell into two categories: They were either 
(a) non-education studies (e.g., relationship study in the Journal of Marriage and Family 
Counseling), or (b) the more likely scenario, ‘polynomial’ appeared to be the subject of the study 
(e.g., study examined the use of polynomials to capture interaction terms, its utility as a 
statistical method, teaching students how to solve computational problems using polynomials).   
Piecewise regression in published education studies.  A search for articles that 
analyzed some or all study data using piecewise regression generated even fewer finds than that 
for polynomial regression.  The ERIC Ebsco version generated N = 5 peer-reviewed articles 
while the ProQuest version yielded N = 6 articles. After reviewing all generated articles and 
discarding the ones that clearly showed that piecewise was the subject of the study or a 
component within a multilevel modeling statistical tool (the bulk of discarded articles), only two 
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articles seemed to have used piecewise regression to analyze study data.  It should be noted that 
with the exception of one article, all articles generated in the Ebsco database (N = 5) and those in 
the ProQuest search (N = 6) were duplicates.  Therefore, only N = 6 unique articles in total were 
generated by the dual database search, and of these six, only two appeared to have employed 
piecewise regression in analyses. 
Making sense of the piecewise-polynomial literature search.  Although the 
investigation into published education research articles that have employed piecewise or 
polynomial regression to analyze data was highly limited, the initial findings were, nonetheless, 
quite revealing but far from surprising.  In effect, they were not surprising if we take into 
consideration two issues that were brought up earlier in this chapter.  The first one was the dearth 
of training in mid-to-advanced statistics that education and psychology researchers are likely to 
have received in graduate school.  The second issue had to do with the trend studies that revealed 
a higher prevalence in the use of the more accessible ANOVA/ANCOVA and basic multiple 
regression techniques in published education research, which, as pointed out earlier, was likely a 
reflection of researchers’ tendency to gravitate towards the statistical tools that they know how to 
use. 
One other important takeaway from this brief literature search exploration is that 
piecewise regression appears to be making its way into growth modeling, HLM, and other 
multilevel modeling schemes (for more on this, see Collins, 2006; Grimm, Ram, and Hamagami, 
2011; Holt, 2008; Maerten-Rivera, 2013).  This slow-gaining trend was also evident when 
looking for studies comparing piecewise and polynomial regression, where, among the handful 
of studies located, were a few comparisons that involved piecewise and polynomial as part of a 
multilevel modeling scheme (see for example, Binder, Sauerbrei, and Royston, 2013; Mirzaei, 
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Pitchford, and Verbyla, 2011; Tilling, Macdonald-Wallis, Lawlor, Hughes, and Howe, 2014). 
 Harring (2009) sheds some light on why one is likely to see this trend that appears to be 
on the ascent.  He writes that more recently, piecewise models have been extended to 
hierarchical models for repeated measures data.  Assuming that the bourgeoning trend of 
incorporating piecewise and polynomial into HLM models and the likes continues, this might 
add another layer of significance to the present study, as it highlights (even if faintly) the need 
for educational researchers to better understand the basics of these regression techniques that can 
be applied to both passive observation and quasi or experimental research in education. 
Studies comparing piecewise and polynomial regression 
As of the writing of this manuscript, studies comparing the fit of polynomial and 
piecewise regression and/or their ability to estimate the location of change-points in the data 
remain scarce.  Among the few researchers offering comparisons are Ryan and Porth (2007) who 
compared the fits of piecewise and polynomial regression using geological data.  The 
comparison showed virtually no difference in fits between the piecewise and polynomial models.  
It should be noted, however, that this analysis was based on a dataset with only one change point 
and a sample size of N = 122, which raises the question whether the sample size was sufficiently 
large to detect possible differences between the two models and, if it was, whether comparable 
fits would also hold under more complex models that had to fit data with two change-points.  
A simulation study by Hurley et al. (2006) compared polynomial to three types of spline 
models, with one of the three splines being piecewise regression. (The other two splines, which 
are not discussed here because they were outside the scope of this dissertation work, were 
quadratic-spline and cubic-spline.)  Hurley et al.’s study was groundbreaking in that it focused 
on the underlying structure of the data as the basis for comparing the performance of polynomial 
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to piecewise and the other spline regression models.  Results from their investigation, which 
fitted the models to nonlinear datasets with a uniform distribution and either one or two change-
points, found that the efficiency of the fits of the regression models varied depending on what 
data structure they were modeling.  Thus, they concluded that there are different usages for these 
statistical models and went on to note differences in fit between the piecewise and polynomial 
regression, where each one was the best fit for the data structure that more closely matched their 
type.  This study also reported that sample size (three different sizes used: 51, 201, and 1001), 
was not particularly influential in determining which regression technique would provide the 
better fit to the data. 
 Findings from Hurley et al.’s study are enlightening and set an example for a better way 
to compare nonlinear model fit: by attending to the structure of the data.  Notwithstanding their 
breakthrough, some questions remain unanswered, namely, whether the fit patterns and the 
limited role that sample size played in it would be similar or not if the piecewise regression 
model had been a piecewise with unknown knot location.  Their conclusions are based on a 
piecewise (and the other splines) that assumed that the knot(s) location(s) were known and did 
not need to be estimated.  Consequently, this leaves open the possibility that different fit patterns 
could emerge and the extent of the sample size influence might also be different because, as we 
discussed when we looked at the equation for the piecewise with unknown knot location, this 
type of piecewise has more flexibility and parameters to estimate than the piecewise with known 
knot location.  To date, no study examining the performance of piecewise with and without knot 
location known could be found.  One last thing about the Hurley et al. study that is of wonder is 
their choice to generate the simulated data from a uniform distribution instead of the more 
realistic normal distribution.  Very few variables in life follow a uniform distribution. 
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Aside from the above-referenced studies, little else could be found that offered a direct 
comparison of piecewise and polynomial regression.  One piece of writing worth mentioning, 
even though it is not a study, is a book about spline regression by Marsh and Cormier (2002).  In 
the book, the authors provide at least one example that includes a comparison of a polynomial 
and piecewise regression fitted to the same data—with results indicating that the piecewise fit 
(and that of the other splines) were much better than the polynomial’s.5  Far more than the 
example provided in the book, the Marsh and Cormier reference is worthy of discussing here 
because of the argument that they make about spline models being an outright better choice than 
polynomial regression. The main justifications that they give for this are that splines are a more 
flexible regression tool that is not subject to the weaknesses of polynomial (see previous 
discussion about this), and that, as an added, they have a built-in mechanism for estimating 
location of change-points, which polynomial does not.  In short, Marsh and Cormier promote the 
idea that piecewise and the other splines are an alternative to polynomial regression and leave 
little room to imagine an instance when polynomial would be the most suitable option.  
This argument that a regression from the spline family could be a better option than 
polynomial because of a built-in-mechanism to estimate the location of a given change-point is 
one open for debate because few examples could be found in the literature that evaluated the 
accuracy with which splines could identify the location of a change-point.  The one example 
available comes from the work of Ryan and Porth (2007) that was cited earlier—where these 
researchers looked into the minimum sample size needed to obtain an accurate estimate of the 
                                                 
5 Note that Marsh and Cormier fitted the wrong polynomial model.  They fitted a cubic to data 
with four bends. Therefore and as a result of the wrong polynomial fitted to the data, their 
comparison was biased against the polynomial—thus, leaving open the possibility that had they 
fitted the correct polynomial, a different outcome may have emerged.  
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location of the change-point.  Their exploration indicated that for their data with one change-
point, they needed a sample size with at least 80 cases.  Aside from this publication, no other 
research on this matter was located, and certainly no research looking into how polynomial and 
piecewise compare when both are tasked with estimating location of a change-point. 
Chapter summary 
 The present chapter provided a general overview and rationale for the study that is about 
to be detail at length in the subsequent chapters.  As well, it provided a review of relevant 
literature and descriptions of piecewise and polynomial regression, including a discussion about 
their respective advantages and limitations.  The chapter that follows, provides specifics about 
the research design, the simulated data-generating process and set up, and the research questions 
that were used to test and compare the performance of piecewise and polynomial regression. 
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CHAPTER 2: METHOD 
Study overview 
The present study compared the performance of piecewise regression to that of 
polynomial regression under varying conditions.  This comparative analysis was carried out 
using Monte Carlo simulation study design, which is a method that involves using computer-
generated random numbers to replicate a chance process, repeating it many times with newly 
generated datasets (i.e., a large number of samples of size N are replicated), and then analyzing 
the results (Barreto, 2006; Hallgren, 2013; Lee, 2015). 
The choice in simulated data methodology for this study was justified because artificially 
manufacturing the x-y relationships desired for this experiment was quite possibly the only way 
to obtain the nonlinear relationships exhibiting the specific characteristics that were needed to 
address the research questions.  In total, thirty types of simulated datasets with known properties 
were constructed to represent the scenarios that served as the basis for studying the outlined 
research questions. 
Research questions 
Due to the exploratory nature of this study, no hypotheses were formulated in advance.  
Instead, one overarching research question was proposed, and six guiding research questions 
were subsequently derived from this main question.  To explain this setup, let us first look at the 
overarching question and then at the six sub-questions that guided this empirical exploration. 
 Q: What is the comparative performance of piecewise and polynomial models that are 
fitted to the same nonlinear relationship? 
 The process of moving from this overarching question into more specific ones that 
allowed for a more direct and measureable comparison of the two regression techniques took into 
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account that how well a piecewise or polynomial regression model fits a given dataset could be 
heavily influenced by the structure of the underlying data-generating procedure used to create the 
simulated data.  Hence, three different data-generating model structures (a polynomial, 
piecewise, and a hybrid created by combining these two) were used to design the proper setup 
for model comparison.  The underlying structure as a factor was similar to the approach 
employed by the Hurley et al. (2007) study discussed in the prior chapter. 
 With the above consideration in the works, the specific questions listed below 
approached the overarching question by evaluating how piecewise and polynomial performed 
under conditions of misspecification.  That is, how they compared when fitted to data that had an 
underlying structure of the opposing or hybrid model. 
Q1: How well do polynomial and piecewise regression models fit data generated by the 
other model? 
Q2: Which regression model better fits data generated by the hybrid structure? 
Q3: How do sample size and model complexity (i.e., number of change-points) impact fit of 
the polynomial and piecewise regression? 
The next two research questions addressed the comparative performance of piecewise and 
polynomial regression when the location of the change-point(s) in the data had to be estimated. 
Q4: When the location(s) of change-point(s) in a nonlinear relationship are presumed 
unknown, how efficient are polynomial and piecewise regression at empirically 
identifying the location(s) of the true change-point(s)? 
Q5: How do the two regression techniques compare in their ability to estimate change-
points under varying conditions (i.e., varying sample sizes and number of estimated 
change-points to be estimated)? 
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The sixth and last question6 compared the performance of the two regression models by looking 
at how accurately they estimate the value of Y (i.e., Y-hat or Ŷ) when x is at the change-point—
where Ŷ represents the predicted/outcome value for a given value of x. 
Q6: How well do polynomial and piecewise regression estimate Ŷ when x is at the estimated 
change-point(s)? 
Study design and overview of procedure 
 Table 2.1 provides a summary of the research design, which can be described as a 
4×2×3×5 mixed factorial design.  In total, 30,000 simulated datasets, which were sorted into 30 
data types, were generated for this study.  There were four independent factors in this design.  
The first was the number of significant change-points in the datasets.  Datasets contained either 
one or two knots/bends.7  The second was the underlying data-generating model structure type—
of which, there were three types: polynomial, piecewise, and hybrid.  The third was sample size, 
which was comprised of five levels (50, 100, 200, 800, and 3,200).  The fourth and final 
independent factor was the type of regression model fitted for analyses.  The fitted models were 
polynomial regression, piecewise regression with known knot location, piecewise regression 
with unknown knot location, and as baseline only, a bivariate linear regression.  All datasets for 
this study were produced following the factorial design outlined in the table below.  All research 
questions were subjected to the one and two change-point scenarios, the five sample sizes, the 
three underlying data structures, and the four regression model types. 
                                                 
6  The sixth research question was added after the proposal defense but before the final 
simulation data was generated. 
7
  Common practice has it that the word bend is used to refer to the change-point(s) in a 
polynomial model while the word knot is employed when referring to the change-point(s) in a 
piecewise model. I follow convention in my use of these terms in this and subsequent sections; 
hence, the reader might at times see the wording knots/bends when the accompanying reference 
applies to both piecewise and polynomial models. 
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Table 2.1  
Summary of Research Design: 4×2×3×5 Factorial Design 
 Underlying Data-Generating Structure Type 
 N Polynomial Piecewise Hybrid 
1 
Change-Point 
50    Type 1a b Type 2 Type 3 
100 Type 4 Type 5 Type 6 
200 Type 7 Type 8 Type 9 
800 Type 10 Type 11 Type 12 
3,200 Type 13 Type 14 Type 15 
2 
Change-Points 
50 Type 16 Type 17 Type 18 
100 Type 19 Type 20 Type 21 
200 Type 22 Type 23 Type 24 
800 Type 25 Type 26 Type 27 
3,200 Type 28 Type 29 Type 30 
aEach data type was replicated 1,000 times.  Collectively, 30,000 datasets were generated.  
bDatasets generated for each type were subsequently fitted with four regression models for 
comparison: a linear, polynomial, piecewise with known knot location, and piecewise with 
unknown knot location.  Note that the regression models fitted to the datasets constitute the 
fourth element of the factorial design. 
 
Functions for generating simulated data and the replication process   
 All simulated datasets were generated using R statistical software (R Development Core 
Team, 2015), which offers an excellent platform for running simulation studies (Hallgren, 2013).  
All datasets contained only one predictor variable,8 x.  The syntax in Appendix A provides the 
code used to run the simulation functions that set the foundation for producing the simulated 
                                                 
8  As will be discussed later in this chapter (and in greater detail in Appendix B), peer reviewed 
research articles that had analyzed data using a one-knot or two-knot piecewise or a quadratic or 
cubic polynomial regression were referenced to determine suitable parameter estimates of the 
simulated datasets. 87.5% of these articles contained only one explanatory variable; 




datasets and all the subsequent regression analyses. 
 Three factors were systematically manipulated during the data-generating process to 
produce each of the desired experimental conditions that facilitated the investigation of the 
research questions: sample size, number of significant knots/bends, and underlying data-
generating model type. 
 The equations used to generate the polynomial and piecewise underlying data structures 
are the respective equations given for these regression techniques in Chapter 1 (see Equations 
1.4–1.6).  The equations for the hybrid datasets are given below.  Equation 2.1 summarizes the 
hybrid data-generating model with one change-point while Equation 2.2 is the hybrid model with 
two change-points.  Note that each of the two hybrid models is an average of the polynomial and 
piecewise values used in the respective equation (i.e., the polynomial and piecewise b weights 
corresponding to the one change-point scenario are averaged to construct the one change-point 
hybrid and the same for the two change-point hybrid).  
Y = (.5* ((b0poly+ b0pw) + b1poly X + b2polyX
2 + b1pwX + (D*(b2pw (X - K))) + e (2.1) 
Where: K = location of bend/knot; D1 = 0 if ≤ K1 and D1 = 1 > K1  
 
Y = (.5 * ((b0poly+ b0pw) + b1polyX + b2polyX
2 + b2polyX
3 + b1pw K1 + 
D1*(b2pw (X - K1) + D2*(b3pw(X - K2))) + e 
(2.2) 
Where:  K1 = location of first knot; K2 = location of second knot 
D1 = 0 if ≤ K1 and D1 = 1 > K1; D2 = 0 if ≤ K2 and D2 = 1 if > K2 
 
 
 In total, 30 data types were created (see previous summary in Table 2.1), and each type 
was replicated 1,000 times for a grand total of 30,000 datasets created.  The designated number 
of replication for each underlying data type was a sensible choice because, although no concrete 
guidelines are available on a universally recommended number of repetitions, the 1,000 
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replications mark is a commonly used count (Burton, Altman, Royston, Holder, 2006; Hansen, 
2016).  Moreover, this many repetitions is thought to be sufficiently large to yield estimates with 
a reasonable degree of precision. 
 Parameter values for the simulation functions.  In the interest of creating simulated 
data that were consistent (or as close as possible) to real-life scenarios and in keeping with the 
Monte Carlo method of using input from past studies to inform simulated model parameters 
(Hallgren, 2013; Lee, 2015), results from published peer reviewed articles were referenced to 
determine appropriate parameters estimates to input into the simulation functions.  Appendix B 
provides a detailed account of how published peer-reviewed studies were identified for this 
purpose, how many studies were found in the literature search, and how studies meeting 
inclusion criteria were subsequently screened to locate at least two that met the needs of this 
study (one study with one change-point and a second with two change-points). 
 One key matter that should be noted about the process for determining reasonable starting 
parameters for the simulations is that it was important for the polynomial and piecewise 
regression to have the same x distribution and for their respective parameters to have comparable 
variance in Ŷ for the actual range of x values because we needed to compare the fit of the models 
in terms of the variance explained.  Accordingly, it was essential that the polynomial and 
piecewise portions of the hybrid model explain roughly the same amount of variance y.  (See 
equations 2.1 and 2.2 to see how the polynomial and piecewise parameters come together to 
create the hybrid).  Ultimately, finding the proposed ideal (i.e., a set of published polynomial and 
piecewise regression analyses with the same x distribution and Ŷ variability) was not feasible.  
Therefore, an alternative strategy had to be formulated: The piecewise parameters had to be 
determined from the polynomial parameters. 
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Determining piecewise parameters from polynomial parameters.  The polynomial 
parameters found in the literature were screened for suitability (see Appendix B for a more 
comprehensive account of the literature search process).  The published polynomial parameters 
meeting the pre-specified inclusion criteria were then graphed to help identify parameter results 
from one quadratic and one cubic polynomial regression where each was a typical representation 
of those observed in the literature search for each of these two polynomial types.  The b weights 
from the selected quadratic and cubic polynomial publications (actual numbers to be given in a 
moment) were subsequently used to populate the corresponding starting polynomial parameters 
in the one and two change-points simulation functions and were also used to identify suitable 
piecewise parameters. 
 Appendix C provides the R code that was used to find the piecewise parameters based on 
the polynomial parameters for a given x distribution.  Within this process, the polynomial 
parameters selected from the reviewed published articles determined the locations of the change-
point(s).  In turn, the change point location(s), the proportion(s) of cases below the change-
point(s), and the mean of x determined the standard deviation of x.  In the one change-point 
scenario, the mean and standard deviation were chosen based on the x distribution that had 1/3 of 
the data-points below the change-point.9  In the two change-points setup, the mean was the 
midpoint between the two change-points, and the standard deviation was the value that provided 
a spread where 1/3 of the data points were below the first change-point and 2/3 were below the 
second change-point. 
                                                 
9  The proportion of cases below the change-point was informed by input from the published 




 The process for identifying piecewise parameters involved a sequence of steps that 
sought to find a piecewise solution that reproduced the same qualitative changes in direction as 
the selected polynomials (i.e., up then down for the quadratic and up, down, up for the cubic).  
The solution was examined by comparing the variance in Y-hat across the two models overall 
and also within each segment of the model.  The first step in finding the piecewise solution 
involved searching for the initial b weight (slope).  The slope of the x-y coordinates of the 
change-point determined the intercept of the change-point.  When there was a second change-
point, the x-y coordinate of the two change-points determined the second b weight (the change in 
slope).  Finally, we searched for the last b weight conditional upon the earlier parameters.  Note 
that the search was done this way because of the way the piecewise model makes each slope 
dependent upon the slopes of segments to the left.  Ultimately, the piecewise parameters that 
most-closely matched the variance of the predicted y values of the corresponding polynomial 
parameters for the given x distribution were identified and retained for the simulation functions. 
 Parameter values specified in the simulation functions.  Table 2.2 provides a summary 
of the population parameters ultimately used to generate datasets with one change-point, and the 
accompanying Figure 2.1 depicts a graph of the regression lines of the piecewise and polynomial 
data-generating structures using said parameters.  Table 2.3 and Figure 2.2 offer the same 
information but for the two change-points dataset simulation function.  As a reminder, the b 
weights for the polynomial were taken from published articles, and the piecewise values were 
those identified through the process described in the preceding section.  Note that the mean and 
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SD of x and R-squared10 were fixed in both the one and two change-points simulations functions. 
 The R code used in tandem with the code in Appendix A to generate the simulated 
datasets and regression fits using the numbers in Tables 2.2 and 2.3 can be found in Appendix 
D1.  This R script saves the outcomes values for all the fitted regression models to a csv file for 
further analyses.  The codebook for that csv file is provided in Appendix D2. 
Table 2.2 
Population Parameter Values for One-Change-Point Simulation Function 
 Underlying Data-Generating Model Typea 
 Polynomial  Piecewise Hybridb 
Intercept -59.3070 58.3121 -59.3070 and 58.3121 
b1 8.7774 2.815514 8.7774 and 2.815514 
b2 
  -0.0587 -6.3113143   -0.0587 and -6.3113143 
Proportion cases below knot  p =  
1
3




aAll data structures: R2 = .63, Meanx = 84.76, SDx =23.205 and change-point = 74.76. 
bThe parameter for the given b weight was the averaged value of the paired polynomial 
and piecewise weights. 
 
 
                                                 
10  The R2 in the one and two change-points scenarios were largely informed by the range of R2 
observed in the sampled polynomial and piecewise peer-reviewed articles. 
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Figure 2.1.  Plot of the regression lines of the polynomial, piecewise, and hybrid 
underlying data structures using the population parameters entered into the one change-





 Note from the above table numbers and graph that the polynomial data is symmetrically 
distributed on each side of the change-point while that for the piecewise and hybrid are 
assymmetrically distributed.  As a result, the piecewise slope on the right side is -3.49 steeper 
than the left one, and the hybrid slope on the right side is -2.62 steeper than its counterpart on the 
left side. 



















Population Parameter Values for Two Change-Points Simulation Function 
 Underlying Data-Generating Model Type 
 Polynomial  Piecewise Hybridb 
Intercept 25.8218 -31.61127 25.8218 and -31.61127 
b1 1.2249 3.618071 1.2249 and 3.618071 
b2 
  -0.0440 -3.877026   -0.0440 and -3.877026 
b3 0.0004 3.877026   0.0004 and 3.877026 
Proportion cases below Knot 1  p =  
1
3




Proportion cases below Knot 2  p =  
2
3




aAll data structures: R2 = .65, Meanx = 36.66667, and SDx = 41.77007, 1st change point = 
18.68, and 2nd change-point = 54.66 
bThe parameter for the given b weight was the averaged value of the paired polynomial 
and piecewise weights. 
 
Regression analyses: Models fitted to datasets 
 All 30,000 simulated datasets were fitted with four regression models for comparison and 
analyses using R statistical software (R Development Core Team, 2015).  The models fitted were 
(a) a polynomial regression, (b) a piecewise regression that assumed that the location(s) of 
knot(s) were known in advance, (c) a piecewise regression that assumed that the knots were not 
known and, thus, had to be estimated along with the other regular regression parameters, and (d) 
a linear bivariate regression that only served as a benchmark for comparison but was not 
specified in any condition.  Table 2.4 below provides a summary of the nonlinear regression 
models along with their corresponding general equations, which were previously discussed in 
Chapter 1.  Note that the polynomial and piecewise regression models and their corresponding 




Multiple Regression Models Fitted to Simulated Datasetsa 




1. Polynomial Quadratic 𝑌 = 𝑏0 + 𝑏1𝑋 + 𝑏2𝑋
2 + 𝑒  
2. One knot piecewise with 
known knot location 
𝑌 = 𝑏0 + 𝑏1𝑋1 + 𝑏2𝑍1 + 𝑒 
3. One-knot piecewise with 
unknown knot location  




1. Polynomial Cubic  𝑌 = 𝑏0 + 𝑏1𝑋 + 𝑏2𝑋
2 + 𝑏3𝑋
3 + 𝑒  
2. Two-knots piecewise with 
known knot location 
𝑌 = 𝑏0 + 𝑏1𝑋1 + 𝑏2𝑍1 + 𝑏2𝑍2 + 𝑒 
3. Two-knots piecewise with 
unknown knot location  
𝑌 = 𝑏0 + 𝑏1𝑋1 + 𝑏2 ∗ 𝐷1(𝑋1 − 𝑏2) ∗ 𝐷1𝐾1 +
𝑏3 ∗ 𝐷2(𝑋1 − 𝑏3) ∗ 𝐷2𝐾2 + 𝑒  
aThis table does not list the linear bivariate regression model, 𝑌 = 𝑏0 + 𝑏1𝑋 + 𝑒, that was fitted 
to all datasets (Types 1–30) because that model was only used as a benchmark and was not 
specified in any condition.  
 
 
Figure 2.2.  Plot of the regression lines of the polynomial, piecewise, and hybrid underlying data-
structures using the starting parameters entered into the two change-points simulations function 
 
 


















 All regression equations were fitted for analyses using conventional OLS regression, 
except for piecewise regression with unknown knot(s) location(s).  The latter were fitted and 
analyzed using nonlinear regression modeling (see summary about this in Chapter 1).  The 
regression analyses were executed using the R segmented package (Muggeo, 2008).  The 
location of the population change-point in the one change-point data was 74.76.  For the two 
change-points datasets, the first population change-point was 18.66 and the second was 54.66.  
The piecewise with known knot(s) were estimated using the population change-point(s) as the 
known knot location(s).  The population change-point location(s) were used as start values for 
the piecewise analysis with unknown knot(s) location. 
Evaluation criteria: Comparing the fitted models 
 In total, seven outcome measures were used to assess performance under the research 
questions.  These were the following: For research questions Q1–3, four outcome measures were 
used to compare which regression model—piecewise or polynomial—provided the better fit to 
the datasets in the study.  These were (a) R-square values corresponding to each regression 
procedure, (b) square root of the mean squared error (RMSE), (c) RMSE omitting the 10% most 
extreme residuals, (d) RMSE for only the 10% omitted.  Measurement a and b captured the 
general performance of both models, measurement c worked as a trimmed mean, which is more 
robust, and measurement d focused on the worst fit cases.  For research questions Q4 and Q5, the 
estimated change point location(s) were used to examine the degree of accuracy with which 
models could estimate the knot(s) location(s).  For research question Q6, the estimated Y-hat 
when x was at the given change-point(s), was used to gauge how well the regression models 
estimated this value.  For all questions, the empirical standard errors were used to evaluate the 
precision of the estimated values.  A summary of the results is presented in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 3: RESULTS 
 Study results are summarized below by the research questions initially posed in the prior 
chapter.  Unless otherwise indicated, all outcome values and data points reported in this chapter 
represent the mean averaged results for each of the group types outlined in the previous chapter 
(see Table 2.1)—where each group type represented a different combination of underlying data 
structure, sample size, and number of change-points to be fitted by the regression models.  This 
chapter is divided into two major sections: Part I for Questions 1–3 and Part II for Questions 4–6. 
 One thought to keep in mind before we delve into the findings of how piecewise and 
polynomial regression faired when tasked with approximating the x-y relationship in data with 
the opposing or hybrid structure is that there are two ways of looking at the results.  The first is 
to begin with the assumption that piecewise and polynomial models are an oversimplification 
and, thus, misspecified by assumption.  Under this view, a model’s ability to approximate the 
relationship is seen as a strength.  The second way, which is the approach taken by this study, is 
to look at it from the perspective of researchers who fit both model types to identify which one is 
the correct one in a given situation.  Under this view, successful approximation by the opposing 
model is a problem because it makes it hard to distinguish the correct from the incorrect model. 
Part I: Analysis of research questions focusing on model fit 
 The questions in Part I, Q1–Q3, focused on the behavior of piecewise and polynomial 
regression under conditions of misspecification and specifically looked into how well 
polynomial and piecewise regression fit data generated by the other model and the hybrid.  
Questions One and Two presented a broad-looking inquiry into the comparison of the 
performance of piecewise and polynomial regression when fitted to nonlinear datasets while 
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Question Three provided a more nuanced approach that took into consideration sample size and 
number of knots/bends.  The details on all of this are next. 
Q1 and Q2 Results Question One asked: How well do polynomial and piecewise regression 
models fit data generated by the other model?  Similarly, Q2 asked: Which regression model 
better fits data generated by the hybrid structure?  As was just stated, these two questions 
presented a broad perspective into the comparison of the performance of piecewise and 
polynomial regression.  Therefore, they did not take into account sample size and the number of 
change-points in a given dataset.  This lack of distinction in sample size and number of change-
points means that all 30,000 datasets were treated as one group to answer Q1 and Q2 instead of 
sorting these into the thirty types that were described in Chapter 2 (see Table 2.1).  The reason 
for this was to allow a general comparison of the performance of piecewise and polynomial 
regression before parsing the datasets into the intended 30 types detailed in Chapter 2.  In doing 
so, we set a baseline that could not only facilitate insights into the general behavior of the 
regression techniques of interest as outlined in this study but, importantly, the extent of influence 
(if any) of sample size and number of change-points in the performance of piecewise and 
polynomial regression. 
 Table 3.1 below provides a summary of the outcome indicators used to assess the 
performance of the fitted polynomial and piecewise regression.  For a graphical summary of 
these findings, see boxplots figures in Appendix E, Figures E.1–3. 
 The targeted R2 that we were expecting the regression models to attain based on the 
predetermined numbers entered into the simulations functions was R2 = .64.  Results show that, 
to no surprise, polynomial and piecewise regression did best when fitting datasets that had their 
same structure.  The R2 results in the hybrid data, where both model types were misspecified, 
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showed no real indication that the polynomial and piecewise were incorrect models.  The pw-
unknown fit was at the expected R2 = .64, and the polynomial was close behind with an R2 = .63.  
 It was evident in the RMSE outcomes for the data with a piecewise structure that the 
correctly specified models were the two types of piecewise regression models.  These models 
had RMSE and RMSE-trimmed scores that were around three points lower than for the 
polynomial and six points lower in the RMSE-extreme.  Similarly, all three types of RMSE 
results for the polynomial model when fitted to data with a polynomial structure were indicative 
that it had the better fit over the misspecified pw-known; however, the results were not as clear 
when the polynomial was compared to the pw-unknown.  In effect, the RMSE and RMSE-
trimmed results for the polynomial and pw-unknown on data with a polynomial underlying 
structure left room for doubt about which was the correctly specified model.   
 As we can see in the table below, the RMSE and RMSE-trimmed results for the 
polynomial and pw-unknown were very close in value: polynomial RMSE = 54.41 vs. pw- 
unknown RMSE = 55.63 and RMSE-trimmed polynomial = 43.08 vs. pw-unknown = 43.84.  It 
is not until we look at the narrow set of extreme scores, the RMSE-extreme, that we get an 
indication that the pw-unknown might be the incorrect model in the data with a polynomial 
structure. 
 Lastly, the fits to datasets with a hybrid structure yielded RMSE, RMSE-trimmed, and 
RMSE-extreme scores that were closer in performance than not for the polynomial and the two 
piecewise regression models, with pw-unknown having a slight edge over the others.  Overall, 
there was nothing in the hybrid outcome numbers that suggested that these models were 





Comparison of Regression Model Fit by Underlying Data-Generating Structure 
  Outcome Measure 











Linear 0.27 0.11 77.47 28.44 54.82 18.89 177.95 69.87 
Polynomial 0.65 0.04 54.41 21.26 43.08 16.81 112.09 44.36 
Piecewise known knot 0.55 0.06 62.52 26.87 47.60 19.45 134.61 69.87 
Piecewise unknown knot 0.62 0.05 55.63 20.77 43.84 16.39 115.32 43.62 
Piecewise 
Structure 
Linear 0.50 0.12 86.24 10.81 67.77 8.38 179.15 25.09 
Polynomial 0.62 0.05 75.84 7.90 60.06 6.55 156.15 17.58 
Piecewise known knot 0.65 0.04 72.80 7.67 57.67 6.34 149.77 25.09 
Piecewise unknown knot 0.65 0.04 72.19 7.38 57.17 6.06 148.75 16.61 
Hybrid 
Structure 
Linear 0.42 0.11 78.36 13.01 59.57 9.38 168.82 31.42 
Polynomial 0.63 0.04 62.63 11.83 49.58 9.45 128.99 25.16 
Piecewise known knot 0.62 0.04 63.77 13.55 50.17 10.46 132.36 31.42 
Piecewise unknown knot 0.64 0.04 61.79 11.94 48.85 9.45 127.54 25.74 
Note.  There were n = 10,000 datasets per underlying structure, as the one and two change-points datasets remained 
combined for the summary reported in this table.  
aEmpirical standard errors.  
aRMSE trimmed omits the 10% most extreme cases. 




 The third question asked, How do sample size and model complexity (i.e., number of 
change-points) impact fit of the polynomial and piecewise regression? 
 On route to answering this question, there was an unexpected observation that warrants 
discussion before we get to the results.  The matter involved the pw-unknown when fitted to data 
with two change-points.  Specifically, in the simpler one change-point data, pw-unknown 
converged (i.e., fitted data and computed outcome variables) virtually 100% of times11 on all 
data structure types.  Meanwhile, in data with two change-points, multiple convergence failures 
were recorded.  On data with a piecewise structure, pw-unknown failed to converge 41% of the 
times when n = 50 and 25% when n = 100.  The failure rate fell to nearly zero at n = 800.  Pw-
unknown’s convergence failure rate in data with a polynomial or hybrid data structure was 8% 
and 16% respectively at n = 50.  (More will be said about the convergence matter when get to 
Q4, as the issue was even more central to those questions.)  
 Note that convergence was a nonissue for polynomial and pw-known because these were 
fitted using conventional OLS regression as oppose to pw-unknown that was fitted using 
nonlinear regression.  Also note that the convergence issue was not looked into when answering 
Q1 and Q2 because of the rather general approach taken with those questions. 
 Other considerations notwithstanding, the above observation suggests that researchers 
planning to use piecewise regression to fit data and simultaneously estimate knot location should 
be mindful that if their data has at least two change-points that need to be estimated, the pw-
unknown model is one that is needier of larger sample sizes (at least n = 200 needed with one 
predictor variable in the equation) just to run without difficulties.  This discovery as it relates to 
                                                 
11  In the 15,000 datasets with just one change-point, pw-unknown only failed to converge once.  
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the objectives of Q3, offers initial evidence that model complexity and sample size have an 
impact—or at least they do in the case of the pw-unknown model type. 
 With this information in mind, let us turn to the actual results of the outcome measures 
used to answer Q3.  Note that because Q3 presents a more detailed analysis of model comparison 
than that in Q1 and 2, the coverage here begins with the RMSEs outcome, as it is a 
recommended (Ryan and Porth, 2007) and commonly used metric for model fit comparison.  
RMSE results: Fits to matching and opposing data structure.  A comparison of the 
RMSE results in Tables 3.2 and 3.3 below and accompanying plots in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show 
that model complexity mattered and so did sample size, albeit it, more so when fitting the two 
change-points datasets than those with one change-point.  The RMSE outcomes in datasets with a 
piecewise underlying structure left little room for doubt that the correctly piecewise models 
provided the better fits than the misspecified polynomial.  In both the one and two change-point 
conditions, the RMSE values for the polynomial fits were higher—indicating a poorer fit—than 
the two piecewise models, irrespective of sample size.  On average, polynomial had a RMSE 
score that was 3-4 points higher than that of its counterparts on data with a piecewise structure. 
   Now, when the data was of polynomial structure, the results were more nuanced.  In the 
one change-point datasets, the correctly specified polynomial had the lowest RMSE scores 
across the different sample sizes.  Its advantage over the misspecified pw-known was sufficiently 
sized (3 points lower on average) to signal the inferior fit of the pw-known.  Its advantage over 
the pw-unknown was marginal at n = 50 (less than one point difference), but it strengthened as 
sample size increased.  Interestingly, in the two change-points datasets, the misspecified pw-
unknown outperformed or virtually tied the correctly specified polynomial model at sample sizes 




One Change-Point RMSE Results: Regression Model Fits to Like and Opposing Structure  
 
 
Linear Polynomial  PW-Known PW-Unknown 
 N RMSE SE RMSE SE RMSE SE RMSE SE 
Polynomial 
Structure 
50 55.80 0.47 37.42 0.33 40.63 0.37 38.23 0.34 
100 57.85 0.35 38.50 0.24 41.94 0.27 40.19 0.24 
200 59.07 0.24 39.70 0.17 43.39 0.19 41.92 0.18 
800 59.71 0.12 39.80 0.09 43.67 0.10 42.62 0.10 
3200 60.01 0.06 40.10 0.04 43.98 0.05 43.04 0.05 
Piecewise 
Structure 
50 91.24 0.42 73.99 0.42 70.26 0.41 69.21 0.40 
100 93.60 0.28 75.89 0.26 72.49 0.25 72.02 0.25 
200 93.81 0.21 76.66 0.19 73.13 0.18 72.93 0.18 
800 94.56 0.10 77.33 0.10 73.59 0.10 73.54 0.10 




Two Change-Points RMSE Results: Regression Model Fits to Like and Opposing Structure 
 
 
Linear Polynomial  PW-Known PW-Unknown 
 N RMSE SE RMSE SE RMSE SE RMSE SE 
Polynomial 
Structure 
50 83.17 1.25 60.52 0.89 68.98 1.04 57.22 0.83 
100 95.23 1.07 69.06 0.75 80.39 0.92 68.53 0.74 
200 99.81 0.89 72.14 0.61 85.15 0.78 72.99 0.62 
800 101.21 0.48 72.92 0.32 87.65 0.44 75.10 0.34 
3200 102.80 0.25 73.91 0.16 89.43 0.23 76.83 0.18 
Piecewise 
Structure 
50 77.16 0.40 72.45 0.40 70.40 0.40 66.08 0.39 
100 78.53 0.30 74.69 0.30 72.49 0.29 70.71 0.29 
200 79.24 0.21 75.84 0.21 73.37 0.20 72.44 0.19 
800 79.62 0.10 76.68 0.10 74.00 0.10 73.88 0.10 





Figure 3.1. RMSE results on polynomial and piecewise data with one change-point 
 
    
Note. The 2SE refers to the empirical standard error of RMSE. 
 
Figure 3.2.  RMSE results on polynomial and piecewise data with two change-points 
    
Note. The 2SE refers to the empirical standard error of RMSE. 
 
 In summary, when piecewise and polynomial regression were fitted to data of matching 
and opposing structure, a few patterns about the impact of sample size and model complexity 
emerged.  In fits to a matching structure, which was when the models performed their best 

















































































overall, the impact of sample size was marginal once it reached n = 200.  Specifically, RMSE 
scores began to stabilize at n = 200, and any increase in sample size after this number was 
primarily of influence to the standard error, as the larger the sample size, the lower the SEs.  In 
other words, the larger the sample size, the greater the assurance about the precision of the fit but 
not much more beyond that. 
 In misspecification conditions, increasing sample sizes did absolutely nothing to better 
the misspecified fit.  On the contrary:  it worked to expose it.  This was particularly the case in 
the two change-points datasets where we saw an interaction between model complexity and 
sample size for the pw-unknown on polynomial data.  As we saw there, sample sizes of n ≤ 200 
were inadequate for detecting the pw-unknown misspecification on polynomial data; 
consequently, a greater sample size was needed to reveal the misfit.  Moreover, the better RMSE 
scores in the misspecified models at the lower sample sizes (e.g., n = 50 or 100) were 
accompanied by higher SEs, which suggested that these scores were more unstable and 
unreliable.  This was especially so for the pw-unknown in the two change-points scenario.  One 
explanation for this occurrence might be that the models were over-fitting the data at the lower 
sample sizes and more so in the in the two change-points datasets and by the pw-unknown.  The 
pw-unknown in the two change-points scenario especially stood out as a potentially over-fitted 
model in the smaller sample sizes because it had six parameters to estimate (as a reminder, in a 
piecewise with unknown knot location, the knots are parameters in the model that need to be 
estimated along with the other parameters). 
 One other thing about model fits, and that is that pw-known and pw-unknown had 
different RMSE scores across the different sample sizes, particularly in the two change-points 
datasets and when these were misspecified.  If we turn back to Figures 3.1 and 3.2, we can 
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readily see that these spline models did not move in lockstep and that pw-unknown presented the 
better numbers, particularly at the lower sample sizes in matching and misspecified conditions.  
The why behind this occurrence could be because the over-fitting possibility for pw-unknown 
that was raised a moment ago. 
RMSE-trimmed and extreme: Fits to matching and opposing data structures.  The 
results from the RMSE-trimmed, which dropped the 10% most extreme values, and the separate 
analysis of those extreme values, followed the same outcome patterns described above for the 
RMSE with all values included.  The only difference was that the RMSE-trimmed scores were 
smaller, quite likely because of the removal of the 10% most extreme outcome values while 
those in the extreme batch were larger.  Consequently and to avoid redundancy, these results are 
not detailed here.  However, the interested reader wishing to see the results for RMSE-trimmed 
as well as those for RMSE-extreme can turn to Appendix E for tables and graphical summaries 
of these outcomes: Tables E.1–E.4 and Figures E.5–E.8. 
R2 results: Fits to matching and opposing data structures.  Like the RMSE-trimmed and 
extreme, the R2 results presented roughly the same patterns as the RMSEs values that were 
covered in detail here.  The one distinction between the RMSEs and R2 was that they presented 
mirror images of the same patterns.  This was expected because when one of these metrics goes 
up, the other one goes down.  (Note that in the interest of minimizing redundancy, the tables and 
figures summarizing the R2  results are not given here because, as just stated, these provide the 
same pattern of findings as the RMSEs; however, the interested reader can find these in 
Appendix E, Tables E.5 and E.6 and Figures E.9 and E.10.) 
Fits to data with a hybrid structure.  Examining how well piecewise and polynomial 
fitted the datasets with a hybrid structure was complicated by the fact that the correct model for 
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this type of data structure was not available, as it was not a regression model of interest to this 
study.  Therefore, there was no true benchmark for comparing the fits of the misspecified 
polynomial and piecewise models.  Given these circumstances, it seemed more useful in this 
particular instance to rely on the R2 outcomes as the primary index for comparing how well 
piecewise and polynomial regression approximated the x-y relationships in the hybrid datasets 
instead of the go-to comparison metric, the RMSE,12 because we knew the population R2 values 
for the one and two change-points datasets and, thus, could use these as points of reference in the 
hybrid data comparison.  Note that the lack of the correct model for the hybrid was not an 
oversight because, at the core, the focus of this study was on examining the flexibility and 
comparability of piecewise and polynomial when fitting datasets with the other’s structure.  As 
such, the hybrid functioned as a secondary check on how these models performed on a neutral 
dataset that was not potentially more favorable to one or the other model of interest. 
 As we can see from the R2 scores summarized below in Tables 3.4 and 3.5 and the graphs 
in Figure 3.3, the models had their best R2 scores at the lowest sample size, but these better 
scores came with much instability, as their accompanying SEs were higher.  Likely, the models 
were over-fitted in the lower sample sizes (n = 50 and 100), especially in the two change-points 
scenario.  The population R2 for the one change-point data was .63 and .65 for the two change-
points data.  On sample sizes at the smaller end, the regression models matched the population 
R2.  However, as sample size became much larger (e.g., greater than n = 200), the misspecified 
fits began to stabilize (lower SEs) at R2 scores below the true population values. 
                                                 
12  Summaries of the RMSE outcomes for fits to data with a hybrid structure can be found in 




One Change-Point: R2 Comparison of Regression Model Fit to Hybrid Structure 
 
 
Linear Polynomial  PW-Known PW-Unknown 
 N R
2 SE R2 SE R2 SE R2 SE 
Hybrid 
Structure 
50 0.34 0.004 0.63 0.002 0.63 0.002 0.65 0.002 
100 0.33 0.003 0.62 0.002 0.63 0.002 0.63 0.002 
200 0.33 0.002 0.62 0.001 0.62 0.001 0.63 0.001 
800 0.32 0.001 0.62 0.001 0.62 0.001 0.62 0.001 
3200 0.32 0.001 0.61 0.000 0.62 0.000 0.62 0.000 
Note.  True R2 = .63 
 
Table 3.5 
Two Change-Points: R2 Comparison of Regression Model Fit by Sample Size  
 
 
Linear Polynomial  PW-Known PW-Unknown 
 N R2 SE R2 SE R2 SE R2 SE 
Hybrid 
Structure 
50 0.52 0.003 0.66 0.002 0.65 0.002 0.69 0.002 
100 0.51 0.002 0.65 0.001 0.63 0.002 0.66 0.001 
200 0.51 0.001 0.65 0.001 0.62 0.001 0.65 0.001 
800 0.50 0.001 0.64 0.001 0.61 0.001 0.64 0.001 
3200 0.49 0.000 0.64 0.000 0.61 0.000 0.63 0.000 
Note.  True R2 = .65 
 
Figure 3.3.  Plots of R2 results on hybrid datasets with one and two change-points  
  
(a) One change-point datasets (b) Two change-points datasets 





















































 One last observation about results from the fits to hybrid data and that is that the R2 scores 
for the three regression models were very close in scores, and, overall, had R2 that were relatively 
high when compared to the true R2.  The latter brought to mind the truism that sometimes you 
may have a model that’s a poor fit to the data yet still have what seems like a good R2. 
 One last thing before we move on to the next and final set of research questions:  A 
second set of all the plots generated for Q3 were reproduced with the linear regression results 
displaying along with the piecewise and polynomial ones.  Overall, the results for the different 
nonlinear models were similar relative to the liner model.  These graphs can be found in 
Appendix E, Figures E.12–E.19.   
Part II: Analysis of research questions focusing on location of change-point(s) 
 The second half of this chapter reports on findings from Q4–Q6, which were the 
questions looking into the extent of model accuracy when tasked with estimating change-point 
location and the expected Ŷ when x was at a the estimated change-point. 
 Prior to examining how well models predicted the location of a given change-point and 
the Ŷ of interest, regression outputs were checked to see if the polynomial and pw-unknown 
models had estimated a value for the change-point location in the first place.  (Note, that pw-
known had no change-points to predict because these are presumed to be known in advance in 
this model type; hence, it is not mentioned in this section.)  This check found multiple incidents 
where pw-unknown and polynomial regression model fits failed to compute any change-points at 
all.  In all cases but one all observed failures involved instances where there were two change-
points in the nonlinear dataset. 
Pw-unknown regression: Failure to compute change-point location 
 The reader will recall from the introductory section of Q3 a brief discussion about pw-
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unknown failing to converge numerous times in datasets with two change-points.  That 
occurrence also impacted the questions in this second half of the chapter.  Therefore, it warranted 
bringing it up again here and offering an expanded summary of the convergence rates (see Table 
3.6 below) for a good reason:  A failure to converge was a failure to fit the data, and a failure to 
fit the data was a failure to find the location(s) of the change-point(s) within the range of x values 
in the given dataset. 
Table 3.6 
Summary of Piecewise-Unknown Regression Convergence Failure-Success Rate 
on Data with Two Change-Points 
  Converged Failed 
 Sample Size N % N % 
Polynomial 
Structure 
50 919 91.9 81 8.1 
100 980 98.0 20 2.0 
200 999 99.9 1 0.1 
800 1000 100 0 0.0 
3200 1000 100 0 0.0 
Piecewise 
Structure 
50 586 58.6 414 41.4 
100 753 75.3 247 24.7 
200 872 87.2 128 12.8 
800 998 99.8 2 0.2 
3200 1000 100 0 0.0 
Hybrid Structure 
50 835 83.5 165 16.5 
100 956 95.6 44 4.4 
200 1000 100 0 0.0 
800 1000 100 0 0.0 
3200 1000 100 0 0.0 
Note. Line numbers for each sample size represent pw-unknown’s convergence 





 In effect, convergence (or not) for pw-unknown came down to the change-points.  
Specifically, if the regression model was unable to estimate the locations of change-points in the 
given dataset, it could not fit the dataset and, thus, could not produce a valid regression output 
summary.  Interestingly and as is very apparent in the in the numbers and percentages in Table 
3.6, pw-unknown had significantly lower convergence failure rates in misspecified conditions 
(i.e., when fitting data with a polynomial or hybrid structure) then when it was correctly 
specified (i.e., when fitting data with a piecewise structure).  Under correctly specified 
conditions, pw-unknown failed to converge 40% of the times at the smallest sample size used, n 
= 50, and 25% at n = 100.  In contrast, its convergence failure rates on misspecified hybrid data 
at sample sizes of n = 50 and n = 100 were 16% and 4% respectively.  These failure rates were 
even lower under the polynomial data structure: only 8% at n = 50 and just 2% at n =100.   
 Overall, pw-unknown’s lower convergence failure rates under the misspecified 
conditions suggested two things. First, under the confines of its own data structure type, the 
regression technique appeared needier of larger sample sizes to function at a certain level of 
consistency and, based on the findings from Q3, accuracy.  Second, pw-unknown appeared to be 
very flexible and adaptable to the datasets in the misspecified conditions.  Now, whether that 
flexibility in its fits to mismatched data structures translated into accurate outcome results or 
results that were comparable to those of the correctly specified model is a matter to be seen and 
further discussed when we review the findings for Q5–Q6.  However, findings from the 
questions already covered—particularly those from Q3—would suggest that we temper our 
expectations of pw-unknown’s performance on misspecified data.  
Polynomial regression: Failure to compute change-point location 
 Polynomial’s failure to compute the location of a change-point was of a different making 
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than that of pw-unknown.  In polynomial regression, failures had nothing to do with the models 
ability to fit the data but with how it fitted the data and whether there were any computable local 
maximum/minimum (max/min) points associated with that fit.  To better explain, all recorded 
failures to compute the location of change-points were instances where the fitted line rendered by 
the polynomial regression model was such that it resulted in no identifiable change-points in the 
direction of the x-y relationship captured by that fit to the given dataset (more details about this 
in a moment).  In turn, the local max/min formula, which uses b weight outcomes from the 
regression fit to identify change-point location, detected no local max/min points. 
 Table 3.7 below provides a summary by sample size and underlying structure of the 
number of times when there was no local max/min point computed for an accompanying 
polynomial regression fit.  Note that this table only applies to failures for the cubic polynomial 
regression fits (the two change-points dataset scenario), as there were zero occurrences of this 




Computed Local Maximum/Minimum Point for Cubic Polynomial Regression Fits 
  Computed a Local Maximum/Minimum 
 Sample Size Yes % No % 
Polynomial 
Structure 
50 859 85.9 141 14.1 
100 934 93.4 66 6.6 
200 973 97.3 27 2.7 
800 1000 100 0 0.0 
3200 1000 100 0 0.0 
Piecewise 
Structure 
50 29 2.9 971 97.1 
100 4 0.4 996 99.6 
200 0 0.0 1000 100 
800 0 0.0 1000 100 
3200 0 0.0 1000 100 
Hybrid 
Structure 
50 144 14.4 856 85.6 
100 25 2.5 975 97.5 
200 0 0.0 1000 100 
800 0 0.0 1000 100 
3200 0 0.0 1000 100 
Note.  The line numbers for each sample size represent local max/min computation 
success-failure rates out of the 1,000 datasets generated for each sample size type 
per data structure. 
 
 In the correctly specified polynomial underlying structure, the percentage of cubic 
polynomial regression fits that had no local max/min values was 14% at n = 50.  That rate 
dropped to 2.7% by n = 200 and was at zero by n = 800.  In misspecified conditions, the 
percentage of cubic polynomial fits with no computed local max/min, which ranged between 97–
100% in data with a piecewise structure and 86–100% in hybrid data, was astonishing; thus, it 
called for a closer examination.   
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 To help shed some light into why the overwhelming majority of polynomial fits to data in 
the misspecified conditions had no local max/min points, a sample of 400 actual polynomial line 
fits to datasets with a piecewise structure were randomly selected for further inspection.  The 400 
cases included 100 cases from each of the following sample sizes: 50, 100, 200, and 3200.  (As a 
reminder, there were 1,000 line fits per sample size, per data structure, and per regression model 
type).  Note that the outcome of the cubic polynomial model fitted to data with a piecewise 
structure was representative of the pattern observed in the hybrid; therefore, only one of the 
misspecified conditions was needed for this supplemental examination. 
 The selected sample of polynomial regression lines fitted to datasets with a piecewise 
structure was subsequently plotted by sample size and illustrated in Figure 3.4 below.  We can 
see in the plots that what happened was that the polynomial regression model fits were 
monotonic increasing.  The rate of increase varied (somewhat more in the lower sample sizes), 
but there was never a region along the x-axis for which y decreased as x increased.  As a result, 
there was no maximum/minimum at all in all cases but a handful in datasets with n = 50 and 100: 
The polynomial line just kept going down on the left and up on the right. 
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Figure 3.4.  Plots of cubic polynomial regression lines fitted to data with a piecewise 
underlying structure 
  
          (a) n = 50            (b) n = 100 
  
  
           (c) n = 200               (d) n = 3200 
Note.  In all cases, the superimposed black line represents the population piecewise regression 
line.  Each plot represents a sample of 100 actual polynomial regression lines fitted to two 
change-points data with a piecewise structure for the given sample size.  
 
 With this understanding about the number of times when polynomial and piecewise 
regression succeeded (or failed) to provide estimates of the change-points, let us now look at 
how accurate these estimates were when they were computed.  
Q4 Results 
 Question four asked: When location of change-point(s) in a nonlinear relationship are 
presumed unknown, how efficient are polynomial and piecewise regression at empirically 
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identifying the location(s) of the change-point(s)?  This question was rather limited in that it did 
not take into account sample size or number of change-points in the given dataset. Nonetheless, 
there was value to this question in that it provided a test of a sort to see if looking at the impact 
of sample size and number of change-point(s) when examining the accuracy of the estimated 
location of a given change-point location were needed in the first place. 
 Table 3.8 below provides a summary of findings, and supplemental boxplots graphs are 
available in Appendix E, Figures E.20–22.  In total, there were three change-points to estimate: 
One taken from the one change-point datasets and two from the two change-points datasets.  
Given that the objective of Q4 was to simply look at how well the models predicted the location 
of the change-points absent of any knowledge about the sample size and number of change-
points in the data, the summary table does not indicate whether the change-point was from a one 
or two change-point dataset.  Understandably, some may raise the thought (and rightfully so) that 
it’s impractical to present two change-points from the same datasets separately because these 
only make sense when considered in tandem; however, that is precisely the point of this 
question: It offers an opportunity to set a benchmark for gaging the importance (or not!) of 
factors like sample size and number of change-points in a model’s ability to accurately estimate 




Estimated Location of the True Change-Points  
 
  True = 18.68 True = 54.66 True = 74.74 
  Mk       SE Mk       SE Mk    SE 
Polynomial 
Structure 
Polynomial 18.62 4.77 54.91 5.23 74.70 4.77 
Pw-Unknown -20.77 15.67 93.83 16.56 84.83 15.67 
Piecewise 
Structure 
Polynomial -566.16 2441.17 347.49 517.71 61.66 1.78 
Pw-Unknown 17.84 12.33 55.80 11.96 74.73 3.52 
Hybrid 
Structure 
Polynomial 21.52 47.05 50.04 14.69 67.51 1.78 
Pw-Unknown -6.72 17.46 79.64 17.18 76.73 5.00 
Note. Mk is the mean estimate of the change-points.  
  
 Polynomial’s location estimates in datasets with a matching underlying structure were 
remarkably close to the true location points.  Therefore, it provided an early indication that 
sample size and number of change-points may be of limited influence in its ability to accurately 
estimate location of change-points for the polynomial model on polynomial data.  The piecewise 
model’s estimate on matching data structure was rather accurate in one of the three change-
points estimates (estimated the true change-point that was at 74.77 to be at 74.73) but was only 
in the vicinity for the change-points at 18.68 and 54.66.  Notably, pw-unknown’s estimates of the 
latter two change-points had higher SEs than polynomial’s estimates of these on data with a 
polynomial structure.  This higher variability signaled by the SEs gave an early indication that, 
possibly, sample size and/or number of change-points might be more central to piecewise’s 
ability to more accurately estimate location of a given change-point; thus, it opened a need for 
Q5, which parsed out location estimates by sample size and model complexity. 
 In misspecification conditions, piecewise and polynomial failed to identify or come 
reasonably close to the locations of the change-points.  Their location estimates were especially 
poor when fitting data of the opposing structure or the hybrid.  A few explanations can be 
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surmised for why piecewise and polynomial did not produce more accurate estimates of the 
change-points location under misspecification conditions; however, these explanations can best 
be illustrated against the backdrop of the more nuanced Question 5. As such, these are discussed 
in the next section. 
Q5 Results 
 This question expanded the reach of the prior one by taking into account the influence of 
sample size and model complexity in model performance.  Specifically, Q5 asked:  How do the 
two regression techniques compare in their ability to estimate change-points under varying 
conditions (i.e., varying sample sizes and number of change-points to be estimated)?  The results 
were summarized by number of change-point(s) in the datasets, with the estimates from data 
with one change-point reviewed first and then those from data with two change-points.   
One change-point: Location estimates in matching data structures.  Under matching 
data structures, polynomial and piecewise regression were very adept at estimating the true 
location of the change-point coefficient in datasets with one change-point (see Table 3.9 and 
Figure 3.5 below).  In effect, the computed relative bias13 of polynomial regression on 
polynomial data and that of piecewise on piecewise data were close to zero.  The stability of the 
estimated location values were backed by the very low SEs, particularly starting at the n = 100 
for the polynomial and n = 200 for the piecewise.  Sample size was of negligible consequence in 
model performance, as the estimates of the location of the change-point, relative bias, and SEs 
was very similar cross the different sample sizes. 
                                                 




Datasets with One Change-Point: Location Estimates in Matching Data Structure 
  Location of True Change-Point = 74.77 
 N Mk SE Raw Bias






50 74.47 0.10 -0.30 0.00 
100 74.81 0.06 0.05 0.00 
200 74.70 0.04 -0.06 0.00 
800 74.75 0.02 -0.01 0.00 





50 74.40 0.19 -0.36 0.00 
100 74.76 0.13 -0.01 0.00 
200 75.00 0.08 0.23 0.00 
800 74.76 0.04 -0.01 0.00 
3200 74.75 0.02 -0.01 0.00 
Note. Mk is the mean estimate of the change-points.  
aRaw bias is the difference between estimated and true parameter coefficient. 
bRelative bias is the relative magnitude of the raw bias to the true parameter 
coefficient. 
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One change-point: Location estimate in misspecified conditions.  In fits to data of the 
opposing structure, pw-unknown and polynomial showed a level of systemic bias in their 
estimation of the location of the true change-point parameter.  The results in Table 3.10 show 
that on average, piecewise regression on polynomial data structure overestimated the location of 
the change-point by 10 points (15% relative bias) while polynomial on piecewise data structure 
underestimated it by 13 points (17% relative bias).  (For a graphical summary of the results in 
Table 3.10, see Figure 3.5 above.) 
Table 3.10 
One Change-Point Location Estimates in Misspecified Conditions: 
Opposing Data Structures 
  True Change-Point Location = 74.77 
 









50 85.04 0.38 10.27 0.14 
100 84.41 0.29 9.65 0.13 
200 85.17 0.23 10.41 0.14 
800 84.81 0.12 10.05 0.13 






50 60.88 0.28 -13.88 -0.19 
100 61.96 0.17 -12.80 -0.17 
200 61.72 0.11 -13.04 -0.17 
800 61.92 0.05 -12.84 -0.17 
3200 61.82 0.03 -12.95 -0.17 
Note. Mk is the mean estimate of the change-points.  
bDifference between the estimated and the true parameter coefficient. 
cRelative magnitude of the raw bias to the true parameter coefficient 
 
 
 In the hybrid data structure, the same pattern emerged but with smaller differences: 
Polynomial systematically overestimated the location by an average of 7 points while piecewise 
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underestimated it by an average of 2 points. A graphical summary of this pattern is given in 
Figure 3.6 while a numerical summary of the results is available in Appendix E, Table E.9. 
Figure 3.6.  Polynomial and piecewise’s location 
estimates in hybrid datasets with one-change point 
 
  
 Understanding the biased location estimates in misspecified datasets.  Polynomial’s 
underestimation and pw-unknown’s overestimation on the location of the change-points in the 
misspecified conditions might be explained in terms of the symmetry-asymmetry of the 
underlying one change-point models used to generate the data structures (see Chapter 2).  
Specifically, the polynomial is necessarily symmetrical; as a result, it appeared to have 
compensated for the asymmetry in the misspecified datasets by shifting the change-point.  The 
pw-unknown, which doesn’t necessarily have to be symmetrical, appeared to have given more 
weight to the side of the curve that had more data points (in this case, the side after the change-
point).  In effect, under misspecified conditions, pw-unknown appeared to be unable to properly 
compartmentalize the different segments under the change-point. 
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actual polynomial regression fits to datasets with a piecewise structure and 40 actual pw-
unknown fits to datasets with a polynomial structure were selected and plotted.  In both cases, 
the selected misspecified fits were taken from datasets with a sample size of n = 800, as these 
were representative of the pattern observed across the different sample sizes.  Figure 3.7 displays 
plotted sample fits.  The figure readily captures the misalignment between the estimated change 
point and the actual change point in the misspecified fits.  Note that misspecified fits involving 
data with a hybrid structure followed the same pattern as that in Figure 3.7, but the number 
differences were smaller (see Table E.9 and Figure E.23 in Appendix E).  In all instances, the 
misspecification was not due to changes to the location of the change-point; rather, it was due to 
the shape of the line. 
  
Figure 3.7.  Polynomial and piecewise’s location estimates in one-change point datasets of 
opposing structure 
  
Note. Each plot represents a sample of 40 actual regression lines fitted to the datasets of the 
named data structure.  The datasets had a sample size of n = 800.  
 
Two change-points datasets: Location estimates in matching data structures.  Table 
3.11 summarizes polynomial and pw-unknown’s estimates of the location of the change-points.  
The true location of the first change-point parameter was at 18.68 and the second was at 54.66.  
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Like in the one change-point scenario, both models were very capable of estimating the true 
location of the two change-points with virtually zero relative biases, but different than in the 
simpler scenario, sample size impacted the accuracy of the location estimates.  Specifically, 
polynomial needed a sample size of at least 100 data points to yield more accurate estimates for 
both change-points while pw-unknown needed a sample size of 200 or greater.  (For a graphical 
summary of the numbers in the table below, see Appendix E, Figure E.24.) 
Table 3.11 
Datasets with Two Change-Points: Location Estimates in Matching Data Structures 
  1st True Change-Point = 18.68 2nd True Change-Point = 54.66 















50 18.11 0.24 -0.57 -0.03 56.54 0.28 1.88 0.03 
100 18.61 0.19 -0.07 0.00 54.64 0.19 -0.02 0.00 
200 18.88 0.14 0.20 0.01 54.48 0.15 -0.18 0.00 
800 18.79 0.07 0.11 0.01 54.41 0.08 -0.25 0.00 






50 17.03 0.72 -1.65 -0.09 59.61 0.64 4.95 0.09 
100 15.53 0.54 -3.15 -0.17 58.21 0.55 3.55 0.06 
200 18.45 0.32 -0.23 -0.01 54.21 0.33 -0.45 -0.01 
800 18.51 0.13 -0.17 -0.01 54.63 0.14 -0.03 0.00 
3200 18.84 0.06 0.16 0.01 54.33 0.06 -0.33 -0.01 
Note. Mk is the mean estimate of the change-points. 
aEmpirical standard errors of the estimated change-point locations.   
bDifference between the estimated and the true parameter coefficient 
cRelative magnitude of the raw bias to the true parameter coefficient  
 
Two change-points: Locations estimates in misspecified conditions.  Unsurprisingly at 
this point, the results showed that polynomial and piecewise regression were incapable of 
correctly estimating the true location of change-points.  The results revealed the following: 
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 PW-unknown regression: Location estimates in misspecified datasets.  On average, pw-
unknown on data with a polynomial structure systematically underestimated the first change-
point and overestimated the second one by approximately 40 points each way (see Table 3.12), 
with a spread that worsened as sample size increased.  This same pattern emerged when pw-
unknown was fitted to data with a hybrid structure but with smaller numbers: The location 
estimates were, on average, 25 points below the first change-point and 25 points above the true 
location of the second change-point parameter (for more on the actual numbers by sample size, 
see Table E.10 in Appendix E). 
Table 3.12 
Datasets with Two Change-Points: Piecewise Location Estimates in Misspecified Condition 
  1st True Change-Point = 18.68 2nd True Change-Point = 54.66 














50 -8.36 0.61 -27.04 -1.45 80.40 0.76 25.74 0.47 
100 -17.74 0.57 -36.42 -1.95 90.11 0.56 35.45 0.65 
200 -21.69 0.45 -40.37 -2.16 97.18 0.41 42.52 0.78 
800 -26.39 0.25 -45.07 -2.41 99.07 0.22 44.41 0.81 
3200 -28.63 0.16 -47.31 -2.53 101.25 0.14 46.59 0.85 
Note. Mk is the mean estimate of the change-points.  
bRaw bias is the difference between the estimated and the true parameter coefficient. 
cRelative bias is the relative magnitude of the raw bias to the true parameter coefficient.  
 
 The pattern summarized above for pw-unknown when fitted to data with a polynomial or 
hybrid structure, is best illustrated and explained by looking at samples of actual pw-unknown 
fitted to datasets under misspecified conditions.  The plots in Figure 3.8 provide such a display 
using data with a polynomial underlying structure. (Note that because the same pattern was 
observed for pw-unknown under polynomial and hybrid data structures, only one type was 
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needed for this illustration).  As we examine the plots in Figure 3.8, where each represents a 
random sample of 100 actual pw-unknown regression lines fitted to two change-points data with 
a polynomial structure for the given sample sizes, notice that at the same time that pw-
unknown’s flexibility allowed it to fit the datasets, it did so at the expense of pushing out the 
location of the change-points in an effort to better approximate these in the polynomial structure.  
We see that pw-unknown moves the regression lines out of the middle section to adjust for the 
change-points.  In short, pw-unknown appears to sacrifice finding the right location of the two 
change-points in favor of better fitting the data. 
 
Figure 3.8.  Plots of pw-unknown regression lines fitted to data with a polynomial underlying 
structure 
  
n = 200 n = 3200 
Note.  The superimposed black lines represent the population polynomial regression line.  
Each plot represents a sample of 100 actual pw-unknown regression lines fitted to two change-
points data with a polynomial structure for the given sample size. 
 
 Polynomial regression: Location estimates in misspecified datasets.  Polynomial’s 
change-points location estimates under misspecified conditions were even worse than what we 
just saw for pw-unknown.  This was anticipated because of the difficulty that polynomial had 
properly fitting misspecified data structures and subsequently computing local max/min values in 
the first place for all fits to two change-points datasets with sample sizes of 200 or greater and 
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most datasets with sample sizes of 50 and 100 (see prior section Polynomial regression: Failure 
to compute change-point location, particularly Figure 3.4 that documents that most two change-
points polynomial fits under misspecified conditions were monotonic growth fits).  In the few 
cases where the polynomial regression managed to fit the misspecified datasets in a way that 
recognized bends in the datasets, the computed local max/min points—as documented in Table 
3.13 below—were completely off-base and nowhere near the true change-point locations.  In 
polynomial’s fits to data with a hybrid structure, the change-point estimates were also inaccurate 
and followed the same pattern of no computed local max/min as that seen with the piecewise 
data structure (see Appendix E, Table E.10 for a summary of the estimates when the data had a 
hybrid structure). 
Table 3.13 
Datasets with Two Change-Points: Polynomial Location Estimates in Misspecified Condition 
  1st True Change-Point = 18.68 2nd True Change-Point = 54.66 














50d -146.32 8.78 -165.00 -8.83 272.23 9.91 217.5 3.98 
100d -3610.0 220.9 -3628.7 -194.3 893.1 38.6 838.4 15.30 
200 - - - - - - - - 
800 - - - - - - - - 
3200 - - - - - - - - 
Note. Mk is the mean estimate of the change-points.  
bRaw bias is the difference between the estimated and the true parameter coefficient. 
cRelative bias is the relative magnitude of the raw bias to the true parameter coefficient 
dEstimated location average based on 29 cases for n = 50 and 4 cases for n = 100. 
 
Q6 Results 
 The sixth and final question in this study was essentially a supplement to Question 5 and 
the prior ones, as its objective was to add a little more nuance to our understanding of how well 
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piecewise and polynomial fit a given nonlinear relationship (the subject of Q1–3) and how they 
fair when estimating location of change-points (the subject of Q4 and 5).  Specifically, Q6 asked: 
How well do polynomial and piecewise regression estimate Ŷ when x is at the estimated change-
point(s)? The results are summarized below.  
 Estimated Y-hat in one change-point datasets.  The results for this analysis followed 
the same patterns seen in prior analyses: Piecewise and polynomial regressions performed well 
when fitting data under correctly specified conditions and poorly under misspecified conditions.  
The plots in Figure 3.9 attest to this pattern (for a numerical summary of the values in the plots, 
see Appendix E, Tables E.11–E.13). 
Figure 3.9.  Plots of the estimated Y-hat in datasets with one change-point 
 
 
 The true value for Y-hat when x was at the change-point was 268.81.  We see in the 
above plots that when correctly specified, polynomial was very accurate—with a relative zero 
bias—in its estimates of the given Y-hat across the various sample sizes in the study.  Likewise, 
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correctly specified conditions; however, these required a sample size of at least 100 data points 
to yield a prediction with relative bias or raw bias that was less than half a point away from the 
true Y-hat parameter.  The above plots also show that in misspecified fits, piecewise and 
polynomial regression models were biased in estimating the true Y-hat. 
Estimated Y-hats in two change-point datasets.  Polynomial and piecewise’s estimated 
Y-hats in datasets with two change-points were interesting in that beyond the pattern that we’ve 
come to expect (i.e., the models performing best when fitting data with an underlying structure 
that matched their own and poorly when misspecified), the results revealed that (a) under 
correctly specified conditions, polynomial and pw-unknown were needier of larger sample sizes 
to better approximate the true Y-hats and (b) pw-known yielded highly accurate estimates 
irrespective of sample size.  These findings are summarized in the plots displayed in Figure 3.10 
below (for a more detailed numerical summary, see Appendix E, Table E.14).  Note that the true 
Y-hat value for x at the first change-point was 35.96 and 26.64 at the second change-point. 
 Turning to the plots in Figure 3.10, we see that under correctly specified conditions, 
sample size was inconsequential in pw-known’s ability to estimate fairly accurate values for the 
given Y-hats.  Meanwhile, polynomial and pw-unknown were able to estimate the Y-hats for the 
first and second change-points with the most accuracy (near zero rate of relative bias) when the 
sample size was 800 or greater.  It should be noted that although polynomial was most accurate 
at a sample size of 800 or greater, we can see in the corresponding plots below that it began to 
better approximate the true Y-hat starting at the n = 200 sample size while pw-unknown 
continued to show greater inaccuracy and error rates at that same sample size. 
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Figure 3.10.  Correctly Specified polynomial and piecewise regression: Estimated Y-
hats in datasets with two change points 
           
            
 
 Under conditions of misspecifications, piecewise and polynomial’s the failure to generate 
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Figure 3.11 (see Tables E.15 and E.16 in Appendix E for detailed numerical summaries).  As a 
reminder from Q5, polynomial’s fit to two change-points data with a piecewise and hybrid 
underlying structure was so poor that it did not record change-point locations is the vast majority 
of cases (see Table 3.7).  Consequently, if there was no x at the change-point, there was no Y-hat 
to calculate.  Hence, the polynomial trend lines in the plots below do not have values for sample 




Figure 3.11.  Polynomial and piecewise’s estimated Y-hats in datasets with 2 change points 
under misspecified conditions 
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CHAPTER 4: DISCUSSION 
 This chapter presents a summary of key study findings and a discussion of the results.  
The significance of the findings, recommendations for future research, and study limitations are 
also presented in these pages. 
Key findings   
 Under conditions of misspecification, polynomial and piecewise’s performance missed 
the mark: They were incapable of accurately estimating the location of the true change-points 
and the Y-hats when x was at the estimated change-point and, in general, had inferior RMSE and 
R2 outcomes than when models were correctly specified.  The poor performance was even worse 
in misspecified conditions with two change-points than in those with one change-point.  Sample 
size was a good discriminatory element, as larger ones helped better expose the misfit (these had 
better precision, i.e., lower SEs, coupled with larger biases). 
 In correctly specified conditions with one change-point, sample size was inconsequential 
in polynomial’s ability to accurately estimate the true location of the change-point and the given 
Y-hat with zero relative bias (estimates were less than half a point away from the true parameter 
values in all sample sizes).  The same pattern held for piecewise when estimating location of the 
change point, but this regression technique required a sample size of n = 100 or better to yield 
estimated Y-hats that were as close to the true parameter values (zero relative bias) as that seen 
for polynomial.  In the two change-points scenario, sample size was more consequential. 
Correctly specified polynomial needed a sample size of n ≥ 100 to estimate both change-point 
locations with zero to scant bias while pw-unknown needed a sample size of at least n = 200.  
For estimates of the Y-hats in the two change-points datasets, polynomial needed a sample size 
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greater than 200 while pw-unknown needed at least n = 800 to produce estimates with zero to 
nearly zero biases. 
Findings in the larger context 
 This impetus for this research was prompted by an interest to further investigate the 
writing of Marsh and Cormier (2002) where they suggest that a spline regression model like 
piecewise regression can be used in lieu of polynomial regression for modeling nonlinear 
relationships.  Their main justification for this was that piecewise is a flexible regression tool that 
is not subject to the weaknesses of polynomial (see Chapter 1), and that, as an added, it has a 
built-in mechanism for estimating location of change-points, which polynomial does not.  This 
idea was particularly appealing because of the various reasons outlined in the introductory 
section of this dissertation (e.g., accessibility of the two statistical methods, utility when needed 
to identify critical change-points in a nonlinear relationship).  However, the matter remained that 
as of the writing of this study, research looking into whether these two statistical tools are 
actually comparable was thin.  Only two reports, which presented different designs and opposing 
conclusions, were found.  The first, which used piecewise with unknown knot location by Ryan 
and Porth (2007), found piecewise and polynomial yielded comparable outcomes while the 
second, which used models with known knot location by Hurley et al. (2006), concluded that 
these were not interchangeable.  Consequently, this dissertation attempted to add to this 
conversation by conducting a more comprehensive comparative analysis of the performance of 
piecewise and polynomial regression than the investigation done by Hurley et al. and Ryan and 
Porth—one that, at the least, looked at both piecewise models with and without known knot 
location. 
 Overall, the results from this study suggest that the proposition that piecewise could be a 
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viable alternative to polynomial regression was premature, as evinced by the results summarized 
in the preceding chapter.  In effect these models are not interchangeable and similar to the 
conclusions drawn by Hurley et al. (2006), there are different uses for the models—where 
polynomial is best suited for data with a polynomial structure and piecewise for data with a 
piecewise structure.  Differing from Hurley et al.’s conclusions, however, the results from this 
study suggest that sample size does have an impact, especially in more complex, two change-
point relationships and when working with piecewise regression with unknown knot location(s).  
Their reporting that it is inconsequential may have been masked by the fact that their study did 
not look at piecewise with unknown knots locations and only relied on measures of fit (e.g., 
RMSE, R2) to draw conclusions. 
 In thinking back about the source that inspired the idea for this study, the literature review, 
and reasoning that that went into it were at best incomplete or outright misguided because they 
focused on model flexibility in a vacuum without any thought about the underlying structure of 
the nonlinear relationships to be analyzed.  Notably, study findings showed that what mattered 
was not necessarily the flexibility of the nonlinear regression model (as conceived in the first 
chapter) but whether it was the correctly specified model for the given dataset.  As for 
piecewise’s built-in capability for estimating the location of the change-points in a dataset, which 
was initially presented as a likely strength over polynomial regression, this study demonstrated 
that—provided correctly specified fits—polynomial is just as capable of generating accurate 
estimates of the location of change-point(s) using local max/min formulas. 
Implication for practice and contribution to the field 
 Findings from this study may hold important implications for researchers who are 
working with data that exhibit nonlinear trajectories and who primarily rely on multiple linear 
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regression for analyses.  As well, study findings have the potential to enrich the discourse about 
extensions of multiple linear regression that are capable of modeling nonlinear relationships by 
drawing attention to and broadening our understanding about the importance of attending to the 
underlying structure of a given nonlinear dataset and the use of the correctly specified statistical 
tool for analyzing the data. 
 At a more concrete level, the main objective of this study was to gather research evidence 
that could support or refute Marsh and Cormier’s (2006) proposition that a spline regression 
model, such as piecewise, was a viable alternative to polynomial regression and that piecewise’s 
built-in mechanism for estimating unknown locations of change-points was an advantage over 
polynomial regression.  Therefore, this study’s most practical and primary contribution is that it 
provides a source of empirically based evidence countering earlier claims that one regression 
model can readily be a substitute for the other.  As evidenced by the findings in this study, 
outcome accuracy in polynomial and piecewise regression fits depends on whether they are the 
appropriate statistical technique for representing the given x-y relationship or whether they are 
misspecified.  Adding to this, this study underlines the importance of including measures of the 
accuracy with which methods estimate key features of a relationship such as change point 
locations and y coordinates in addition to general measures of fit. 
 Another important implication to draw from this study touches on data collection and 
analyses.  Specifically, findings show that pw-unknown necessitates larger sample sizes to 
produce accurate outcome values or to simply work in the first place (i.e., to converge).  
Therefore, researchers who anticipate employing piecewise with unknown knots need to be 
mindful that this type of regression model is needier of larger sample sizes to estimate change-
point location and Y-hats with the most accuracy. 
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 Lastly, as we learned in Chapter 1, graduate training generally offers limited training (if 
any at all) in nonlinear modeling.  Therefore, it is the hope that the attention paid to the two 
nonlinear models in the present work contributes to the conversation about which quantitative 
statistical methods doctoral students in our field are taught in their graduate programs—in 
particular, whether more (or simply some) training in nonlinear modeling should be included in 
the curriculum.  It is also the hope that this work presents an idea to the courses that already 
teach students about polynomial regression.  Specifically, it might be useful for these courses to 
teach about piecewise regression alongside of polynomial regression, so that students can 
compare and contrast the strength and weaknesses of each of these two extensions of multiple 
linear regression. 
Study limitations and direction for future research 
 Study limitations.  No research study is without limitations.  One limitation of this work 
is that it was carried out using simulated data, where the results obtained from the simulation are 
an approximation of realistic conditions in which the methods might be applied.  Therefore and 
in spite of the substantial review of empirical estimates used to make the study as realistic as the 
design allowed, applicability or comparability of the results to what we would obtain from real 
data is yet to been determined.  This study is also limited to the specific parameters and values of 
the independent variables included in the design.  Another limitation is that the datasets 
constructed assumed that there was only one predictor variable and no dataset contained more 
than two change-points.  One more limitation to consider is that the polynomial estimation 
procedure is not designed to optimize change point estimation.  As a result, the piecewise model 
has an inherent advantage with respect to outcomes related to change point estimation.  
Moreover, although we chose a polynomial with a dramatic downward slope in the study from 
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which it was taken, extending the range of the data around the change points lessened the 
downward slope relative to the range of y values.  This made it harder for polynomial models to 
estimate the change points.  Perhaps not a limitation per se, though worthy of a mention because 
they are becoming more common, this study did not consider the use of polynomial or piecewise 
models embedded in a more complex model such as growth curve, HLM, or structural equation 
model. 
 Direction for future research.  Research is a fascinating endeavor in that at the same 
time that it answers questions, it normally raises even more questions.  True to this reality and in 
recognition of the limitations of this study and the subsequent questions that came up while 
making sense of the results, thoughts on future direction for research include the following:  A 
future study should expand the work that was done here with just one predictor variable.  
Specifically, a replication of this study with covariates and/or additional predictor variables is 
recommended.  This expanded setup with more variables would reflect the more typical study 
design that one would find in an educational study and, importantly, examine whether additional 
variables in the regression models would change the outcomes observed here.  As stated in the 
limitations section, the comparability of the results to those from real data is yet to be 
determined; therefore, a replication of some elements of this study with real data is needed.  
Additionally, the results were sensitive to the proportions of cases on each side of the change-
point; consequently, a future study could consider making this a variable.  In order to optimize 
other criteria, we ended up with a relatively small segment with a negative slope.  Future 
research can investigate other population regression line/curves.  Left unexplored in this study is 
the possibility that it might be more difficult to distinguish the correctly specified model from the 
misspecified when we have a restriction of range, such as in experimental studies that tend to 
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have limited range of values.  Thus, this is a matter for a future study to investigate.  Also, as a 
possible strategy for identifying methods that might help identify the appropriate model when 
analyzing data, future research might want to look into how well residual plots (e.g., predictor on 
x axis, residual on y axis) can detect misspecification when either polynomial or piecewise are 
fitted to the data generated by the opposing model and at data-mining methods to distinguish 
between the different functional forms that apply to the different models.  
Conclusion 
 This study, which began with the simple objective of comparing the performance of two 
types of nonlinear regression techniques—piecewise and polynomial regression—ultimately, 
leaves us with insight far greater than the initial ambition of seeing how these models performed 
when fitted to the multitude of datasets in the study.  It leaves us with a keen awareness that if 
we want to make inferences and predictions with the most accuracy and least amount of error 
possible, we must think first about the underlying structure of the nonlinear data and second 
about the actual regression model.  In short, we must ensure that the regression model selected 
for analyses —be it piecewise or polynomial—is the correctly specified model for that dataset.  
To do otherwise runs the risk of ending with flawed conclusions or, possibly, failing to make an 




R Simulation Code 
#The following installs the segmented-package, which is a package used to estimate linear 





#Function generates datasets that have an underlying quadratic polynomial, 1-knot piecewise,  
#or one-knot/bend hybrid structure.  
#Input:  
  # nObs = sample size 
  # a = intercept 
  # pw1, pw2 = piecewise weights 
  # pn1, pn2 = polynomial weights 
  # rsq = optimal r-square 
  # m, s = mean and standard deviation of predictor 
  # p = proportion of cases below the knot 
#Output:  
  #Returns the data frame with the x-y variables for the one-knot/bend scenario 
 
oneKnot <- function(nObs=500, a=0, pw1=0, pw2=0, pn1=0, pn2=0, 
  rsq=.5, m=50, s=10, p=.5, psi=NULL, debug=FALSE, ...){ 
  xx <- rnorm(nObs, m, s) 
  #print(paste(nObs, m, s, is.na(sum(xx)))) 
  if(!is.null(psi)){ 
    kk=psi[1] 
  } else { 
    kk <- qnorm(p, m, s) 
  } 
  bb <- as.numeric(xx <= kk) 
  y.expected <- (bb * (a + (pn1 * xx) + (pn2 * xx^2) + (pw1*xx))) + 
    ((1-bb) * (a + (pn1 * xx) + (pn2 * xx^2) + (pw1 * kk) + (pw2 * (xx - kk)))) 
  denominator <- max(1, (sign(sum(abs(pn1),abs(pn2))) + sign(sum(abs(pw1),abs(pw2))))) # 2 for hybrid model, 1 otherwise 
  y.expected <- y.expected / denominator 
  y.resid.sd <- sqrt(0 - ((var(y.expected) * (rsq - 1)) / (rsq))) 
  if (identical(nObs, 1)) { y.resid.sd <- 0 } # otherwise NA 
  y.resid <- rnorm(nObs, 0, y.resid.sd) 
  yy <- y.expected + y.resid 
  if(debug){print(head(data.frame(xx, yy, y.expected, y.resid, kk)))} 





#Function generates datasets with underlying cubic polynomial, two-knots piecewise,  




  # nObs = sample size 
  # a = intercept 
  # pw1, pw2, pw3 = piecewise weights 
  # pn1, pn2, pn3 = polynomial weights 
  # rsq = optimal r-square 
  # m, s = mean and standard deviation of predictor 
  # p1, p2 = proportion of cases below the lower piecewise knot and below the higher knot 
#Output:  
  #Returns the data frame with the x-y variables for the 2 knots/bends scenarios 
 
 
twoKnot <- function(nObs=500, a=0, pw1=0, pw2=0, pw3=0, pn1=0, 
  pn2=0, pn3=0, rsq=.5, m=50, s=10, p1=(1/3), p2=(2/3), psi1=NULL, psi2=NULL, debug=FALSE){ 
  xx <- rnorm(nObs, m, s) 
  if(!is.null(psi1)){ 
    k1 <- psi1[1] 
  } else { 
    k1 <- qnorm(p1, m, s) 
  } 
  if(!is.null(psi2)){ 
    k2 <- psi2[1] 
  } else { 
    k2 <- qnorm(p2, m, s) 
  } 
  bb <- as.numeric(xx <= k1) 
  tt <- as.numeric(xx > k2) 
  y1.expected <- (bb * (a + (pn1 * xx) + (pn2 * xx^2) + (pn3 * xx^3) + (pw1*xx))) 
  y2.expected <- ((1-bb)* (1-tt) * (a + (pn1 * xx) + (pn2 * xx^2) + (pn3 * xx^3) +  
    (pw1 * xx) + (pw2 * (xx - k1)))) 
  y3.expected <- (tt * (a + (pn1 * xx) + (pn2 * xx^2) + (pn3 * xx^3) +  
    (pw1 * xx) + (pw2 * (xx - k1)) + (pw3 * (xx - k2)))) 
  y.expected <- y1.expected + y2.expected + y3.expected 
  denominator <-  max(1, (sign(sum(abs(pn1),abs(pn2),abs(pn3))) + sign(sum(abs(pw1),abs(pw2),abs(pw3))))) # 2 for hybrid, 1 otherwise 
  y.expected <- y.expected / denominator 
  y.resid.sd <- sqrt(0 - ((var(y.expected) * (rsq - 1)) / (rsq))) 
  if (identical(nObs, 1)) { y.resid.sd <- 0 } 
  y.resid <- rnorm(nObs, 0, y.resid.sd) 
  yy <- y.expected + y.resid 
  if(debug){print(head(data.frame(xx, yy, y1.expected, y2.expected, y3.expected, y.expected, y.resid, k1, k2)))} 





#Function computes outcomes.  
#Input:  
  # fit = result of linear or segmented model fit (not summary). 
  # psik = location of knot  
#Output:  
  #Returns values of the outcome measures used to compare fit of the regression models: R2, Adjusted R2,  
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  #RMSE, RMSE omitting the 10% most extreme residuals, and the RMSE for only the 10% omitted.  
  #Also returns location of knots and corresponding Yhats.  
 
outcomes <- function(fit, type=NULL, include.data=FALSE, psik,...){ 
  psi1 <- NA 
  psi2 <- NA 
  fitCoef <- fit$coefficients 
  ll <- length(fitCoef) 
  #print(paste(type,': ll = ', ll)) 
 
  b0 <- b1 <- b2 <- b3 <- NA 
   
  if(is.null(type)) {warning("No type provided.")} 
 
  if(type=='ln'){ 
    b0 <- fitCoef[1] 
    b1 <- fitCoef[2] 
  } 
   
  if(type=='pw'){ 
    if(ll==4){ 
      psi1 <- fit$psi[1,2] 
      b0 <- fitCoef[1] 
      b1 <- fitCoef[2] 
      b2 <- fitCoef[3] 
    } 
    if(ll==6){ 
      psi1 <- fit$psi[1,2] 
      psi2 <- fit$psi[2,2] 
      b0 <- fitCoef[1] 
      b1 <- fitCoef[2] 
      b2 <- fitCoef[3] 
      b3 <- fitCoef[4] 
    } 
  } 
  if(type=='pk'){ 
    if(ll==3){ 
      psi1 <- psik[1] 
      b0 <- fitCoef[1] 
      b1 <- fitCoef[2] 
      b2 <- fitCoef[3] 
      #print(paste('psi1 = ', psi1, '<==='))  
    } 
    if(ll==4){ 
      psi1 <- psik[1] 
      psi2 <- psik[2] 
      b0 <- fitCoef[1] 
      b1 <- fitCoef[2] 
      b2 <- fitCoef[3] 
      b3 <- fitCoef[4] 
      #print(paste('psi1 = ', psi1, 'psi2 = ', psi2,'<==='))  
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    } 
  } 
  if(type=='pn'){ 
    if(ll==3){ 
      # quadratic: xm = -b[1] / 2b[2] 
      #print(paste((0- fit$coefficients[2]) / (2 * fit$coefficeints[3]), fit$coefficients[2], fit$coefficients[3])) 
      psi1 <- (0- fit$coefficients[2]) / (2 * fit$coefficients[3]) 
      b0 <- fitCoef[1] 
      b1 <- fitCoef[2] 
      b2 <- fitCoef[3] 
    } 
    if(ll==4){ 
      # cubic: xm = (-b[2] +/- sprt(b[2]^2 - (3*b[1]*b[3]))) / (3 * b[3]) 
      temp.psi1 <- (0-fit$coefficients[3] + sqrt(fit$coefficients[3]^2 - (3*fit$coefficients[2] * fit$coefficients[4]))) / (3 * 
fit$coefficients[4]) 
      temp.psi2 <- (0-fit$coefficients[3] - sqrt(fit$coefficients[3]^2 - (3*fit$coefficients[2] * fit$coefficients[4]))) / (3 * 
fit$coefficients[4]) 
      psiVector <- c(temp.psi1, temp.psi2) 
      psiVector <- psiVector[order(psiVector)] 
      psi1 <- psiVector[1] 
      psi2 <- psiVector[2] 
      b0 <- fitCoef[1] 
      b1 <- fitCoef[2] 
      b2 <- fitCoef[3] 
      b3 <- fitCoef[4] 
      #print(paste(temp.psi1, temp.psi2)) 
      #print(paste(psi1, psi2)) 
    } 
  } 
  if(is.null(psi1)){psi1 <- NA; warning('outcomes detected NULL psi1')}  
  if(is.null(psi2)){psi2 <- NA; warning('outcomes detected NULL psi2')} 
  #print(paste('psi1: ',psi1, 'psi2: ', psi2)) 
   
  # zz used for one knot only, z1,z2 used for two knot only 
  NewData <- data.frame( 
    xx=as.numeric(c(psi1, psi2)), 
    zz= c(0,0),               # one knot at psi1 
    z1= c(0,psi2-psi1),       # two knot: x on first segment, then second segment 
    z2= c(0,0))               # two knot: x never on third segment 
  Yhat <- c(NA,NA) 
  if((type!='') & !('failed' %in% names(fit))){Yhat <- predict(fit,NewData)} 
  #print(paste(type,Yhat,psi1,psi2)) 
   
  res <- fit$residuals 
 
  dat <- data.frame(fit$model, res) 
  n <- dim(dat)[1] 
  R.sqr.check <- 1 - ((var(res) / var(dat[,1]))) 
  p <- length(fit$coefficients) - 1 
  R.sqr.adj.check <- R.sqr.check - ( (1 - R.sqr.check)*(p / (n - p - 1)) ) 
  fitSum <- summary(fit) 
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  R.sqr <- ifelse ('r.squared' %in% names(fitSum), fitSum$r.squared, NA) 
  R.sqr.adj <- ifelse('adj.r.squared' %in% names(fitSum), fitSum$adj.r.squared, NA) 
  if(is.na(R.sqr - R.sqr.check) | ((R.sqr - R.sqr.check) > .00001)){ 
    warning(paste("R-square Not Confirmed: ", R.sqr, R.sqr.check))} 
  if(is.na(R.sqr.adj - R.sqr.adj.check) | ((R.sqr.adj - R.sqr.adj.check) > .00001)){ 
    warning(paste("Adjusted R-square Not Confirmed.", R.sqr.adj, R.sqr.adj.check))} 
 
  RMSR <- sqrt(mean(res^2)) 
  res.trim <- sort(res^2)[1:trunc(length(res)*.9)] 
  RMSR.trim <- sqrt(mean(res.trim)) 
  res.extreme <- sort(res^2)[trunc(length(res)*.9):length(res)] 
  RMSR.extreme <- sqrt(mean(res.extreme)) 
 
  if(isTRUE(include.data)){ 
    outcomes.list <- list(data=dat, R.square=R.sqr, Adjusted.R.Square=R.sqr.adj, 
    RMSR=RMSR, RMSR.trim=RMSR.trim, RMSR.extreme=RMSR.extreme, Psi1=psi1, Psi2=psi2, 
    Yhat1=Yhat[1], Yhat2=Yhat[2], b0=b0, b1=b1, b2=b2, b3=b3) 
    } else { 
    outcomes.list <- list(R.square=R.sqr, Adjusted.R.Square=R.sqr.adj, 
    RMSR=RMSR, RMSR.trim=RMSR.trim, RMSR.extreme=RMSR.extreme, Psi1=psi1, Psi2=psi2, 
    Yhat1=Yhat[1], Yhat2=Yhat[2], b0=b0,b1=b1, b2=b2, b3=b3) 
  } 






# Function generates a fit object for failed estimation of a piecewise model with one or two knots 
# Input: 
 #dat: data matrix of xx and yy 
 #nKnots: integer (1 or 2 expected) 
# Output: 
 #fit: list containing $model (data), $residuals (NA), and $coefficients (NA) 
 
failedFit <- function(dat, nKnots, ...){ 
  model <- dat 
  coefficients <- rep(NA, nKnots + 2) 
  residuals <- rep(NA, dim(dat)[1]) 
  failed <- TRUE 
  psi <- matrix(NA, nrow=nKnots, ncol=2) 
  fit <- list(model=model, coefficients=coefficients, residuals=residuals, failed=failed, psi=psi) 












  # nObs = sample size 
  # a = intercept 
  # pw1, pw2 = piecewise weights 
  # pn1, pn2 = polynomial weights 
  # rsq = optimal r-square 
  # m, s = mean and standard deviation of predictor 
  # p = proportion of cases below the knot 
  # nVals = number of simulated regression iterations  
#Output: 
  # Returns model fit output (i.e., values of outcome measures used to compare  
  # fit of the regression models).    
 
pnpwSim <- function(nObs=500, a=0, pw1=0, pw2=0, pn1=0, pn2=0, 
  rsq=.5, m=50, s=10, p=.5, nVals=c(50, 100, 500, 1000),...){ 
   
  simDat <- list(NULL) 
  simParms <- list(NULL) 
  pnFit <- list(NULL) 
  pwFit <- list(NULL) 
  pnOut <- list(NULL) 
  pwOut <- list(NULL) 
  linearFit <- list(NULL) 
  linearOut <- list(NULL) 
  pwKnownFit <- list(NULL) 
  pwKnownOut <- list(NULL) 
   
  replications <- rep(nVals, each=nObs) 
  for(sim in 1:length(replications)){ 
    simDat[[sim]] <- oneKnot(nObs=replications[sim], a=a, pw1=pw1, pw2=pw2, pn1=pn1, pn2=pn2, 
      rsq=rsq, m=m, s=s, p=p) 
    #print(head(simDat[[sim]])) 
    #print(length(simDat[[sim]]$xx)) 
    linearFit[[sim]] <- lm(yy ~ xx, data=simDat[[sim]]) 
    pnFit[[sim]] <- lm(yy ~ xx + I(xx^2), data=simDat[[sim]]) 
    kk <- qnorm(p, m, s) 
    dd <- rep(0, times=length(simDat[[sim]]$xx)) 
    #print(dd) 
    dd[simDat[[sim]]$xx > kk] <- 1 
    zz <- dd*(simDat[[sim]]$xx - kk) 
    #print(kk) 
    #print(dd) 
    #print(zz) 
    Tempdat=data.frame(simDat[[sim]], zz=zz) 
    pwKnownFit[[sim]] <- lm(yy~xx+zz, data=Tempdat) 
    #print(summary(pnFit[[sim]])) 
    tempFit <- lm(yy ~ xx, data=simDat[[sim]]) 
    sv = qnorm(p, m, s) # start values 
    pwFit[[sim]] <- tryCatch(segmented(obj=tempFit, seg.Z=~xx, psi = list(xx=sv)),  
            error=function(e){failedFit(dat=simDat[[sim]], nKnots=1)}) 
    pnOut[[sim]] <- outcomes(fit=pnFit[[sim]], type='pn') 
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    pwOut[[sim]] <- NULL 
    pwOut[[sim]] <- outcomes(fit=pwFit[[sim]], type='pw') 
    pwKnownOut[[sim]] <- outcomes(fit=pwKnownFit[[sim]], type='pk', psik=kk) 
    #pwKnownOut[[sim]]psik <- kk 
    linearOut[[sim]] <- outcomes(fit=linearFit[[sim]], type='ln') 
 
    y1knot <- oneKnot(nObs=1, a=a, pw1=pw1, pw2=pw2, pn1=pn1, pn2=pn2, rsq=1, m=kk, s=0, psi=kk)$yy 
    infl1 <- (0 - pn1) / (2 * pn2) 
    #print(paste("pn.psi1:",pn.psi1, pn1, pn2)) 
    y1infl <- oneKnot(nObs=1, a=a, pw1=pw1, pw2=pw2, pn1=pn1, pn2=pn2, rsq=1, m=infl1, s=0, psi=kk)$yy 
     
    simParms[[sim]] <- list(nObs=nVals[s], a=a, pw1=pw1, pw2=pw2, pw3=NA, pn1=pn1, pn2=pn2, pn3=NA, 
      rsq=rsq, m=m, s=s, p1=p, p2=NA, psi1=kk, psi2=NA, infl1=infl1, infl2=NA, y1knot=y1knot, y2knot=NA, 
      y1infl=y1infl, y2infl=NA) 
    #simParms[[sim]] <- list(nObs=nVals[s], a=a, pw1=pw1, pw2=pw2, pn1=pn1, pn2=pn2, 
    #  rsq=rsq, m=m, s=s, p=p) 
    if(((length(replications) - sim) < 10) | (identical(sim %% 100, 0))){print(paste('Progress:',sim,'of',length(replications)))} 
  }  
 
  return(list(simParms=simParms, simDat=simDat, linearFit=linearFit, pnFit=pnFit, pwFit=pwFit, pwKnownFit=pwKnownFit,  






# Function fits cubic polynomial and two-knot piecewise regression models to  
# simulated datasets. 
#Input: 
  # nObs = sample size 
  # a = intercept 
  # pw1, pw2 = piecewise weights 
  # pn1, pn2 = polynomial weights 
  # rsq = optimal r-square 
  # m, s = mean and standard deviation of predictor 
  # p = proportion of cases below the knot 
  # nVals = number of simulated regression iterations  
#Output: 
  # Returns model fit output (e.g., values of outcome measures used to compare  
  # fit of the regression models).   
 
pnpwSim2 <- function(nObs=500, a=0, pw1=0, pw2=0, pw3=0, pn1=0, pn2=0, pn3=0, 
  rsq=.5, m=50, s=10, p1=.33, p2=.67, nVals=c(50, 100, 500, 1000),...){ 
   
  simDat <- list(NULL)  # TODO Add simParms 
  simParms <- list(NULL) 
  pnFit <- list(NULL) 
  pwFit <- list(NULL) 
  pnOut <- list(NULL) 
  pwOut <- list(NULL) 
  linearFit <- list(NULL) 
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  linearOut <- list(NULL) 
  pwKnownFit <- list(NULL) 
  pwKnownOut <- list(NULL) 
 
  replications <- rep(nVals, each=nObs) 
  for(sim in 1:length(replications)){ 
    simDat[[sim]] <- twoKnot(nObs=replications[sim], a=a, pw1=pw1, pw2=pw2, pw3=pw3, pn1=pn1, pn2=pn2, pn3=pn3, 
      rsq=rsq, m=m, s=s, p1=p1, p2=p2) 
    #print(head(simDat[[sim]])) 
    linearFit[[sim]] <- lm(yy ~ xx, data=simDat[[sim]]) 
    pnFit[[sim]] <- lm(yy ~ xx + I(xx^2) + I(xx^3), data=simDat[[sim]]) 
    #print(summary(pnFit[[sim]])) 
    k1 <- qnorm(p1, m, s) 
    k2 <- qnorm(p2, m, s) 
    d1 <- rep(0, times=length(simDat[[sim]]$xx)) 
    d1[simDat[[sim]]$xx > k1] <- 1 
    z1 <- d1*(simDat[[sim]]$xx - k1) 
    d2 <- rep(0, times=length(simDat[[sim]]$xx)) 
    d2[simDat[[sim]]$xx > k2] <- 1 
    z2 <- d2*(simDat[[sim]]$xx - k2) 
    Tempdat=data.frame(simDat[[sim]], z1=z1, z2=z2) 
    pwKnownFit[[sim]] <- lm(yy~xx+z1+z2,data=Tempdat) 
    tempFit <- lm(yy ~ xx, data=simDat[[sim]]) 
    #sv <- quantile(simDat[[sim]]$xx, probs=c(.33, .67)) 
    sv <- qnorm(c(p1,p2),m,s) 
    pwFit[[sim]] <- tryCatch(segmented(obj=tempFit, seg.Z=~xx, psi = list(xx=sv)),  
            error=function(e){failedFit(dat=simDat[[sim]], nKnots=2)}) 
    pnOut[[sim]] <- outcomes(fit=pnFit[[sim]], type='pn') 
    pwOut[[sim]] <- outcomes(fit=pwFit[[sim]], type='pw')  
    pwKnownOut[[sim]] <- outcomes(fit=pwKnownFit[[sim]], type='pk', psik=c(k1, k2)) 
    #pwKnownOut[[sim]]$Psi1 <- k1 
    #pwKnownOut[[sim]]$Psi2 <- k2 
    linearOut[[sim]] <- outcomes(fit=linearFit[[sim]], type='ln') 
     
    y1knot <- twoKnot(nObs=1, a=a, pw1=pw1, pw2=pw2, pw3=pw3, pn1=pn1, pn2=pn2, pn3=pn3, rsq=1, m=k1, s=0, psi1=k1, psi2=k2)$yy 
    y2knot <- twoKnot(nObs=1, a=a, pw1=pw1, pw2=pw2, pw3=pw3, pn1=pn1, pn2=pn2, pn3=pn3, rsq=1, m=k2, s=0, psi1=k1, psi2=k2)$yy 
    temp.infl1 <- (0-pn2 + sqrt(pn2^2 - (3*pn1 * pn3))) / (3 * pn3) 
    temp.infl2 <- (0-pn2 - sqrt(pn2^2 - (3*pn1 * pn3))) / (3 * pn3) 
    inflVector <- c(temp.infl1, temp.infl2) 
    inflVector <- inflVector[order(inflVector)] 
    infl1 <- inflVector[1]  
    infl2 <- inflVector[2] 
    y1infl <- twoKnot(nObs=1, a=a, pw1=pw1, pw2=pw2, pw3=pw3, pn1=pn1, pn2=pn2, pn3=pn3, rsq=1, m=infl1, s=0, psi1=k1, psi2=k2)$yy 
    y2infl <- twoKnot(nObs=1, a=a, pw1=pw1, pw2=pw2, pw3=pw3, pn1=pn1, pn2=pn2, pn3=pn3, rsq=1, m=infl2, s=0, psi1=k1, psi2=k2)$yy 
     
     
    simParms[[sim]] <- list(nObs=nVals[s], a=a, pw1=pw1, pw2=pw2, pw3=pw3, pn1=pn1, pn2=pn2, pn3=pn3, 
                            rsq=rsq, m=m, s=s, p1=p1, p2=p2, psi1=k1, psi2=k2, infl1=infl1, infl2=infl2, 
                            y1knot=y1knot, y2knot=y2knot, y1infl=y1infl, y2infl=y2infl) 
    if(((length(replications) - sim) < 10) | (identical(sim %% 100, 0))){print(paste('Progress:',sim,'of',length(replications)))} 




  return(list(simParms=simParms, simDat=simDat, linearFit=linearFit, pnFit=pnFit, pwFit=pwFit, pwKnownFit=pwKnownFit,  






#Function to format summary table with regression output. 
 
tableOutcomes <- function(sim, digits=3, ...){ 
  nObs <- NULL 
  mm <- NULL 
  ss <- NULL 
 # kk <- NULL 
  for(n in 1:length(sim$simDat)){ 
    nObs <- c(nObs, dim(sim$simDat[[n]])[1]) 
    mm <- c(mm, sim$simParms[[n]]$m) 
    ss <- c(ss, sim$simParms[[n]]$s) 
    #kk <- c(kk, sim$simParms[[n]]$k) 
 
  } 
  ll <- length(sim$pwOut[[1]]) 
  nObs <- rep(nObs, each=ll) 
  mm <- rep(mm, each=ll) 
  ss <- rep(ss, each=ll) 
  #kk <- rep(kk, each=ll) 
  linear.outcomes <- as.numeric(unlist(sim$linearOut)) 
  pw.outcomes <- as.numeric(unlist(sim$pwOut)) 
  pwKnown.outcomes <- as.numeric(unlist(sim$pwKnownOut)) 
  pn.outcomes <- as.numeric(unlist(sim$pnOut)) 
  label.outcomes <- names(sim$pwOut[[1]]) 
  print(rbind(length(nObs),length(mm), length(ss),length(label.outcomes),length(linear.outcomes), 
length(pn.outcomes),length(pw.outcomes), length(pwKnown.outcomes))) 
  tab <- data.frame( 
    Sample.size=nObs,  
    Mean=mm, 
    SD=ss, 
    Outcome=label.outcomes, 
    Linear=round(linear.outcomes, digits), 
    Polynomial=round(pn.outcomes, digits), 
    Piecewise=round(pw.outcomes, digits), 
    PW_Known=round(pwKnown.outcomes, digits)) 






# Function to format output table CSV file. 
  fileOutcomes <- function(sim, digits=10, debug=FALSE, ...){ 
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    nObs <- NULL 
    aa <- NULL 
    pn1 <- NULL 
    pw1 <- NULL 
    pn2 <- NULL 
    pw2 <- NULL 
    pn3 <- NULL 
    pw3 <- NULL 
    rsq <- NULL 
    mm <- NULL 
    ss <- NULL 
    p1 <- NULL 
    p2 <- NULL 
    psi1 <- NULL 
    psi2 <- NULL 
    infl1 <- NULL 
    infl2 <- NULL 
    y1knot <- NULL 
    y2knot <- NULL 
    y1infl <- NULL 
    y2infl <- NULL 
 
    for(n in 1:length(sim$simDat)){ 
      nObs <- c(nObs, dim(sim$simDat[[n]])[1]) 
      aa <- c(aa, sim$simParms[[n]]$a) 
      pn1 <- c(pn1, sim$simParms[[n]]$pn1) 
      pw1 <- c(pw1, sim$simParms[[n]]$pw1) 
      pn2 <- c(pn2, sim$simParms[[n]]$pn2) 
      pw2 <- c(pw2, sim$simParms[[n]]$pw2) 
      pn3 <- c(pn3, sim$simParms[[n]]$pn3) 
      pw3 <- c(pw3, sim$simParms[[n]]$pw3) 
      rsq <- c(rsq, sim$simParms[[n]]$rsq) 
      mm <- c(mm, sim$simParms[[n]]$m) 
      ss <- c(ss, sim$simParms[[n]]$s) 
      p1 <- c(p1, sim$simParms[[n]]$p1) 
      p2 <- c(p2, sim$simParms[[n]]$p2) 
      psi1 <- c(psi1, sim$simParms[[n]]$psi1) 
      psi2 <- c(psi2, sim$simParms[[n]]$psi2)       
      infl1 <- c(infl1, sim$simParms[[n]]$infl1) 
      infl2 <- c(infl2, sim$simParms[[n]]$infl2)       
      y1knot <- c(y1knot, sim$simParms[[n]]$y1knot) 
      y2knot <- c(y2knot, sim$simParms[[n]]$y2knot) 
      y1infl <- c(y1infl, sim$simParms[[n]]$y1infl) 
      y2infl <- c(y2infl, sim$simParms[[n]]$y2infl) 
    } 
     
    label.outcomes <- names(sim$pwOut[[1]]) 
    label.analyses <- c("ln", "pn", "pw", "pk") 
    label.columns <- c("Sample.size", "b0", "pn.b1", "pw.b1", "pn.b2", "pw.b2", "pn.b3", "pw.b3", "rsq",  
                       "Mean", "SD", "p1", "p2", "psi1", "psi2", "infl1", "infl2", "y1knot", "y2knot",  
                       "y1infl", "y2infl", outer(X=label.outcomes, Y=label.analyses, FUN = paste0)) 
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    #print(rbind(length(nObs),length(mm), length(ss),length(label.outcomes),length(linear.outcomes), 
length(pn.outcomes),length(pw.outcomes), length(pwKnown.outcomes))) 
    if(debug){print(label.columns)} 
    fileOutput <- label.columns 
    #nReps <- length(linear.outcomes) 
    nReps <- length(sim$linearOut) 
    #print(paste("nReps:",nReps)) 
    for(Repetition in 1:nReps){ 
      #print("fileOuput"); print(fileOuput) 
      linear.outcomes <- as.numeric(unlist(sim$linearOut[Repetition])) 
      pw.outcomes <- as.numeric(unlist(sim$pwOut[Repetition])) 
      pwKnown.outcomes <- as.numeric(unlist(sim$pwKnownOut[Repetition])) 
      pn.outcomes <- as.numeric(unlist(sim$pnOut[Repetition]))   
      #print("linear.outcomes:  ");  print(linear.outcomes)     
      fileOutput <- rbind(fileOutput,c( 
        Sample.size=nObs[Repetition],  
        aa=aa[Repetition], 
        pn1=pn1[Repetition], 
        pw1=pw1[Repetition], 
        pn2=pn2[Repetition], 
        pw2=pw2[Repetition], 
        pn3=pn3[Repetition], 
        pw3=pw3[Repetition], 
        rsq=rsq[Repetition], 
        Mean=mm[Repetition], 
        SD=ss[Repetition],         
        p1=p1[Repetition], 
        p2=p2[Repetition],   
        psi1=psi1[Repetition], 
        psi2=psi2[Repetition], 
        infl1=infl1[Repetition], 
        infl2=infl2[Repetition], 
        y1knot=y1knot[Repetition], 
        y2knot=y2knot[Repetition], 
        y1infl=y1infl[Repetition], 
        y2infl=y2infl[Repetition], 
        Linear=round(linear.outcomes, digits), 
        Polynomial=round(pn.outcomes, digits), 
        Piecewise=round(pw.outcomes, digits), 
        PW_Known=round(pwKnown.outcomes, digits))) 
      } 
    return(fileOutput) 






Source of regression parameters in simulation functions 
 All datasets in this study were constructed using simulated data methodology, which 
required writing various functions that could generate the needed datasets.  In order to run the 
data generating functions, certain parameters such as, the mean and SD of x, regression weights, 
and R2, had to be specified (see simulation code in Appendix A).  Subsequently and in the 
interest of creating simulated data that were consistent (or as close as possible) to real-life 
scenarios, results from published peer reviewed articles were referenced to determine appropriate 
numbers to input into the simulation functions. 
 The initial intent was to use results from education-related studies that had analyzed data 
with piecewise and/or polynomial regression.  However and as reported in Chapter One, the 
literature search for studies using either one of these statistical techniques in the primary 
database for education scholarly publications, ERIC, yielded scant studies.  Moreover, the few 
educational studies that were identified did not report key regression values needed for model 
building (e.g., b weights were not given).   As a result, the literature search for relevant studies 
was extended to publications outside of education and the ERIC database. 
With ERIC no longer a viable database but still hoping to remain within the realm of 
psychology, PsychINFO became the alternative choice.  When PsychINFO failed to yield 
enough articles with the type of data analyses and regression values needed, MEDLINE became 
the third and final database option.  A more detailed summary of the results from the PsychINFO 
and MEDLINE search is next. 
 Before proceeding to the details about the two database searches, it should be noted that 
after the failed attempt to locate education-related published studies in ERIC that met selection 
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criteria, the focus was broadened to one focusing on locating any published results for 
polynomial or piecewise regression analyses in empirical studies using human subjects, 
irrespective of the topic.  This search, though methodical, was not intended to be comprehensive, 
as this was not the aim of the present study. 
PsychINFO and MEDLINE Database search 
 The goal of this basic literature search was to identify empirical studies that had used 
quadratic or cubic polynomial regression or piecewise regression with one or two knots to 
analyze study data and that reported at least the b weights for such analyses.  In addition to the 
regression b weights, there was an interest in capturing other analyses-related values: mean, SD 
of x, R2, and Intercept. 
 Two search terms were used: polynomial regression and piecewise regression.  
Preliminary filters were applied to limit search results to studies published in English between 
2006 and 2016 and those using human subjects.  The next round of constraints filtered out (a) 
statistics journals (e.g., Scandinavian Journal of Statistics) to bypass studies where polynomial or 
piecewise regression was the subject rather than the statistical tool used for analyses and (b) 
studies with non-human subjects (e.g., animal, birds, and fishery studies) that were missed by the 
preliminary filter that stipulated humans only.  In the subsequent article selection stage, studies 
were discarded if in addition to failing to at least report regression weights, the polynomial or 
piecewise regression formed part of an HLM or any other type of multilevel modeling.  
Excluding piecewise and polynomial multilevel models (mixed effects) was sensible as the 
regression models used in the present study were all fixed effects (i.e., classical piecewise and 
polynomial regression) models.  Studies that used logistic and fractional polynomial regression 
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and those that used a type of regression spline (e.g., a piecewise-polynomial spline) were also 
rejected for the same reason that multilevel models were excluded. 
Database search results 
 The PsychINFO search generated N = 51 studies with mention of the term piecewise 
regression, and all were reviewed by this study’s author.  From these, only n = 6 studies met the 
aforementioned selection criteria (n = 4 used one-knot piecewise regression and n = 2 used two-
knot piecewise regression in their analyses).  The PsychINFO search for the term polynomial 
regression yielded N = 158 articles with mention of this term.  In the interest of parity regarding 
the number of articles reviewed for each regression type, n = 50 polynomial articles were 
randomly selected from the 158 for a closer review.  Of the fifty studies reviewed, not a single 
one supplied an example that met the stated inclusion criteria.  More specifically, in the studies 
where polynomial regression was not the subject but was actually used for analyses, the 
statistical application fell into one of the previously set exclusion categories (e.g., part of a 
multilevel model, factional or logistic regression polynomial) or into a newly unexpected but 
likewise unusable type: polynomial regression with response surface regression analysis,14 which 
were not suitable because the polynomial is used as a step within the response surface analysis 
rather than as a standalone analysis. 
                                                 
14  Polynomial regression with response surface analysis is a statistical technique where the 
regression coefficients from the polynomial regression analysis are not immediately used to 
interpret the results from the polynomial regression.  Instead, these constitute a step in the 
response surface technique and are used to generate a three-dimensional visual of the 
relationship between two paired predictor variables and an outcome variable that, in turn, sets the 
stage for examining the nonlinear ‘response surface pattern’ (Shanock, Baran, Gentry, Pattison, 
and Heggestead, 2010).  The most basic response surface equation includes two predictor 
variables, two squared terms (quadratic polynomials), and one interaction term. 
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 With zero quadratic and cubic polynomial regression studies identified, another n = 50 
articles were randomly selected from the 108 remaining PsychINFO polynomial regression term-
search and evaluated.  Once more, usable articles were not found:  Zero studies within this 
second batch met the selection criteria. 
 In summary, the pattern observed in the PyshINFO findings for the term polynomial 
regression suggested that when polynomial was not part of an HLM, a logistic or fractional 
polynomial, it was a component of response surface analysis.  Evidence to the contrary could not 
be documented in the 100 articles reviewed.  Consequently, the search for articles in PsychINFO 
was abandoned for MEDLINE. 
 The MEDLINE search for the term polynomial regression generated N = 55 articles for 
consideration.  Out of these articles, n = 9 were qualifying studies of the quadratic polynomial 
regression type and n = 4 met the selection criteria for the cubic polynomial regression type.  The 
sample size of these studies ranged from 40 – 720, where the quadratic polynomial studies had a 
mean average of about 207 study participants and the cubic studies averaged 379 participants. 
The search for the term piecewise regression resulted in N = 52 articles for consideration.  Of 
these, there were n = 3 unique studies of the one-knot piecewise regression kind that met the 
prescribed inclusion criteria and n = 2 articles of the two-knots form15.  The sample size range of 
the piecewise studies was vast.  These ranged from 15 participants subjected to repeated 
measures to an epidemiological type of study with 105 million patient records for the 1-knot 
                                                 
15  There were five qualifying one knot articles found in the MEDLINE search; however, two of 
these were duplicates that had already been identified in the PyschINFO search.  Three articles 
were identified for the two knots type, but the count dropped to N = 2 when one article also 




(Median = 1,011) and from 291 – 42,170 (Median = 600) for the 2-knots studies.  Table B.1 
provides a summary of the counts for the databases search. 
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Table B.1       
Database Term Search Results  
  PyschINFO MEDLINE Total  Analysesa 
  N N N  N 
Polynomial regression Studies generated in search  158 55 213   
 Studies reviewed  100  55 155   
 Studies meeting criteria  0 13 13   
  Quadratic polynomial  0 9 9  31 
 Cubic polynomial  0 4 4  9 
Piecewise Regression Studies generated in search  51 52 103   
 Studies reviewed  51 52 103   
 Studies meeting criteria  6 5 11   
 One-knot piecewise  4 3 7  37 
 Two-knots piecewise  2 2 4  29 
aThe majority of studies contained multiple hypotheses and analyses.  Counts in this column represent the collective 
number of actual analyses reported in the overall batch of the studies meeting the inclusion criteria.  All relevant values 
(e.g., b, mean and SD of x, and R2) from each analysis reported within and across the selected studies were included in the 
tallies used to determined possible parameter values for the simulation functions. 
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Narrowing down parameters used for simulations functions 
 A determination about which values to use for the mean and SD of x, and b parameters 
for the different types of underlying simulated datasets initially considered separately tallying up 
the values taken from located studies for each of these parameters, averaging them, and then 
using the averaged values as the parameters.  Ultimately, the group averages strategy failed to 
produce workable starting parameters for the simulations because, among the issues, these tallies 
grouped together disparate studies that were far more dissimilar than alike (e.g., studies were 
measuring different population outcomes, employed a myriad of different variables and different 
measurement scales for which only unstandardized b weights were given, some nonlinear 
relationships resembled parabolas while others were inverted parabolas, etc.).  These problems 
equally applied to both the piecewise and polynomial values gathered from the literature. 
Plotting b weights from published polynomial analyses 
 Quadratic and cubic polynomial regression results from the published studies were 
graphed and sorted into those that contained the maximum/minimum point(s) within their 
respective x range and those that did not.  This step was needed because two key questions 
explored in this dissertation compared polynomial and piecewise regression’ accuracy in 
predicting location of change-point(s); therefore and in an effort to ensure that the parameters 
selected for the simulations were as true to reality as possible and, at the same time, matched the 
conditions needed to investigate all proposed research questions, only the results from the 
published polynomial regression that contained the maximum/minimum data point(s) within 
their respective x range were retained for consideration.  Ultimately, only n = 11 quadratic 
polynomials and n = 5 cubic polynomial regression analyses from the identified publications met 
the requirement.  Graphs of the qualifying quadratic and cubic polynomial analysis are 
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summarized in Figures B.1 and B.2.  The parameters from published analyses that did not have 
max/min point(s) within their x range (n = 20 quadratic analyses and n = 4 cubic studies) were 
subsequently discarded. 
Figure B.1.  Graphs of the n = 11 published quadratic polynomial analyses that contained a 





Figure B.2.  Graphs of the published polynomial study parameters that contained both 




 From the choices above, the parameters for the graph depicted in Figure B.1, Row 2,1 
was selected for the quadratic polynomial, while those from the graph in Figure B.2, Row 1,2 
were the ones picked for the cubic polynomial.  The parameters corresponding to the selected 
quadratic and cubic polynomial analyses (see Tables 2.2 and 2.3 in Chapter Two) were 
subsequently used to locate comparable one-knot and two-knot piecewise parameters, 
respectively.  The R code used to find piecewise parameters with distribution patterns and 
variance that approximated their polynomial counterpart is provided in Appendix C. 
 Descriptive statistics for the peer-reviewed polynomial and piecewise regression study 
results that met the inclusion criteria described in the previous pages are summarized in Tables 





Summary of Studies using Quadratic Polynomial Regression  
 M SD R2 Intercept b1 b2 
N 11 8 11 11 11 11 
Mean  30.85 4.14 0.57 22.99 28.62 -0.78 
Median 28.25 4.14 0.48 20.27 12.82 -0.33 
Trimmed Meana  30.69 4.14 0.56 17.12 22.52 -0.66 
Standard Deviation  16.76 3.46 0.26 107.03 34.68 0.95 
Median Absolute Deviation 21.42 4.8 0.27 53.67 5.99 0.42 
Min 13.8 0.91 0.23 -172.15 4.41 -2.64 
Max 49.2 7.38 1 270.95 107.75 -0.02 
Range 35.4 6.47 0.77 443.1 103.34 2.62 
Skew     0.1 0 0.47 0.55 1.41 -0.84 
Kurtosis  -2 -2.23 -1.22 0.67 0.24 -0.96 
Note. Mean and SD in the first two columns represent a summary of the dependent variables 
values reported in the studies. 





        
Table B.3 
Summary of Studies using Cubic Polynomial Regression    
 M SD R2 Intercept b1 b2 b3 
N 5 5 3 5 5 5 5 
Mean  27.85 4.18 0.82 50.65 -1.68 0.05 -0.0006 
Median 29.61 3.60 0.89 25.82 -1.07 0.02 0.0002 
Trimmed Meana  26.99 4.18   0.89 50.65 -1.68 0.05 -0.0006 
Standard Deviation  15.07 2.14 0.09 43.48 4.00 0.11 0.0011 
Median Absolute 
Deviation 16.00 3.53   0.07 10.97 3.22 0.09 0.0006 
Min 3.70 1.20    0.15 18.42 -8.54 -0.04 -0.0019 
Max 40.40 6.53 0.99 118.70 1.22 0.22 0.0004 
Range 36.70 5.33 0.84 100.28   9.76 0.26 0.0023 
Skew  -0.59 -0.17 0.00 0.60 -0.87 0.56 -0.23 
Kurtosis -1.49 -1.85 -2.33 -1.66 -1.16 -1.57 -2.19 
Note. Mean and SD in the first two columns represent a summary of the dependent variables 
values reported in the studies. 




     
Summary of Studies using One-Knot Piecewise Regression 
 R2 Intercept Slope 1 Slope 2 P Knota 
N 16 11 37 37 8 
Mean  0.83 1154.70 -0.10 0.24 0.30 
Median 0.94 0.23 0.00 -0.02 0.27 
Trimmed Mean  0.84 926.10 0.00 -0.03 0.30 
Standard Deviation  0.18 1964.89 0.64 1.68 0.23 
Median Absolute Deviation 0.07 0.73 0.16 0.18 0.14 
Min 0.48 -0.26 -2.12 -0.68 0.09 
Max 0.99 4367.00 1.03 10.10 0.80 
Range 0.51 4367.26 3.15 10.78 0.71 
Skew  -0.62 0.89 -1.95 5.40 1.11 
Kurtosis -1.28 -1.30 4.20 28.70 0.09 
Note. Mean and SD were not given in any of the study analyses summarized here. 




Table B.5        
Summary of Studies using Two-Knots Piecewise Regression 
 R2 Intercept Slope 1 Slope 2 Slope 3 P Knot 1a P Knot 2b 
N 2 5 29 29 29 7 7 
Mean  25.90 0.62 -0.13 0.83 -0.68 0.33 0.68 
Median 25.90 0.63 -0.10 0.55 -0.54 0.31 0.67 
Trimmed Mean  25.90 0.62 -0.13 0.74 -0.67 0.33 0.68 
Standard Deviation  35.63 0.10 0.27 0.80 0.73 0.06 0.05 
Median Absolute Deviation 37.36 0.15 0.1 0.47 0.42 0.03 0.04 
Min 0.51 0.52 -0.81 -0.01 -2.45 0.27 0.64 
Max 0.71 0.77 0.77 2.91 1.54 0.46 0.78 
Range 0.20 0.25 1.58 2.92 3.99 0.19 0.14 
Skew  0 0.22 0.28 1.19 0.17 1.09 0.94 
Kurtosis -2.75 -1.87 3.69 0.25 1.71 -0.20 -0.59 
aProportion of cases below Knot 1. 







R Code for Finding Piecewise Parameters 
 
#Set piecewise parameters based on x distribution and polynomial parameters. 
#The initial code defines several functions most of which are called internally by other #functions. 
#The latter code under the "run code" heading is the script executed to make use of the functions. 
#The goal is to find piecewise parameters that match the variance of predicted y values of the  
#  polynomial for a given x distribution. 
#  x is assumed to be normally distributed. 
 
# This function computes y-hat from x and a vector of polynomial regression weights beginning  
# with the intercept (b0) 
myPoly <- function(x, b, ...){ 
  polynomialOrder <- length(b) - 1                          # Number of coefficients 
  bManyOnes <- rep(1, polynomialOrder + 1)                  # Vector of 1s same size as b 
  xManyOnes <- rep(1, length(x))                            # Vector of 1s same size as x (x is a vector) 
  repeatedData <- x %*% t(bManyOnes)                        # Each column of the matrix repeats x 
  polynomialData <- t(t(repeatedData)^(0:polynomialOrder))  # Each column represents a power of x 
  yHat <- polynomialData %*% b                              # Predicted values 
  return(yHat) 





MyPiecewise <- function(x, c, psi, ...){ 
  # Function to compute y-hat values for piecewise regression 
  # Also returns matrix of transformed data values 
  xManyOnes <- rep(1, length(x)) 
  psi1 <- head(psi, n=1) 
  psi2 <- tail(psi, n=1) 
  #print(paste("psi:",psi1,psi2)) 
  if (length(psi) > 2) { 
    warning('This function is not designed for more than two knots. All but first and last knots are ignored.') 
    } else { 
      if (length(psi) < (length(c) - 2)) { 
        #warning('psi value being recycled.') 
      } 
    } 
  zz <- cbind(xManyOnes, xManyOnes, (x > psi1), (x > psi2), deparse.level=0) 
  if (length(c) < dim(zz)[2]) { 
    c <- c(c, 0) 
  } 
  if (dim(zz)[2] < length(c)) { 
    warning('More weights than dummy variables.') 
    } else { 
    if (dim(zz)[2] > length(c)) { 
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      warning('More dummy variables than weights.') 
      zz <- zz[,1:length(c)] 
    } 
  } 
  #print(zz) 
  segmentCount <- length(c) - 1 
  cManyOnes <- rep(1, segmentCount + 1) 
  repeatedData <- x %*% t(cManyOnes) 
  repeatedData[,1] <- xManyOnes 
  repeatedData[,3] <- repeatedData[,3] - psi1 
  repeatedData[,4] <- repeatedData[,4] - psi2 
  #print(repeatedData) 
  yHat <- (zz * repeatedData) %*% c 




# Function to find location along x axis of the local minimum or maximum of the polynomial 
# Only works for quadratic and cubic 
FindMinMax <- function(b, ...){ 
  if (length(b) < 3 | length(b) > 4) { 
    type <- 'Neither quadratic nor cubic' 
    location <- c(NA) 
  } 
  if (length(b) == 4){ 
    if(b[4] == 0){ 
      b <- b[1:3] 
    } else { 
      type <- 'cubic' 
      location1 <- (-b[3] - sqrt( (b[3]^2) - (3 * b[2] * b[4]))) / (3 * b[4]) 
      location2 <- (-b[3] + sqrt( (b[3]^2) - (3 * b[2] * b[4]))) / (3 * b[4]) 
      location <- c(location1, location2) 
      location <- location[order(location)] # ascending order 
    } 
  } 
  if (length(b) == 3){ 
    type <- 'quadratic' 
    location <- c(-.5 * (b[2]/b[3])) 
  } 
  location[is.nan(location)] <- NA 
  location[is.infinite(location)] <- NA 






# This function finds the intercept (c0) 
# Inputs: polynomial parameters (b),  
#         piecwise parameters (c) allowing for c0 = NA 
# Outputs: scalar c0 value 
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findIntercept <- function(b, c, ...){ 
  if((!identical(length(b), as.integer(4))) | (!identical(length(c), as.integer(4)))){ 
    c0 <- NA 
    #print(b);print(c) 
    warning('Invalid b or c parameter to findIntercept') 
  } else { 
    polyMinMax <- FindMinMax(b=b)$location 
    if(is.na(head(polyMinMax, 1))){ 
      c0 <- NA 
    } else { 
      polyYHatMinMax <- myPoly(x=polyMinMax, b=b) 
      quadratic <- identical(b[4], 0) 
      firstSegment <- 0 <= head(polyMinMax, 1) 
      secondSegment <- (quadratic & !firstSegment) | (!quadratic & !firstSegment & 0 <= tail(polyMinMax, 1)) 
         
      if(firstSegment){ 
        c0 <- head(polyYHatMinMax, 1) - (c[2] * head(polyMinMax, 1)) 
      } else { 
        if(secondSegment){ 
          c0 <- head(polyYHatMinMax, 1) + (c[3] * (0 - head(polyMinMax, 1))) 
        } else { 
          c0 <- tail(polyYHatMinMax, 1) + (c[4] * (0 - tail(polyMinMax, 1))) 
        } 
      } 
    } 
  } 
   
  #print(paste('Intercept Found:', c0)) 
  return(c0) 





# This function simulates data based on the distribution of x given by m and s 
# and then calls my.quad() to obtain y-hat values. 
# The change point for the piecewise is set at the min/max for the quadratic. 
# The function returns an array containing piecewise coefficients, the  
# variance of the piecewise y-hat, and the difference in y-hat variances for 
# the two models 
# This function has been updated to search either c1 or c2. 
 
simVars <- function(from, to, m, s, b0, b1, b2, b3=0, pts=5, nobs=10000, seek='c1', c1=0, c2=0, c3=0, mode='global', 
                    constraint=NULL, ...){ 
  xx <- rnorm(nobs, m, s)           # x variable 
   
  my.minmax <- FindMinMax(c(b0, b1, b2, b3))  #location along x of the local minimum or maximum of the polynomial 
  my.minmax.type <- my.minmax$type 
  my.minmax.location <- my.minmax$location 
  yhat.minmax <- myPoly(my.minmax.location, c(b0, b1, b2, b3))  # y value at local minimum or maximum 
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  #zz <- rep(0, times=nobs)          # binary variable flagging x values above the min/max location 
  #zz[xx > head(my.minmax.location, n=1)] <- 1 
 
  #zz2 <- rep(0, times=nobs) 
  #if(my.minmax.type == 'cubic'){ 
  #  zz2[xx > tail(my.minmax.location, n=1)] <- 1 
  #} 
   
  net <- seq(from, to, len=pts)   # Define vector of values to be searched 
  #print(net) 
   
  my.colnames <- c('c0', 'c1', 'c2', 'c3', 'PWvar', 'diff', 'PNvar') 
  catch <- array(NA, dim=c(pts, 7), dimnames=list(NULL,my.colnames))  # 2D Array to store results of search 
  #print(catch) 
  #print(dim(catch)) 
   
   
  # Loop through cells of net and fill in values of catch. 
  for(it in 1:pts){ 
    #print(paste('simVars loop:', it, pts, net[it])) 
    catch[it, 2] <- c1 
    catch[it, 3] <- c2 
    if (identical(b3, 0)){ 
      c3 <- 0 
    } 
    catch[it, 4] <- c3    # 0 for quadratic 
    if(seek=='c1'){ 
      catch[it, 2] <- net[it] # c1 
    } 
    if(seek=='c2'){ 
      catch[it, 3] <- net[it] # c2 
    } 
    if(seek=='c3'){ 
      catch[it, 4] <- net[it] # c3 
    } 
    if(seek=='c1&c3'){ 
      catch[it, 2] <- net[it] # c1 
      # Compute c2 based on c1: seg2slope = (yhat2 - yhat)/(x2-x1), c2 = seg2slope - c1 
      segmentTwoSlope <- (tail(yhat.minmax, 1) - head(yhat.minmax, 1)) / (tail(my.minmax.location, 1) - head(my.minmax.location, 1)) 
      catch[it, 3] <- segmentTwoSlope - catch[it, 2] # c2 
      catch[it, 4] <- 0 - catch[it, 3] # c3 
           
      if (!is.null(constraint)){ 
        if (is.numeric(head(constraint(c1),1))) { 
          c3 <- head(constraint(c1),1) 
          catch[it, 4] <- head(constraint(catch[it, 3]),1) # c3 = f(c2) 
        } 
      } 
    } 
     
    catch[it, 1] <- findIntercept(b=c(b0, b1, b2, b3), c=c(NA, catch[it,2], catch[it,3], catch[it,4])) 
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    #catch[it, 1] <- head(yhat.minmax, n=1) - (catch[it, 2]*head(my.minmax.location, n=1)) # c0  
     
    if (identical(mode,'local')){ 
      if (seek == 'c1') { 
        polyVar <- var(myPoly(xx[xx < head(my.minmax.location, n=1)], c(b0, b1, b2, b3)))#Poly Yhat variance below lowest change point 
        piecewiseVar <- var(MyPiecewise(x=xx[xx < head(my.minmax.location, n=1)], c=catch[it, 1:4], psi=my.minmax.location)$yhat) 
      } else { 
        if (seek %in% c('c2', 'c3')) { 
          polyVar <- var(myPoly(xx[xx > tail(my.minmax.location, n=1)], c(b0, b1, b2, b3))) #Yhat variance above highest change point 
          piecewiseVar <- var(MyPiecewise(x=xx[xx > tail(my.minmax.location, n=1)],  
          c=catch[it, 1:4], psi=my.minmax.location)$yhat) #below first change-point 
        } else { 
          if (identical(seek, 'c1&c2')) { 
            polyVar <- var(myPoly(xx[xx < head(my.minmax.location, n=1) | xx > tail(my.minmax.location, n=1)], c(b0, b1, b2, b3))) 
            piecewiseVar <- var(MyPiecewise(x=xx[xx < head(my.minmax.location, n=1) | xx > tail(my.minmax.location, n=1)],  
                                            c=catch[it, 1:4], psi=my.minmax.location)$yhat) # variance in first and last segment. 
          } else { 
            polyVar <- NULL 
            piecewiseVar <- NULL 
          } # else c1&c2 use first and last segment but not middle. 
        } 
      } 
    } 
     
    if (identical(mode,'global')){ 
      polyVar <- var(myPoly(xx, c(b0, b1, b2, b3))) 
      piecewiseVar <- var(MyPiecewise(x=xx, c=catch[it, 1:4], psi=my.minmax.location)$yhat) 
    } 
     
    catch[it, 5] <- piecewiseVar 
    catch[it, 6] <- polyVar - piecewiseVar # difference in variances 
    catch[it, 7] <- polyVar 
       
  }   
  #print(catch) 
   
  # Define output. 







# This function seeks piecewise parameters to match the change point and y-hat variance 
# of a given quadratic polynomial model. 
#   m, s = mean and standard deviation of x 
#   b0, b1, b2 = polynomial parameters 
#   startval and endval = boundary values for range of parameters to begin searching within 
#   tolerance = difference between y-hat variances below which search should stop 
#   maxIt = maximum number of iterations 
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#   pts = number of values searched between extremes 
#   debug = logical; prints diagnostic information when TRUE 
 
 
FindC <- function(m, s, b0, b1, b2, b3=0, startval, endval, tolerance=.001, maxIt=5, pts=10, debug=FALSE, nobs=10000, 
                  seek='c1', c1=0, c2=0, c3=0, mode='global', constraint=NULL, ...){ 
  # rerun catch using neighbors as startval and endval 
  iteration <- 1 
  sv.min.stdDif <- tolerance + 1 # just to get things started, replaced on first iteration. 
  package <- NULL # Initialize object to store results 
  doEstimate <- FALSE 
  if(seek %in% c('c1', 'c2', 'c3', 'c1&c3')){ 
    doEstimate <- TRUE 
  } 
  if (seek=='c2' & !identical(b3, 0)) { 
    polyMinMax <- FindMinMax(b=c(b0, b1, b2, b3))$location 
    polyYhatMinMax <- myPoly(x=polyMinMax, b=c(b0, b1, b2, b3)) 
    slope <- (tail(polyYhatMinMax, n=1) - head(polyYhatMinMax, n=1)) / (tail(polyMinMax, n=1) - head(polyMinMax, n=1)) 
    c2hat <- slope - c1 
    doEstimate <- FALSE 
    # Add a new row of output to the bottom of the output  
    c0 <- findIntercept(b=c(b0, b1, b2, b3), c=c(NA, c1, c2, c3)) 
    #c0 <- polyYhatMinMax[1] - (c1 * head(polyMinMax, n=1))   
    package.newline <- data.frame( 
      iter = iteration, 
      min = NA, 
      pwvar = NA, 
      pnvar = NA, 
      diff= NA, 
      stdDiff = NA, 
      c0 = c0,  
      c1 = c1,  
      c2 = c2hat, 
      c3 = c3, 
      psi1 = head(polyMinMax, n=1), 
      psi2 = tail(polyMinMax, n=1), 
      start=startval, 
      end = endval) 
    package <- rbind(package, package.newline) 
 
  } 
   
   
  start_end_vector <- c(startval, endval)  
  if(debug){print('start_end_vector:'); print(start_end_vector)} 
   
  if(debug){print('While is next')} 
  # This is the main search loop 
  while((doEstimate) & (iteration <= maxIt) & (tolerance < abs(sv.min.stdDif))){ 
    if(debug){print('While is active')} 
    if(debug){print(paste('iteration: ',iteration))} 
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    sv_list <- simVars(from=start_end_vector[1], to=start_end_vector[2], m=m, s=s, b0=b0, b1=b1, b2=b2, b3=b3, pts=pts, nobs=nobs, 
                       seek=seek, c1=c1, c2=c2, c3=c3, mode=mode, constraint=constraint) 
    if(debug){print('sv is done')} 
    sv <- sv_list[[1]]          # Matrix of output values 
    sv.psi <- sv_list[[2]]      # Location(s) of change point(s) 
    if (any(is.na(sv.psi))) { 
      warning('At least one minimum does not exist.') 
      doEstimate <- FALSE 
      break 
    } 
    # read out min and upper and lower neighbors from catch 
    sv.surface <- sv[,6] 
    if(debug){print('sv.surface');print(sv.surface)} 
    sv.surface.min <- NULL 
    sv.surface.min <- which((abs(sv.surface) == min(abs(sv.surface))), arr.ind = TRUE) # locate minimum value by coordinates 
    if(length(sv.surface.min) > 1){ sv.surface.min <- sv.surface.min[1] } 
    if(debug){print('sv.surface.min: ') 
      print(sv.surface.min) 
      print(paste('min:  ', min(abs(sv.surface)))) 
      print('diff equals min?'); print(abs(sv.surface) == min(abs(sv.surface)))} 
    if(debug){print('sv.surface.min: ') 
      print(sv.surface.min)} 
    sv.min.dif <- sv.surface[sv.surface.min] 
    if(debug){print(paste('sv.min.dif:  ',sv.min.dif))} 
    sv.min.c0 <- sv[,1][sv.surface.min] 
    sv.min.c1 <- sv[,2][sv.surface.min] 
    sv.min.c2 <- sv[,3][sv.surface.min] 
    sv.min.c3 <- sv[,4][sv.surface.min] 
    sv.min.pwvar <- sv[,5][sv.surface.min] 
    sv.min.pnvar <- sv[,7][sv.surface.min] 
    sv.min.stdDif <- sv.min.dif / (.5 * (sv.min.pwvar + sv.min.pnvar)) 
     
    # If not on a boundary: zoom  
    # If on a boundary, pan but do not zoom 
     
    new_Start_end_vector <- start_end_vector 
    pan_range <- ((start_end_vector[2] - start_end_vector[1]) / 2) 
     
    if(seek %in% c('c1', 'c1&c3')){ 
      sought <- sv.min.c1 
      soughtColumn <- 2   
    } 
    if(identical(seek, 'c2')){ 
      sought <- sv.min.c2 
      soughtColumn <- 3 
    } 
    if(identical(seek, 'c3')){ 
      sought <- sv.min.c3 
      soughtColumn <- 4 
    } 
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    if(identical(start_end_vector[1], sought)){ 
      new_Start_end_vector <- start_end_vector - pan_range 
      estimateAction <- 'pan left' 
      if(debug){print('pan left')} 
    } else { 
      if(identical(start_end_vector[2], sought)){ 
        new_Start_end_vector <- start_end_vector + pan_range 
        estimateAction <- 'pan right' 
        if(debug){print('pan right')} 
      } else {  
          estimateAction <- 'zoom' 
          if(debug){print('zoom') 
            print(start_end_vector) 
            print(sv.surface.min) 
            print(sv.min.c1); print(sv.min.c2)} 
          sought.below <- sv[,soughtColumn][sv.surface.min[1] - 1] 
          sought.above <- sv[,soughtColumn][sv.surface.min[1] + 1] 
          if(identical(sought.below, sought.above)){ 
            sought.below <- sought.below - tolerance 
            sought.above <- sought.above + tolerance 
          } 
          #if(length(sv.min.c1.below)!=1){browser()} 
          new_Start_end_vector[1] <- start_end_vector[1] + (.1 * abs(start_end_vector[1] - sought.below)) 
          new_Start_end_vector[2] <- start_end_vector[2] - (.1 * abs(start_end_vector[2] - sought.above)) 
        } 
      } 
         
    
    # Add a new row of output to the bottom of the output  
    package.newline <- data.frame( 
      iter = iteration, 
      min = sv.surface.min[1], 
      pwvar = sv.min.pwvar, 
      pnvar = sv.min.pnvar, 
      diff=sv.min.dif,  
      stdDiff=sv.min.stdDif, 
      c0=sv.min.c0,  
      c1=sv.min.c1,  
      c2=sv.min.c2, 
      c3=sv.min.c3, 
      psi1=head(sv.psi, n=1), 
      psi2=tail(sv.psi, n=1), 
      start=start_end_vector[1], 
      end=start_end_vector[2], 
      act=estimateAction 
      ) 
    package <- rbind(package, package.newline) 
     
    print(package.newline) 
     
    start_end_vector <- new_Start_end_vector 
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    if(debug){print(paste('start end vector:', start_end_vector))} 
    iteration <- iteration + 1 
     
    # if(debug){plot(sv.surface)} 
    # repeat until interations = maxIt or diff < tolerance      
 
  } # End while loop 
   
  if(debug){ 
    print('While is over') 
    if(!(seek=='c2' & !identical(b3, 0))) { 
      print(paste('iteration:',iteration,'maxIt',maxIt,'tolerance',tolerance,'sv.min.dif',sv.min.dif)) 
    } 
  } 
   
  if(doEstimate){ 
    if(iteration == maxIt){warning('Maximum iterations reached.')} 
    if(tolerance < abs(sv.min.stdDif)){warning('Difference in variance exceeds specified tolerance.')} 
  } 
   
  return(list(pn=c(b0, b1, b2, b3), x=c(nobs, m, s), pw=package)) 






# This is a unit test for FindC() function 
# This function is a work in progress but already quite useful. 
# This function is now somewhat out of date.  It does not use mode. 
 
FindC.test <- function(times = 100, size=1000, debug=TRUE){ 
  mm <- runif(times, -100, 100) 
  ss <- runif(times, 1, 100) 
  bb0 <- runif(times, -10, 10) 
  bb1 <- runif(times, -10, 10) 
  bb2 <- runif(times, 0, 10) * sign(bb1) * -1 
  sv <- runif(times, -125, 75) 
  ev <- sv + runif(times, 1, 50) 
  package <- NULL 
  print(data.frame(mm, ss, bb0, bb1, bb2, sv, ev)) 
  for(rep in 1:times){ 
    PWparms <- FindC(m=mm[rep], s=ss[rep], b0=bb0[rep], b1=bb1[rep], b2=bb2[rep], startval=sv[rep], endval=ev[rep], debug=debug) 
    print('FindC.test says:'); print(PWparms) 
    xx <- rnorm(size, mm[rep], ss[rep]) 
    zz <- rep(0, size) 
    zz[xx > PWparms$psi] <- 1  
    PWyhat <- PWparms$c0 + (PWparms$c1*xx) + (PWparms$c2*xx*zz) 
    PNyhat <- bb0[rep] + (bb1[rep]*xx) + (bb2[rep]*xx*xx) 
    PWvar <- var(PWyhat) 
    PNvar <- var(PNyhat) 
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    PWPNdiff <- PWvar - PNvar 
    package <- rbind(package, c(PWvar, PNvar, PWPNdiff)) 





   
fcPlot <- function(mq, par='c1'){ 
  # Draws 4 diagnostic plots in one graphics window 
  par(mfrow=c(2,2)) 
  seekCol <- 8 
  if (par %in% c('c2')) {seekCol <- 9} 
  if (par %in% c('c3')) {seekCol <- 10} 
  if (!is.na(max(mq$pw$stdDiff))){ 
    plot(mq$pw$stdDiff, type='l')} else { 
    plot(0:1, 0:1, type='n') 
    text(.5, .5, 'No Estimation') 
  } # end if 
   
  lowestVal <- min(c(mq$pw$start, mq$pw$end)) 
  highestVal <- max(c(mq$pw$start, mq$pw$end)) 
  plot(mq$pw[,seekCol], type='l', ylim=c(lowestVal, highestVal)) 
    plotx <- 1:(dim(mq$pw)[1]) 
    lines(plotx, mq$pw$start, lty=2, col='red') 
    lines(plotx, mq$pw$end, lty=2, col='blue') 
    abline(h=mq$pw[length(mq$pw[,seekCol]),seekCol], lty=3, col='dark green') 
   
  curve(myPoly(x, b=mq$pn), from=mq$x[2] - (3*mq$x[3]), to=mq$x[2] + (3*mq$x[3])) 
    lastLine <- tail(mq$pw, n=1) 
    curve(MyPiecewise(x, c=c(lastLine$c0, lastLine$c1, lastLine$c2, lastLine$c3), psi=c(lastLine$psi1, lastLine$psi2))$yhat, add=TRUE) 
    abline(v=c(lastLine$psi1, lastLine$psi2), lty=2) 
  xx <- rnorm(mq$x[1], mq$x[2], mq$x[3]) 
  poly.yhat <- myPoly(xx, mq$pn) 
  c3 <- unlist(lastLine$c3) 
  if (identical(mq$pn[4], 0)){ 
    c3 <- 0 
  } 
  pw.yhat <- MyPiecewise(x=xx, c=c(unlist(lastLine[7:10], c3)), psi=unlist(lastLine[11:12]))$yhat 
  leftTail <- (xx < unlist(lastLine[11])) 
  rightTail <- (xx > unlist(lastLine[12])) 
  middle <- (!leftTail & !rightTail) 
  vars <- c(var(poly.yhat), var(pw.yhat), 0,  
    var(poly.yhat[leftTail]), var(pw.yhat[leftTail]), 0,  
    var(poly.yhat[middle]), var(pw.yhat[middle]), 0,  
    var(poly.yhat[rightTail]), var(pw.yhat[rightTail])) 
    if (identical(fc$pn[4], 0)){ 
      vars <- vars[c(1:6,10:11)] 
    } 
  barplot(height=vars, ylim=c(0, sum(max(vars, na.rm=TRUE), min(vars, na.rm=TRUE))), col=c(gray(.5), gray(.75), 'white')) 
  abline(v=3.2) 
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  return(vars) 




# The is a convenience wrapper for FindC that allows the user to specify the proportion of cases  
# above or below a knot and then computes the distribution of X based on that. For one knot, 
# p2 is ignored and the user must provide a mean. 
# For two knots p1 and p2 are required and the mean is ignored. 
# p1 = proportion of cases below the lower change point. 
# p2 = proportion of cases above the upper change point. 
# m = mean 
# fc = previously generated fc object (e.g., from c1 when looking for c3) 
# fcUse = binary vector corresponding to c0, c1, c2 and c3.  0=do not extract from fc, 1= do extract  
# and override parameter value. 
# Everything else, see FindC for details 
FindCMS <- function(p1=(1/3), p2=(1/3), m=0, b0, b1, b2, b3=0, startval, endval, tolerance=.001, maxIt=5, pts=10, debug=FALSE, 
                    nobs=10000, seek='c1', c1=0, c2=0, c3=0, fc=NULL, fcUse = c(0,0,0,0), mode='global', constraint=NULL, ...){ 
 
  if ((!is.null(fc)) & ('pw' %in% names(fc))){ 
    if (identical(fcUse[1], 1) & ('c0' %in% names(fc$pw))) { 
      c0 <- tail(fc$pw$c0, 1) 
    } 
    if (identical(fcUse[2], 1) & ('c1' %in% names(fc$pw))) { 
      c1 <- tail(fc$pw$c1, 1) 
    } 
    if (identical(fcUse[3], 1) & ('c2' %in% names(fc$pw))) { 
      c2 <- tail(fc$pw$c2, 1) 
    } 
    if (identical(fcUse[4], 1) & ('c3' %in% names(fc$pw))) { 
      c3 <- tail(fc$pw$c3, 1) 
    } 
  } 
   
  psi <- FindMinMax(b=c(b0, b1, b2, b3)) 
  psi1 <- head(psi$location, 1) 
  psi2 <- tail(psi$location, 1) 
   
  if(identical(b3, 0)){ 
    # one change point 
    zpsi1 <- qnorm(p1) 
    zpsi2 <- NA 
    p2 <- NA 
    psi2 <- NA 
    s <- abs( (m - psi1) / zpsi1)     
    output <- FindC(m=m, s=s, b0=b0, b1=b1, b2=b2, b3=b3, startval=startval, endval=endval, tolerance=tolerance, maxIt=maxIt, 
                    pts=pts, debug=debug, nobs=nobs, seek=seek, c1=c1, c2=c2, c3=c3, mode=mode, constraint=constraint, ...) 
  } else { 
    # two change points 
    #m <- mean(c(psi1, psi2)) # assumes psi1 = 1 - psi2 
    #s = (psi1 - m) / zpsi1 
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    #s = (psi2 - m) / zpsi2 
    #(psi1 - m) / zpsi1 = (psi2 - m) / zpsi2 
    #m = 0 - ( (psi1*zpsi2) - (psi2*zpsi1) ) / (zpsi1 - zpsi2) 
    zpsi1 <- qnorm(p1) 
    zpsi2 <- qnorm(1 - p2) 
    m <- 0 - ( (psi1*zpsi2) - (psi2*zpsi1) ) / (zpsi1 - zpsi2) 
    s <- abs( (m - psi1) / qnorm(p1) )  
    output <- FindC(m=m, s=s, b0=b0, b1=b1, b2=b2, b3=b3, startval=startval, endval=endval, tolerance=tolerance, maxIt=maxIt, 
                    pts=pts, debug=debug, nobs=nobs, seek=seek, c1=c1, c2=c2, c3=c3, mode=mode, ...) 
  } # end if else 
  print(paste('m=',m,'s=',s,'psi1=',psi1,'psi2=',psi2,'zpsi1=',zpsi1,'zpsi2=',zpsi2,'p1=',p1,'p2=',p2)) 
  return(output) 








# Run code 
# Once the above functions are defined, variations on the below code can be run and rerun on its own. 
 
#fc <- FindC(startval=-200, endval=200, m=50, s=50, b0=0, b1=1, b2=-.1, b3=.001, pts=60, debug=FALSE, 
# maxIt=200, nobs=100000, seek='c2', c1=16.68, c2=-18.34, c3=19.56, mode='global', tolerance=.00001) 
 
negate <- function(x, ...){0 - x} 
 
 
fc <- FindCMS(startval=4, endval=6, m=36.66667, b0=25.8218, b1=1.2249, b2=-.044, b3=.0004, pts=60, debug=TRUE, 
 maxIt=200, nobs=100000, seek='c1&c3', c1=5.134735, c2=-5.393691, c3=1.964603, mode='global', tolerance=.00001, fc=NULL, 










R Script for Generating Simulated Datasets & Regression Analyses 
 
#The following generates all simulated datasets with one change-point.  
#and fits analyses.  
 
setwd("~/Desktop/Simulation/CSV output files") 
set.seed(275) 
ParsList <- list( 
  list(a=-59.3070, pn1=8.7774, pn2=-.0587, pw1=0, pw2=0), 
  list(a=58.3121, pn1=0, pn2=0, pw1=2.815514, pw2=-6.3113143), 
  list(a=(-59.3070+58.3121), pn1=8.7774, pn2=-.0587, pw1=2.815514, pw2=-6.3113143)) 
  for(Pars in ParsList){ 
    myOneKnotSim <- pnpwSim(nObs=1000, nVals=c(50,100, 200, 800,3200), a=Pars$a,    
           pw1=Pars$pw1, pw2=Pars$pw2, pn1=Pars$pn1, pn2=Pars$pn2, 
                            p=(1/3), rsq=.63, m=84.76, s=23.205) 
    MyOutcomesTableOne <- (tableOutcomes(myOneKnotSim))  
    #print(MyOutcomesTableOne) 
    MyOutcomes_FileOne <-(fileOutcomes(myOneKnotSim)) 
    write.table(x=MyOutcomes_FileOne, file="MyOutcomes_FileOne.csv", sep = ',',  
                append = TRUE, col.names = FALSE) 




#Two knots/bends regression simulations. 
 
setwd("~/Desktop/Simulation/CSV output files") 
set.seed(280) 
ParsList <- list( 
  list(a=25.8218, pn1=1.2249, pn2=-0.0440, pn3=0.0004, pw1=0, pw2=0, pw3=0), 
  list(a=-31.61127, pn1=0, pn2=0, pn3=0, pw1=3.618071, pw2=-3.877026, pw3=3.877026), 
  list(a=(-31.61127+25.8218), pn1=1.2249, pn2=-0.0440, pn3=0.0004, pw1=3.618071,  
     pw2=-3.877026, pw3=3.877026)) 
for(Pars in ParsList){ 
    myTwoKnotSim <- pnpwSim2(nObs=1000, nVals=c(50,100, 200, 800,3200), a=Pars$a,  
            pw1=Pars$pw1, pw2=Pars$pw2, pw3=Pars$pw3,  
                  pn1=Pars$pn1, pn2=Pars$pn2, pn3=Pars$pn3,     
                         p1=1/3, p2=2/3, rsq=.65, m=36.66667, s=41.77007) 
    MyOutcomes_FileTwo <-(fileOutcomes(myTwoKnotSim)) 
 write.table(x=MyOutcomes_FileTwo, file="MyOutcomes_FileTwo.csv", sep = ',',  






Code Book for Regression Analyses Outcomes 
Variable Name  Description 
Sample size Sample size 
b0 Population Intercept 
pn.b1 Polynomial: population b1 parameter 
pw.b1 Piecewise: population b1 parameter 
pn.b2 Polynomial: population b2 parameter 
pw.b2 Piecewise: population b2 parameter 
pn.b3 Polynomial: population b3 parameter 
pw.b3 Piecewise: population b3 parameter 
rsq Population R2 
Mean Population Mean 
SD Population Standard deviation 
p1 Piecewise: population proportion of cases below knot/knot 1 
p2 Piecewise: population proportion of cases below knot 2 
psi1 Piecewise: population location of knot 1 
psi2 Piecewise: population location of knot 2 
infl1 Polynomial: population max/min bend 1 
infl2 Polynomial: population max/min bend 2 
y1knot Piecewise:  Y-hat at height of the curve of change-point 1  
y2knot Piecewise: Y-hat at height of the curve of change-point 2 
y1infl Polynomial: Y-hat at height of the curve of change-point 1 
y2infl Polynomial: Y-hat at height of the curve of change-point 2 
R.squareln Linear regression estimated R2  
Adjusted.R.Squareln Linear regression estimated adjusted R2 
RMSRln Linear regression estimated RMSE 
RMSR.trimln Linear regression estimated RMSE-trimmed 
RMSR.extremeln Linear regression estimated RMSE-extreme 
b0ln Linear regression estimated intercept 
b1ln Linear regression estimated b1 weight 
b2ln Linear regression estimated b2 weight 
b3ln Linear regression estimated b3 weight 
R.squarepn Polynomial regression estimated R2  
Adjusted.R.Squarepn Polynomial regression estimated adjusted R2 
RMSRpn Polynomial regression estimated RMSE 
RMSR.trimpn Polynomial regression estimated RMSE-trimmed 
RMSR.extremepn Polynomial regression estimated RMSE-extreme 
Psi1pn 
Polynomial regression estimated max/min of bend (location 
change-point 1) 
Psi2pn 




Variable Name  Description 
Yhat1pn 
Polynomial regression estimated Y-hat at height of curve of change-
point 1 
Yhat2pn 
Polynomial regression estimated Y-hat at height of the curve of 
change-point 2 
b0pn Polynomial regression estimated intercept 
b1pn Polynomial regression estimated b1 weight 
b2pn Polynomial regression estimated b2 weight 
b3pn Polynomial regression estimated b3 weight 
R.squarepw PW-unknowna regression estimated R2  
Adjusted.R.Squarepw PW-unknown regression estimated adjusted R2 
RMSRpw PW-unknown regression estimated RMSE 
RMSR.trimpw PW-unknown regression estimated RMSE-trimmed 
RMSR.extremepw PW-unknown regression estimated RMSE-extreme 
Psi1pw PW-unknown regression estimated location of change-point 1 
Psi2pw PW-unknown regression estimated location of change-point 1 
Yhat1pw 
PW-unknown regression estimated Y-hat at height of the curve of 
change-point 1 
Yhat2pw 
PW-unknown regression estimated Y-hat at height of the curve of 
change-point 2 
b0pw PW-unknown regression estimated intercept 
b1pw PW-unknown regression estimated b1 weight 
b2pw PW-unknown regression estimated b2 weight 
b3pw PW-unknown regression estimated b3 weight 
R.squarepk PW-knownb regression estimated R2  
Adjusted.R.Squarepk PW-known regression estimated adjusted R2 
RMSRpk PW-known regression estimated RMSE 
RMSR.trimpk PW-known regression estimated RMSE-trimmed 
RMSR.extremepk PW-known regression estimated RMSE-extreme 
Psi1pk PW-known regression estimated location of change-point 1 
Psi2pk PW-known regression estimated location of change-point 1 
Yhat1pk 
PW-known regression estimated Y-hat at height of the curve of 
change-point 1 
Yhat2pk 
PW-known regression estimated Y-hat at height of the curve of 
change-point 2 
b0pk PW-known regression estimated intercept 
b1pk PW-known regression estimated b1 weight 
b2pk PW-known regression estimated b2 weight 
b3pk PW-known regression estimated b3 weight 
aPW-unknown is short for piecewise with location of knot not known. 





Chapter 3 Supplemental Tables & Graphs of Study Results  
Figure E.1.  Boxplots summary of R2 results for research questions 1 & 2 
 
 
Figure E.2.  Boxplots summary of RMSE results for research questions 1 & 2 
   
 










































































































Figure E.3.  Boxplots summary of RMSE-trimmed for research questions 1 & 2 
   
 
Figure E.4.  Boxplots summary of RMSE-extreme for research questions 1 & 2 






































































































































































One Change-Point RMSE-trimmed: Regression Model Fits to Like and Opposing Structure 
 
 
Linear Polynomial  PW-Known PW-Unknown 
 N RMSEt SE RMSEt SE RMSEt SE RMSEt SE 
Polynomial 
Structure 
50 41.46 0.33 29.89 0.27 32.40 0.30 30.55 0.27 
100 41.76 0.24 30.50 0.19 32.92 0.21 31.77 0.20 
200 42.27 0.16 31.41 0.14 33.86 0.15 32.97 0.14 
800 42.11 0.08 31.40 0.07 33.82 0.08 33.20 0.07 
3200 42.27 0.04 31.66 0.04 34.07 0.04 33.53 0.04 
Piecewise 
Structure 
50 72.07 0.35 59.29 0.35 56.06 0.34 55.27 0.33 
100 73.09 0.23 60.25 0.22 57.59 0.21 57.28 0.21 
200 73.05 0.18 60.67 0.16 57.87 0.15 57.70 0.15 
800 73.32 0.09 60.88 0.09 58.09 0.08 58.05 0.08 




Two Change-Points RMSE-trimmed: Regression Model Fits to Like and Opposing Structure 
 N Linear Polynomial  PW-Known PW-Unknown 
  RMSEt SE RMSEt SE RMSEt SE RMSEt SE 
Polynomial 
Structure 
50 61.20 0.87 48.03 0.69 54.17 0.81 45.36 0.64 
100 67.72 0.70 54.74 0.60 61.71 0.68 54.25 0.59 
200 69.70 0.56 57.09 0.49 63.90 0.55 57.82 0.50 
800 69.53 0.28 57.67 0.25 64.27 0.28 59.17 0.26 
3200 70.15 0.14 58.35 0.13 64.87 0.14 60.11 0.14 
Piecewise 
Structure 
50 61.59 0.34 57.64 0.33 56.04 0.33 52.59 0.32 
100 62.39 0.25 59.28 0.25 57.54 0.24 56.08 0.24 
200 62.80 0.17 60.10 0.17 58.07 0.16 57.31 0.16 
800 62.84 0.08 60.48 0.09 58.40 0.09 58.30 0.09 
3200 63.10 0.04 60.86 0.04 58.71 0.04 58.68 0.04 
Note. RMSEt is short for RMSE-trimmed. 
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One Change-Point RMSE-extreme: Regression Model Fits to Like and Opposing Structure 
 
 
Linear Polynomial  PW-Known PW-Unknown 
 N RMSEe SE RMSEe SE RMSEe SE RMSEe SE 
Polynomial 
Structure 
50 118.88 1.12 74.40 0.68 80.94 0.76 76.02 0.70 
100 129.43 0.87 78.69 0.50 86.67 0.58 82.39 0.52 
200 135.07 0.60 82.10 0.35 91.23 0.42 87.32 0.38 
800 139.76 0.33 83.26 0.19 93.41 0.24 90.55 0.22 
3200 141.05 0.17 83.98 0.10 94.24 0.12 91.64 0.11 
Piecewise 
Structure 
50 183.60 0.92 146.75 0.85 139.90 0.84 137.61 0.82 
100 194.50 0.70 154.74 0.59 147.67 0.55 146.54 0.54 
200 197.68 0.49 158.52 0.42 151.20 0.40 150.83 0.40 
800 201.98 0.25 162.17 0.23 153.80 0.22 153.69 0.22 
3200 203.11 0.13 163.36 0.12 154.71 0.11 154.68 0.11 




Two Change-Points RMSE-extreme: Regression Model Fits to Like and Opposing Structure 
 
 
Linear Polynomial  PW-Known PW-Unknown 
 N RMSEe SE RMSEe SE RMSEe SE RMSEe SE 
Polynomial 
Structure 
50 178.59 2.87 121.41 1.86 139.78 2.16 114.77 1.74 
100 215.34 2.64 141.10 1.54 170.08 2.03 140.24 1.53 
200 232.39 2.28 149.17 1.27 186.55 1.83 150.73 1.29 
800 241.55 1.30 152.02 0.67 198.26 1.12 157.31 0.72 
3200 247.48 0.69 154.78 0.34 204.96 0.61 162.72 0.39 
Piecewise 
Structure 
50 153.52 0.83 144.67 0.84 140.43 0.84 131.90 0.81 
100 160.01 0.64 152.38 0.64 147.85 0.63 144.42 0.62 
200 163.54 0.45 156.55 0.46 151.71 0.45 149.84 0.43 
800 166.45 0.23 160.47 0.23 154.71 0.23 154.49 0.23 
3200 167.15 0.10 161.85 0.10 155.70 0.11 155.64 0.11 
Note.  RMSEe is short for RMSE-extreme. 
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One Change-Point R2: Regression Model Fits to Like and Opposing Structure 
 
 
Linear Polynomial  PW-Known PW-Unknown 
 N R
2 SE R2 SE R2 SE R2 SE 
Polynomial 
Structure 
50 0.21 0.004 0.64 0.002 0.58 0.002 0.63 0.002 
100 0.18 0.003 0.64 0.002 0.57 0.002 0.60 0.002 
200 0.18 0.002 0.63 0.001 0.56 0.001 0.59 0.001 
800 0.17 0.001 0.63 0.001 0.56 0.001 0.58 0.001 
3200 0.17 0.001 0.63 0.000 0.56 0.000 0.57 0.000 
Piecewise 
Structure 
50 0.41 0.003 0.62 0.002 0.66 0.002 0.67 0.002 
100 0.39 0.003 0.60 0.002 0.63 0.001 0.64 0.001 
200 0.40 0.002 0.60 0.001 0.63 0.001 0.64 0.001 
800 0.39 0.001 0.59 0.001 0.63 0.001 0.63 0.001 




Two Change-Points R2: Regression Model Fits to Like and Opposing Structure 
 
 
Linear Polynomial  PW-Known PW-Unknown 
 N R
2 SE R2 SE R2 SE R2 SE 
Polynomial 
Structure 
50 0.39 0.003 0.67 0.002 0.58 0.003 0.69 0.002 
100 0.36 0.002 0.66 0.001 0.54 0.002 0.66 0.001 
200 0.34 0.002 0.65 0.001 0.52 0.002 0.65 0.001 
800 0.33 0.001 0.65 0.001 0.50 0.001 0.63 0.001 
3200 0.32 0.001 0.65 0.000 0.49 0.001 0.62 0.000 
Piecewise 
Structure 
50 0.60 0.002 0.64 0.002 0.66 0.002 0.69 0.002 
100 0.60 0.002 0.64 0.002 0.66 0.001 0.67 0.001 
200 0.60 0.001 0.63 0.001 0.66 0.001 0.66 0.001 
800 0.60 0.001 0.63 0.001 0.65 0.001 0.65 0.001 
















































































































One Change-Point: RMSE Comparison of Regression Model Fit to Hybrid Structure  
 N Linear Polynomial  PW-Known PW-Unknown 
  RMSE SE RMSE SE RMSE SE RMSE SE 
Hybrid 
Structure 
50 72.36 0.38 54.68 0.33 54.10 0.33 53.01 0.32 
100 73.27 0.28 55.26 0.23 54.71 0.24 54.10 0.23 
200 74.57 0.21 56.41 0.17 55.93 0.17 55.59 0.17 
800 75.06 0.11 56.41 0.09 55.88 0.09 55.75 0.09 




Two Change-Points: RMSE Comparison of Regression Model Fit to Hybrid Structure  
 
 
Linear Polynomial  PW-Known PW-Unknown 
 N RMSE SE RMSE SE RMSE SE RMSE SE 
Hybrid 
Structure 
50 78.83 0.76 65.50 0.59 67.31 0.64 62.42 0.58 
100 81.39 0.60 68.30 0.47 70.84 0.53 66.69 0.46 
200 82.70 0.43 70.03 0.34 72.76 0.38 69.78 0.34 
800 84.77 0.24 71.28 0.18 74.81 0.22 72.01 0.19 
3200 85.00 0.11 71.55 0.08 75.08 0.10 72.62 0.08 
 
Figure E.11.  Plots of RMSE results on hybrid datasets with one and two change-
points  
  
(a) One change-point (b) Two change-points 
 

































Figure E.12.  One change-point R2 plots by 
underlying structure with linear line  
 Figure E.13.  Two change-points R2 plots by 






































































































































































































Figure E.14.  One change-point RMSE plots 
containing linear line 
 Figure E.15.  Two change-points RMSE 










































































































































































Figure E.16.  One change-point RMSE-
trimmed plots containing linear line 
 Figure E.17.  Two change-points RMSE-





















































































































































































































Figure E.18.  One change-point RMSE-
extreme plots containing linear line 
 Figure E.19.  Two change-points RMSE-

























































































































































































































Figure E.20.  Boxplots summary of estimates of the location of change-point set at 18.68 
 
 
Figure E.21.  Boxplots estimates of the location of change-point set at 54.66 
 
 









































































































































Actual Knot/Bend = 74.77
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Table E.0.9 
Datasets with One Change-Point: Location Estimates in Hybrid Data Structure 
  Location of True Change-Point = 74.77 
  Polynomial Regression Piecewise Regression 
 N 
Change 













50 66.89 0.19 -7.88 -0.11 77.66 0.28 2.89 0.04 
100 67.53 0.10 -7.24 -0.10 76.49 0.18 1.72 0.02 
200 67.59 0.07 -7.18 -0.10 76.89 0.11 2.12 0.03 
800 67.73 0.03 -7.04 -0.09 76.42 0.05 1.65 0.02 
3200 67.79 0.01 -6.98 -0.09 76.19 0.02 1.42 0.02 
aEstimated change-point 
bRaw bias is the difference between the estimated and the true parameter coefficient. 
cRelative bias is the relative magnitude of the raw bias to the true parameter coefficient.   
 
 
Figure E.23.  Polynomial and piecewise’s location estimates in one-change point datasets 
with a hybrid structure 
  
Note. Each plot represents a sample of 40 actual regression lines fitted to the datasets of the 
















Polynomial fitted to hybrid data structure
y
Bend/Knot = 74.76
















Table E.0.10  
Datasets with Two Change-Points: Location Estimates in Data with a Hybrid Underlying 
Structure 
  1st True Change-Point = 18.68 2nd True Change-Point = 54.66 
 N 
Change 















50d 20.39 1.61 1.71 0.09 50.63 0.49 -4.03 -0.07 
100d 28.04 0.15 9.36 0.50 46.64 0.21 -8.02 -0.15 
200 - - - - - - - - 
800 - - - - - - - - 






50 2.68 0.75 -16.00 -0.86 69.65 0.72 14.99 0.27 
100 -2.63 0.64 -21.31 -1.14 76.07 0.67 21.41 0.39 
200 -8.33 0.53 -27.01 -1.45 81.28 0.50 26.62 0.49 
800 -11.66 0.36 -30.34 -1.62 84.55 0.33 29.89 0.55 
3200 -11.95 0.21 -30.63 -1.64 84.85 0.18 30.19 0.55 
aEstimated change-point 
bRaw bias is the difference between the estimated and the true parameter coefficient. 
cRelative bias is the relative magnitude of the raw bias to the true parameter coefficient. 




















































































































































































































































Actual Knot/Bend = 18.68
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Table E.0.11 
Datasets with One Change-Point: Estimated Y-hat in Matching Data Structure  
  True Y-hat = 268.81 





50 269.24 0.23 0.43 0.00 
100 268.88 0.16 0.07 0.00 
200 268.83 0.12 0.02 0.00 
800 268.96 0.05 0.15 0.00 





50 270.52 0.59 1.71 0.01 
100 269.16 0.39 0.35 0.00 
200 268.33 0.29 -0.48 0.00 
800 268.90 0.14 0.09 0.00 





50 273.06 0.91 4.25 0.02 
100 269.56 0.58 0.75 0.00 
200 267.85 0.37 -0.96 0.00 
800 268.98 0.18 0.17 0.00 
3200 268.91 0.08 0.10 0.00 
aEstimated change-point 
bRaw bias is the difference between estimated and true parameter coefficient. 





One Change-Point: Estimated Y-hat in fits to Opposing Polynomial or Piecewise 
Data Structure Table 
  True Y-hat = 268.81 
  N Y-hat





50 240.47 0.57 -28.34 -0.11 
100 237.26 0.38 -31.55 -0.12 
200 236.04 0.26 -32.77 -0.12 
800 235.29 0.12 -33.52 -0.12 





50 294.03 0.39 25.22 0.09 
100 295.02 0.28 26.21 0.10 
200 295.46 0.20 26.65 0.10 
800 295.99 0.10 27.18 0.10 





50 283.04 0.65 14.23 0.05 
100 285.08 0.45 16.27 0.06 
200 284.96 0.34 16.15 0.06 
800 286.50 0.17 17.69 0.07 
3200 286.75 0.09 17.94 0.07 
aEstimated change-point 
bRaw bias is the difference between estimated and true parameter coefficient. 





One Change-Point: Estimated Y-hat in fits to Hybrid Data Structure  
  True Y-hat = 268.81 




50 251.87 0.39 -16.94 -0.06 
100 250.28 0.24 -18.53 -0.07 
200 249.66 0.17 -19.15 -0.07 
800 249.58 0.08 -19.23 -0.07 




50 281.29 0.44 12.48 0.05 
100 281.33 0.30 12.52 0.05 
200 281.93 0.23 13.12 0.05 
800 282.62 0.11 13.81 0.05 




50 275.49 0.84 6.68 0.02 
100 278.26 0.47 9.45 0.04 
200 277.89 0.31 9.08 0.03 
800 279.53 0.16 10.72 0.04 
3200 279.96 0.06 11.15 0.04 
aEstimated change-point 
bRaw bias is the difference between estimated and true parameter coefficient. 





Datasets with Two Change-Points: Estimated Y-hat in Matching Data Structure 
  1st True Y-hat = 35.96 2nd True Y-hat = 26.64 
 N 
Change 















50 39.47 0.46 3.51 0.10 23.75 0.45 -2.89 -0.11 
100 37.23 0.32 1.27 0.04 24.84 0.31 -1.80 -0.07 
200 36.85 0.23 0.89 0.02 26.02 0.21 -0.62 -0.02 
800 35.76 0.12 -0.20 -0.01 26.23 0.11 -0.41 -0.02 





50 36.44 0.72 0.48 0.01 27.24 0.70 0.60 0.02 
100 35.09 0.48 -0.87 -0.02 26.93 0.50 0.29 0.01 
200 35.64 0.35 -0.32 -0.01 26.70 0.36 0.06 0.00 
800 35.87 0.18 -0.09 0.00 26.73 0.18 0.09 0.00 






50 41.19 1.71 5.23 0.15 32.80 2.11 6.16 0.23 
100 32.76 1.38 -3.20 -0.09 30.49 1.51 3.85 0.14 
200 38.30 0.83 2.34 0.07 23.06 0.84 -3.58 -0.13 
800 35.99 0.36 0.03 0.00 26.36 0.35 -0.28 -0.01 
3200 36.66 0.15 0.70 0.02 26.31 0.16 -0.33 -0.01 
aEstimated change-point 
bDifference between the estimated and the true parameter coefficient 




Datasets with Two Change-Points: Estimated Y-hat in fits to Opposing Data Structures 
  1st True Y-hat = 35.96 2nd True Y-hat = 26.64 
 N 
Change 













50 -369.66 19.92 -405.62 -11.28 378.05 16.98 351.41 13.19 
100 143268.56 9065.07 143232.60 3983.11 2252.30 200.56 2225.66 83.55 
200 - - - - - - - - 
800 - - - - - - - - 





50 69.53 0.89 33.57 0.93 -7.06 0.87 -33.70 -1.26 
100 76.56 0.79 40.60 1.13 -13.65 0.72 -40.29 -1.51 
200 79.49 0.60 43.53 1.21 -16.64 0.59 -43.28 -1.62 
800 79.50 0.30 43.54 1.21 -18.18 0.30 -44.82 -1.68 





50 29.40 1.98 -6.56 -0.18 26.70 1.24 0.06 0.00 
100 18.65 1.18 -17.31 -0.48 42.78 1.22 16.14 0.61 
200 10.95 0.85 -25.01 -0.70 53.30 0.91 26.66 1.00 
800 3.92 0.51 -32.04 -0.89 57.51 0.48 30.87 1.16 
3200 -0.15 0.31 -36.11 -1.00 62.00 0.28 35.36 1.33 
aEstimated change-point 
bDifference between the estimated and the true parameter coefficient 




Datasets with Two Change-Points: Estimated Y-hat in fits to Hybrid Data Structures 
  1st True Y-hat = 35.96 2nd True Y-hat = 26.64 
 N 
Change 













50 14.86 8.07 -21.10 -0.59 29.43 0.45 2.79 0.10 
100 34.11 0.25 -1.85 -0.05 32.02 0.25 5.38 0.20 
200 - - - - - - - - 
800 - - - - - - - - 





50 56.01 0.78 20.05 0.56 7.70 0.73 -18.94 -0.71 
100 56.18 0.54 20.22 0.56 7.32 0.56 -19.32 -0.73 
200 55.69 0.42 19.73 0.55 7.06 0.38 -19.58 -0.74 
800 57.93 0.21 21.97 0.61 4.56 0.21 -22.08 -0.83 





50 31.51 1.60 -4.45 -0.12 32.59 1.57 5.95 0.22 
100 14.84 1.38 -21.12 -0.59 48.84 1.49 22.20 0.83 
200 -0.22 1.22 -36.18 -1.01 61.81 1.17 35.17 1.32 
800 -6.52 0.80 -42.48 -1.18 68.29 0.76 41.65 1.56 
3200 -7.05 0.45 -43.01 -1.20 69.37 0.41 42.73 1.60 
aEstimated change-point 
bDifference between the estimated and the true parameter coefficient 
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